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PREFACE.

It may seem a strange principle to enunciate as the very first

requirement in a Hospital that it should do the sick no harm.

It is quite necessary, nevertheless, to lay down such a principle,

because the actual mortality in hospitals, especially in those of

large crowded cities, is very much higher than any calculation

founded on the mortality of the same class of diseases among

patients treated out o/" hospital would lead us to expect. The

knowledge of this fact first induced me to examine into the

influence exercised by hospital construction on the duration and

death-rate of cases received into the wards ; and it led me to lay

before the Social Science Association a paper reprinted with

the present title. Since the publication of the first edition of

that paper, great advances have been made in the adoption of

sound principles of hospital construction ; and there are

already a number of examples of new hospitals realizing all,

or nearly all, the conditions required for the successful treat-

ment of the sick and maimed poor. Besides this, much

additional experience has been obtained in many important
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points, especially in the details of hospital buildings and

fittings.

In order to spread a knowledge of the progress already-

made, as well as of those principles which may now be consi-

dered as established, I have been asked to prepare the

•present edition. In doing this, it has been necessary to re-

write nearly the whole of it, and to make so many additions

to the matter that it is in reality a new book.

F. N.
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NOTES ON HOSPITALS.

TT is proposed in the following pages to give—ist, a general

account of the sanitary condition of existing hospitals

;

and, a statement of those structural defects in hospitals

which have influenced the progress of medical and surgical

cases while under treatment in them
;

3rd, the principles of

construction which ought to be kept in view in building new

hospitals
;
4th, improved plans for hospitals and convalescent-

institutions ;—and lastly, certain proposals adopted by the

International Statistical Congress for improving the method

of tabulating hospital statistics, together with a proposal for

an uniform system of registering statistics of surgical opera-

tions, their complications and results.

I. SANITARY CONDITION OF HOSPITALS.

No one, I think, who brings ordinary powers of obser-

vation to bear on the sick and maimed, can fail to observe a

remarkable difference in the aspect of cases, in their duration

and in their termination in different hospitals. To the super-

ficial observer there are two things only apparent—the disease

and the remedial treatment, medical or surgical. It requires

a considerable amount of experience, in hospitals of various

'constructions and varied administrations, to go beyond this,

and to be able to perceive that conditions arising out of

these elements have a very powerful effect indeed upon the

ultimate issue of cases which pass through the wards.

B
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It is sometimes asserted that there is no such striking

difference in the mortality of different hospitals as one would

be led to infer from their great apparent difference in sanitary

condition. There is, undoubtedly, some difficulty in arriving

at correct statistical comparison to exhibit this. For, in the

first place, different hospitals receive -very different propor-

tions of the same class of diseases. The ages in one hospital

may differ considerably from the ages in another. And the

state of the cases on admission may differ very much in each

hospital. These elements affect considerably the results

of treatment, altogether apart from the sanitary state of hos-

pitals. But the fact has sometimes been made use of in

a way no one could have anticipated. A high and in-

creasing death rate has been actually put forward, not as the

result of these causes, but as the result of increasing

celebrity ; which can have no other practical meaning than

this :—that a greater number of people go there to die next

year, because so many have died there this year ; a principle

equally applicable in private practice, and according to which,

the physician or surgeon, who loses the largest percentage

of cases is the man most worthy of confidence.

In the next place, accurate hospital statistics are much more

rare than is generally imagined, and at the best they only give

the mortality which has taken place in the hospitals, and take no

cognizance of those caseswhich are discharged in a hopeless con-

dition, to die immediately afterwards, apracticewhich is followed

to a much greater extent by some hospitals than by others.

We have known incurable cases discharged from one

hospital, to which the deaths ought to have been accountedi

and received into another hospital, to die there in a day or

two after admission, thereby lowering the mortality rate of the

first at the expense of the second.
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Making every allowance for difficulties attending an

inquiry into the comparative mortality of hospitals, there are

nevertheless certain very startling facts, which ought to arrest

the attention of every one interested in the welfare of sick or

maimed. The Registrar-General, in his last Annual Report,

has given a set of Occasional Tables on the Mortality of

Public Institutions in England, which contain data of more

than usual interest and importance on this subject. Returns

were obtained from 106 hospitals, giving the number of

inmates in each hospital on April 8th, 1861. This number is

taken as an approximation to the average of inmates at each

establishment. The number of deaths registered in each

hospital during the year i85i is also given—so that, assum-

ing the approximate accuracy of the data, the mortality per

cent, in each hospital can be ascertained for the year. The

following classified abstract contains the results of the inquiry,

and they are certainly striking enough :

—

Mortality per Cent, in the principal Hospitals of England. i86j.
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It will be seen that the hospitals are grouped according to

locality. Now let us compare three of these groups with

each other. We have 34 London hospitals, affording a mor-

tality of no less than 90-84 per cent., very nearly every bed

yielding a death in the course of the year. Next, we have

iz hospitals in large provincial towns, Bristol, Birmingham,

Liverpool, Manchesterj &c., yielding a death rate of 83-16

per cent. And there are 25 county hospitals in country

towns, the mortality in which is no more than 39'4i per cent.

Here we have at once a hospital problem demanding solution.

However the great differences in the death rates may be ex-

plained, it cannot be denied that the most unhealthy hospitals

are those situated within the vast circuit of the metropolis

;

that the next lower death rate takes place in hospitals in

densely populated large manufacturing and commercial towns,

and that by far the most healthy hospitals are those of the

smaller country towns.

These results are quite reliable, and are preferable to those

derived from individual hospitals. Otherwise, it might be

stated that the death rate of certain hospitals situated in large

towns is so enormous that every bed is cleared out in the

year, and in some of them once in about 9 months.

Facts such, as these (and it is not the first time that they

have been placed before the public) have sometinies raised

grave doubts as to the advantages to be derived from hos-

pitals at all, and have led many an one to think that in all

probability a poor sufferer would have a much better chance

of recovery if treated at home.

The sanitary state of any hospital ought not, however, to

be inferred solely from the greater or less mortality. If the

function of a hospital were to kill the sick, statistical com-
parisons of this nature would be admissible. As, however
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its proper function is to restore the sick to health as speedily

as possible, the elements which really give information as to

whether this is done or not, are those which show the propor-

tion of sick restored to health, and the average time which

has been required for this object ; a hospital which restored

ail its sick to health after an average of six months' treatment,

could not be considered as by any means so healthy as a hos-

pital which returned all its sick recovered in, as many weeks.

The proportion of recoveries, the proportion of deaths, and

the average time in hospital, must all be taken into account in

discussions of this nature, as well as the character of the cases

and the proportion of different ages among the sick ; and this

brings me to the great importance of correct hospital statistics

as an essential element in hospital administration.

Hospital mortality statistics have hitherto given little in-

formation on the efficiency of the hospital, /'. e., as to the

extent to which it fulfils the purpose it was established for,

because there are elements in existence of which such statistics

have hitherto taken no cognizance. In one set of hospitals,

in the table, I find the mortality from lai to i^\ per cent,

upon the cases treated, while in other hospitals the deaths reach

from 83 to 90|- per cent. To judge by the mortality only

in these cases would be most fallacious. Because in the first

class of hospitals ailments not of a dangerous nature constitute

a title to hospital admission, while, in the latter class of hos-

pitals, dangerous and special diseases, at all times accompanied

by a high rate of mortality, are largely admitted. Hence the

duration of the cases admitted, and the general course and

aspect of disease, afford important criteria whereby to judge

of the healthiness or unhealthiness of any hospital, in addition

to that afforded by the mortality statistics.

Perhaps the most delicate test of anitary condition in
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hospitals is afforded by the progress and termination of

surgical cases after operation, together with the complications

which they present. The statistics of medical cases, although

affording important data for our purpose, are of themselves

imperfect indices of the healthiness of wards, but it is other-

wise with operation cases. In these the constitution gives

immediate evidence of suffering from the neglect of hygiene,

and many a life is sacrificed from not recognising this fact.

In another section I have dealt with this important subject,

and have given the method of keeping the Statistics of Hos-

pitals proposed by me, and adopted by the International

Statistical Congress ; and also a proposal for registering sur-

gical operations and their results.

Careful observers are now generally convinced that the

origin and spread of fever in a hospital, or the appearance and

spread of hospital gangrene, erysipelas, and pyaemia generally,

are much better tests of the defective sanitary state of a

hospital than its mortality returns.* But I would go further,

and state that to the experienced eye of a careful observing

nurse, the daily, I had almost said hourly, changes which take

place in patients, and which changes rarely come under the

cognizance of the periodical medical visitor, afford a still more

* The following suggestive passages from Mr. Paget's address, delivei-ed before

the British Medical Association, 1862, have an important bearing on this subject:

" In every case of erysipelas, pysemia, or the like, we ought to work till we can
discover its probable origin ; we should have the strongest feeling that these dis-

eases are not spontaneous nor inevitable. In every case, the hospital, or the house,
or our own practice, should be brought to trial—to private trial, if you will, yet a
just and tiue trial—a trial before our own conscience ; and if the hospital, the
house, or the practice be found guilty, let it be condemned and amended."

" Of all the remedies I have used or seen in use, I can find but one thing that
I can call remedial for the whole disease, pyaemia: and that is a profuse supply of
fresh air. It the three most remarkable recoveries I have seen, the patients might
be said to have lain day and night in the wind—wind blowing all about their
rooms."
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important class of data, from which to judge of the general

adaptation of a hospital for the reception and treatment of

sick. One insensibly allies together restlessness, languor,

feverishness, and general malaise, with closeness of wards,

defective ventilation, defective structure, bad architectural

and administrative arrangements, until it is impossible to

resist the conviction that the sick are suffering from something

quite other than the disease inscribed on their bed-ticket

—

and the inquiry insensibly arises in the mind, what can be the

cause ? To this query many years' experience of hospitals in

various countries and climates enables me to answer explicitly

as the result of my own observation, that, even admitting to

the full extent the great value of the hospital improvements

of recent years, a vast deal of the suffering, and some at least

of the mortality, in these establishments is avoidable.

What, then, are those defects to which such results are to

be attributed ?

I should state at once that to original defects in the sites

and plans of hospitals, and to deficient ventilation and over-

crowding accompanying such defects, is to be attributed a

large proportion of the evil I have mentioned.

The facts flow almost of necessity from ascertained sani-

tary experience. But it is not often, excepting perhaps in the

case of intelligent house-surgeons, that the whole process

whereby the sick, who ought, to have had rapid recoveries, are

retained week after week, or perhaps month after month, in

hospital, is continuously observed. I have known a case of

slight fever received into hospital, the fever pass off in less

than a week, and yet the patient, from the foul state of the

wards, not restored to health at the end of eight weeks.

I appeal to all careful hospital officers whether each has

not known, within his own experience, instances on a large
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and fatal scale of disease produced in hospital; I myself

could fill a book with them. One such may be given. In

a small hospital, in one of the healthiest counties in England,

in nine months, twenty-four poor creatures ran the gauntlet

of their lives from erysipelas alone, of which disease eight

died ; and most of these after very trifling accidents or opera-

tions. None of them ought to have produced erysipelas at

all ; much less Jiave ended fatally.

But pn the very threshold of the subject we shall probably

be told that to ' contagion' and ' infection' is much of the un-

healthy condition of some hospitals attributable, at least so far

as concerns the occurrence of zymotic diseases. On the very

threshold, therefore, we are obliged to make a digression, in

order to discuss the meaning of these two familiar words, and

to lay these spectres which have terrified almost all ages and

nations.

This is the more necessary, because on the exact influence

exercised by these two presumed causes of hospital sickness

and mortality depends to a great degree the possibility of our

introducing efficient hospital attendance and nursing. Unfor-

tunately both nurses* and medical men, as well as medical

students, have died of zymotic diseases prevailing in hospitals.

It Is an all-important question to decide whether the propaga-

tion of such diseases is inevitable or preventible. If the

former, then the whole question must be considered as to

whether hospitals necessarily attended with results so fatal

should exist at all. If the latter, then it is our duty to

prevent their propagation.

The idea of * contagion,' as explaining the spread ofdisease,

appears to have been adopted at a time when, from the neglect

of sanitary arrangements, epidemics attacked whole masses of

* See Note A, at the end of this «ection.
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people, and when men had ceased to consider that nature had

any laws for her guidance. Beginning with the poets and

historians, the word finally made its way into medical nomen-

clature,* where it has remained ever since, affording to certain

classes of minds, chiefly in the southern and less educated

parts of Europe, a satisfactory reason for pestilence, and an

adequate excuse for non-exertion to prevent its recurrence.

And now, what does 'contagion' mean? It implies the

communication of disease from person to person by contact.

It pre-supposes the existence of certain germs like the sporules

of fungi, which can be bottled up and conveyed any distance

attached to clothing, to merchandize, especially to woollen

stuffs, for which it is supposed to have a particular affection,

and to feathers, which of all articles it especially loves—so

much so, that, according to quarantine laws, a live goose may

be safely introduced from a plague country ; but if it happen

to be eaten on the voyage, its feathers cannot be admitted

without danger to the entire community. There is no end

to the absurdities connected with this doctrine. Suffice it to

say, that in the ordinary sense of the word, there is no proof,

such as would be admitted in any scientific inquiry, that there

is any such thing as ' contagion.'

There are two or three diseases in which there is a specific

virus, which can be seen, tasted, smelt, and analysed, and

which in certain constitutions propagates the original disease

by inoculation—such as small-pox, cow-pox, &c. But these

are not ' contagions' in the sense supposed.f

* See Note B, at the end of this section.

t Curiously enough, these directly communicable diseases were excluded from

the operation of general quarantine law by the International Quarantine Con-
ference of Paris, 1851, which restricted the objects of quarantine to plague, yellow

fever, and cholera, while it gave a logical coup degrace to the ' contagion' hypothesis

by abolishing the ' suspected bill of health.'
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The word 'infection,' which is often confounded with

' contagion,' expresses a fact, and does not involve a hypo-

thesis. But just as there is no such thing as ' contagion,'

there is no such thing as inevitable 'infection.' Infection acts

through the air. Poison the air breathed by individuals, and

there is infection. Shut up 150 healthy people in a Black-

hole of Calcutta, and in twenty-four hours an infection is

produced so intense that it will, in that time, have destroyed

nearly the whole of the inmates. Sick people are more sus-

ceptible than healthy people ; and if they be shut up without

sufficient space and sufficient fresh air, there will be produced

not only fever, but erysipelas, pyaemia, and the usual tribe of

hospital-generated epidemic diseases.

Again, if we have a fever hospital with over-crowded, badly-

ventilated wards, we are quite certain to have the air become

so infected as to poison the blood not only of the sick, so as

to increase their mortality, but also of the medical attendants

and nurses, so that they also shall become subjects of fever.

It will be seen at a glance, that in every such case and in

every such example, the 'infection' is not inevitable, but

simply the result of carelessness and ignorance. As soon as

this practical view of the subject is admitted and acted upon,

we shall cease to hear of hospital contagions.

In certain hospitals it has been the custom to set apart

wards for what are called 'infectious' diseases, but in reality

there ought to be no diseases so considered. With proper

sanitary precautions, diseases reputed to be the most ' infec-

tious' may be treated in wards among other sick without any

danger. Without proper sanitary arrangements, a number of

healthy people may be congregated together so as to become
subject to the worst horrors of ' infection.'

No stronger condemnation of any hospital or ward could
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be pronounced than the simple fact that any zymotic disease

has originated in it, or that such diseases have attacked other

patients than those brought in with them. And there can be

no stronger condemnation of any town than the outbreak of

fatal epidemics in it. Infection, and incapable management,

or bad construction, are, in hospitals as well as in towns,

convertible terms.

It was necessary to say thus much to show to what

hospital diseases are not necessarily due. To the following

defects in site, construction, and management, as we think,

they are mainly to be attributed.

I, The agglomeration of a large number of sick under one roof

It is a well-established fact that, other things being equal,

the amount of sickness and mortality on different areas bears

a ratio to the degree of density of the population.

"Why should undue agglomeration of sick be any excep-

tion to this law ? Is it not rather to be expected that, the

constitutions of sick people being more susceptible than those

of healthy people, they should suffer more from this cause ?

There is a reason, of course, for everything, and in the

present case the reason why agglomeration of a large number

of sick under one roof leads to disaster, is the simple fact,

that agglomeration argues either stern necessities of another

kind, or great ignorance and danger of mismanagement, and,

besides all this, it argues unforeseen events, and altogether

such a deficiency in the general administrative arrangements,

as is sure to be accompanied by want of proper ventilation,

want of cleanliness, and other sanitary defects.

If anything were wanting in confirmation of this fact, it

would be the enormous mortality in the hospitals which

contained perhaps the largest number of sick ever at one time

under the same roof, viz., those at Scutari. The largest o»
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these too famous hospitals had at one time 3500 sick and

wounded under its ropf, and it has happened that of Scutari

patients two out of every five have died. In the hospital

tents of the Crimea, although the sick were almost without

shelter, without blankets, without proper food or medicines,

the mortality was not above one-half what it was at Scutari

;

but these tents had only a few beds in each. Nor was it even

so high as this in the small Balaclava General Hospital, which

had part of its sick placed in detached wooden huts. While

in the well-ventilated detached huts of the Castle Hospital, on

the heights above Balaclava, exposed to the sea breeze, at a

subsequent period, the mortality among the wounded did not

reach three per cent. It is not to fhe comparative healthi-

ness of these small hospitals, however, that we appeal, as the

only proof of the danger of surface over-crowding. It is to

the fact of 80 cases of hospital gangrene having been recorded

during one month at Scutari (and many, many more passed

unrecorded)
J
to the fact that, out of 44 secondary amputa-

tions of the lower extremities consecutively performed, 36

have died ; and to the cases of fever which broke out in the

hospital, not by tens, but by hundreds.

But by far the most remarkable illustration of the effects

produced on the sick and maimed by agglomeration, is that

afforded by the experience of the H6tel Dieu, at the latter

end of the last century, and before its reconstruction.

I am indebted to M. Husson's " Etude sur les Hopitaux"

for a plan (No. i) of the H6tel Dieu, as it then was, showing

the relation of all parts of the hospital on the same floor. It

will be observed that there was direct atmospheric communi-
cation through the entire suite of wards occupied by above 550
jeds on a single floor. The whole hospital contained 1300

beds. But the number of beds by no means represented the
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number of sick, who were sometimes placed in the beds as

close together as they could lie. In this way, from aooo to

5000 or even 7000 sick were sometimes in the hospital at

one time. And one out of every four patients used to die.

So late as the year 1788, each of the beds in the Hotel Dieu

was intended to hold either two or four sick. There is an

extremely curious notice of this subject in M. Husson's

" Etude sur les H6pitauXj" given in Note C, at the end of

this section. From this it appears that in the i6th century,

notwithstanding the use of multiple beds, holding, in 1515,

from 8 to I a patients each, the number of sick so far exceeded

the bed accommodation that the beds, in 1530, were occupied

by relays of patients, and that forms were provided on which

the sick whose turn it was to be out of bed could rest in the

mean time.

The subject is almost too painful to dwell on, especially as

we must take it for granted that the administration of the

period acted according to the best of its judgment. Only let

the warning be taken. And let us not reproduce, even on a

small scale, the same structural defects or mismanagement

which led to such terrible loss of life.

Fortunately for humanity, every patient has long since

tacquired the right to his own separate bed.

3. Deficiency of Space per bed,—Wherever cubic space is

deficient, ventilation is bad. Cubic space and ventilation will

therefore go hand in hand. The law holds good with regard

to hospitals, barracks, and all inhabited places.

Ifover-crowding, or its concomitant,bad ventilation,among

healthy people, generates disease, it does so to a far greater

extent among the sick in hospitals. In civil hospitals the

amount of cubic space varies between 600 and aooo cubic feet

per bed. In some military hospitals it used to be under 300 ;
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and from 700 to 800 was considered a somewhat extravagant

allowance. The old army practice of allotting from 600 to

800 cubic feet per bed in hospitals, under which army hos-

pitals proved to be so unhealthy, was over-crowding. At

Scutari, at one time, not even half the regulation-

space was given ; and the great over-crowding con-

sequent thereupon was one element in the disastrous

result which followed. Any one in the habit of exa-

mining hospitals with different relative amounts of cubic

space cannot fail to have been struck with the very different

appearance of the sick, and with the different state of the

ward atmosphere. Cubic space is an essential element in the

question of ventilation. It is impossible, with due regard

to warmth, to ventilate a ward in a brick or stone hospital

without mechanical means, when the space per bed is less

than a certain amount. Crowded wards are, in fact, offen-

sive, with all the windows open.

In airy positions in the country less cubic space is essential

than in closely-built towns. In detached huts or pavilions,

especially if they be but one story high, less space is neces-

sary than where numbers are massed together in large build-

ings, or in more stories than one.

Under all circumstances, however, the progress of the

cases (in solidly-built hospitals) will betray any curtailment

of space much below 1500 cubic feet. In Paris 1700, and in

London 3000 and even 2500 cubic feet are now thought

advisable. But query. Should there be a hospital at all in

any position which requires such an amount of space ? Does

not this very fact testify as loudly as it can. This is no fit

place for sick ?

The master of some large works in London lately men-

tioned the following fact :—He was in the habit of sending
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those of his workmen who met with accidents to two difFerent

metropolitan hospitals. In one they recovered quickly : in

the other they were frequently attacked with erysipelas, and

some cases were fatal. On inquiry it appeared that in the

former hospital a larger amount of space was allowed than

in the latter, which is also so deficient in external ventilation

and in construction, that nothing but artificial ventilation

could effectively change its atmosphere.

It is even more "important to have a sufficient surface-area

between the adjoining and the opposite beds. Piling space

above the patient is not all that is wanted. In the lofty

corridors of Scutari I have seen two long rows of opposite

beds with scarcely three feet from foot to foot. Certainly it

cannot be thought too much, under any circumstances, to

give to each bed a territory to itself of at least eight feet wide

by twelve or thirteen feet long.

3. Deficiency of Ventilation.—The want of fresh air may

be detected in the appearance of patients sooner than any

other want. No care or luxury will compensate indeed for

its absence. Unless the air within the ward can be kept as

fresh as it \s without, the patients had better be away, ^hat

must then be said when, as in some town situations, the air

without is not fresh air at all ? Except in a few cases well

known to physicians, the danger of admitting fresh air directly

is very much exaggerated. Patients in bed are not peculiarly

inclined to catch -cold,* and in England, where fuel is cheap,

* 'Catching cold' in bed follows the same law as 'catching cold' when up.

If the atmosphere is foul, and the lungs and skin cannot therefore relieve the

system, then a draught upon the patient may give him cold. But this is the fault

of the foul air, not of the fresh.

In the wooden hospital huts before Sebastopol, with their pervious walls and

open ridge ventilators, in which the patients sometimes said that they ' would

get less snow if they were outside,' such a thing as ' catching cold ' was never

heard of. The patients were well covered with blankets, and were all the better

for the cold air.
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somebody is indeed to blame, if the ward cannot be kept

warm enough, and if the patients cannot have" bed-clothing

enough, for as much air to be admitted from without as

suffices to keep the ward fresh. No artificial ventilation will

do this. Although in badly-constructed hospitals, or in

countries where fuel is dear, and the winter very cold, artificial

ventilation may be necessary, it never can compensate for

the want of the open window. The ward is never fresh,

and in the best hospitals at Paris, artificially ventilated,

it will be found that, till the windows are opened, the air

is close. A well-waged controversy has lately been car-

ried on upon this very point, in Paris. Eminent autho-

rities in England had decried the pavilion system, on the

ground that the atmosphere of a certain Paris pavilion

hospital was " detestable," not because of the pavilion archi-

tecture, but because of its artificial ventilation defying the

best pavilion building to ventilate its patients. What is all

that luxury of magnificent windows for but to admit fresh air ?

To shut up your patients tight in artificially warmed air,

is to bake them in a slow oven. Open the Lariboisiere

windows, warm it with open fires, drain it properly, and it

will be one of the finest hospitals in the world.

Natural ventilation, or that by open windows and open

fire-places, is the only efficient means for procuring the life-

spring of the sick—fresh air. But to obtain this the ward

should be at least fifteen to sixteen feet high, and the distance

between the opposite windows not more than thirty feet.

The amount of fresh air required for ventilation has been

hitherto very much underrated, because it has been assumed

that the quantity of carbonic acid produced during res-

piration was the chief noxious gas to be carried off.

The total amount of this gas produced by an adult in
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twenty-four hours is about 40,000 cubic inches, which, in

a barrack-room, say, containing sixteen men, would give

370 cubic feet per diem. Allowing eight hours for the night

occupation of such a room, when the. doors and windows

may be supposed to be shut, the product of carbonic acid

would be 133 cubic feet, or about fifteen and , a-half cubic feet

per hour. This large quantity, if not speedily carried away,

would undoubtedly be injurious to health ; but there are

other gaseous poisons produced with the carbonic acid which

have still greater power to injure. Every adult exhales by

the lungs and skin forty-eight ounces, or three pints of water,

in twenty-four hours. Sixteen men in a room would there-

fore exhale in eight hours sixteen pints of water, and 123

cubic feet of carbonic acid, into the atmosphere of the room.

With the watery vapour there is also exhaled a large quantity

of organic matter, ready to enter into the putrefactive con-

dition. This is especially the case during the hours of sleep,

and as it is a vital law that all excretions are injurious to

health if reintroduced into the system, it is easy to understand

how the breathing of damp foul air of this kind, and the con-

sequent re-introduction of excrementitious matter into the

blood through the function of respiration, will tend to produce

•disease.

If this be so for the well, how much more will it be so

for the sick ?—for the sick, the exhalations from whom are

always highly morbid and dangerous, as they are one of

nature's methods of eliminating noxious matter from the

body, in order that it may recover health. Indeed, this is so

well acknowledged that it has given rise to all the doctrine of

infection—to a just horror of breathing what comes from the

sick, even to the morbid fear of entering a cab in which a

case of fever or small-pox has been for half an hour. Nay,

c
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we have heard a myth of scarlet fever being " carried in a

bedside carpet."

One would think the inference in people's minds, from

these just (and unjust) terrors, would be to remove instantly

every hindrance to the foul air being carried off ; but, instead

of that, their inference is to shut it up or to run away from

the sick.

One would think that the first and last idea in construct-

ing hospitals would be to contrive such means of ventilation

as would be perpetually and instantly carrying off these morbid

emanations. One would think that it would be the first

thing taught to the attendants to manage such means of

-ventilation. Often, however, it is Koi even the last thing

taught to them.

A much larger mass of air is required to dilute and cany

away these emanations than is generally supposed, and the

whole art of ventilation resolves itself into applying in any

specific case the best method of renewing the air sufficiently

without producing draughts, or occasioning excessive varieties

in temperature. Trifling varieties are rather beneficial than

otherwise in most cases. A cooler atmosphere at night acts

like a tonic.

4. 'Deficiency of Light.—What is the proportionate in-

fluence of the four defects enumerated in delaying recovery I

am not competent to determine.

Second only to fresh air, however, I should be inclined to

rank light in importance for the sick. Direct sunlight, not

only daylight, is necessary for speedy recovery, except, per-

haps, in certain ophthalmic and a small number of other cases.

Instances could be given, almost endless, where, in dark wards

er in wards with a northern aspect, even when thoroughlv

warmed, or in wards with borrowed light, even when
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thoroughly ventilated, the sick could not by any means be

made speedily to recover. The effect of light on health and

disease has been long recognised in the medical profession

as may be learned from the writings of Sir Andrew Wylie,

Dr. Milne-Edwards, and Mr. Ward. Dark barrack-rooms,

and barrack-rooms with northern aspects, will furnish a larger

amount of sickness than light and sunny rooms.

Among kindred effects of light I may mention, from

experience, as quite perceptible in promoting recovery, the

being able to see out of a window, instead of looking against

a dead wall ; the bright colours of flowers ; the being able to

read in bed by the light of a window close to the bed-head.

It is generally said that the effect is upon the mind. Perhaps

so ; but it is no less so upon the body on that account.

All hospital buildings in this climate should be erected so

that as great a surface as possible should receive direct sun-

light—a rule which has been observed in several of our best

hospitals, but, I am sorry to say, passed over in some of

those most recently constructed. Window-blinds can always

moderate the light of a light ward ; but the gloom of a dark

ward is irremediable.

The axis of a ward should be as nearly as possible north

and south ; the windows on both sides, so that the sun shall

shine in (from the time he rises till the time he sets) at one

side or the other. There should be a window to at least every

two beds, as is the case now in our best hospitals. Some

foreign hospitals, in countries where the light is far more

intense than in England, give one window to every bed.

The window-space should be one-third of the wall-space.

The windows should reach from two or three feet of the

floor to one foot of the ceiling. The escape of heat may be

diminished by plate or double glass. But while we can gene-

c 2
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rate warmth, we cannot generate daylight, or the purifying

and curative effect of the sun's rays.

Note A.—On the Mortality of Hospital Nukses.

To show the great importance of this point, I give the following tables,

kindly prepared by Dr. Farr, from returns furnished to me with the greatest

readiness by fifteen of the metropolitan hospitals. Table I. gives the ages of

living and dying among the nursing staff. Table II. gives the mortality fi-ora

zymotic diseases, and the comparison between the nurses' mortality and the

mortality of the female population of London.

Tablk \.—Numbers and Ages of Matrons, Sisters, and Nurses {Living and

Dying) in Fifteen London Hospitals.

{Names of the hospitals,—St. Marys; St. George's; Westminster; Charing

Cross; Middlesex; University College; Royal Free; King's College; St.

Bartholomeiv's ; London; Guy's; St. Thomas'; Small Pox; Fever; and

Consumption^
LIVING (1858).

Matrons, Sisters
|

and Nurses

Matrons and
Sisters

Nurses

..-!

Total

of all

521

n8

403

Total.

Ages
Speci-

fied.

Ages mt
Spe-

cified

391

90

301

130

Specified Ages of the Living, March, 1858.

Under
20.

28

25. 3°- 35

45 55

44

40.

93

71

45.

64

5o-

59

39

55.

34

60.

18

65- and
up.

DYING (1848—57).
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Table II.

—

Tails of the Mortality of Matrons, Sisters, and Nurses, at different

Ages, in Fifteen London Hospitals, compared with the Mortality cf the Female

Population of London.

Ages.
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Note B.—On the History op the Doctrine of Contagion.

The history of the doctrine of ' Contagion ' is giren by Dr. Adams in

his translation of the works of Paulus jEgineta, vol. i, p. 284—(Syden-

ham Society). He says, in his comment, "the earlier ancient authors

appear to have entertained no suspicions of contagion as a cause of febrile

or of other complaints.

" The works of the fathers of history and of medicine have likewise

been ransacked in vain for any traces of the doctrine of contagion."

Thucydides, and after him several of the Latin poets, describe the

plague of Athens, which appears to have been a form of Dysentery, as

communicable from person to person. The later Greek historians contain

allusions to tlie infectious nature of certain diseases j but Procopius, though

cognizant of one of the greatest pestilences, on record, was a non-conta-

gionist.

Virgil's allusions to contagious diseases among cattle will be found in

Eel. I. Georg. III., 464.

Aretaeus appears to be the first medical author who believed in con-

tagion. Galen seems to have held the doctrine of infection. Of the later

Greek and Arabian medical writers, some,were contagionists, and others

make no allusion to the subject. Dr. Adams states, in regard to plague,

a disease which, in later times, has been considered as the very type of all

"contagious" pestilences, "The result of our investigations into the opinions

of the ancients on this subject leads us to the conchasion that all, or at least

the most intelligent of the medical authorities, held that the plague was
communicated not by any specific virus, but in consequence of the atmo-
sphere around the sick being contaminated by putrid ejffluvia."

The obvious practical result of this view of infection is thatabundance
of pure air will prevent infection. All my own hospital experience con-
firms this conclusion. If infection exists, it is preventible. If it exists, it

is the result of carelessness, or of ignorance. " Contagion," as a doctrine

on which distinct practical proceedings have been taken, appears to be of
very modern invention ; and it has been highly injurious to civilization

and humanity, from the loss of life which has from time to time followed
from the practices which it inculcates, and from tlie immense tax which
it has entailed upon commerce.

Note C.

"In 1788" (in the H6tel Dieu), "each bed was for two or for four
sick."

" Much has been said about beds in two shelves, one over the other
in v\ liich up to eight and even twelve sick were said to have lain. No-
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thing in the Archives justifies such an assertion. This tradition, derived

from M. da Pastoret, doubtless originated in a passage of the Report of

the Commissioners of the Academie des Sciences (1786, p. 19), where it

is said that in 1752 the sick were four and six in the same bed, and that

some were lying on the testers of the beds, * according to the testimony

of a physician of the H&tel Dieu, who witnessed it.' This testimony is

the more curious, because the ' Memoire of the Physicians of the Hotel

Dieu,' presented in 1756, makes no allusion to this circumstance,

although the form of the beds takes up a very large share of the

Report.

" That, at times of extraordinary over-crowding, some of the sick

should have been placed even on the wooden roof of the bed, as in 1752,

when the H6tel Dieu had to receive more than 4000 sick, this fact

would not be very surprising; but this was only a momentary expedient,

and can only have taken place, if it did take place, from the period of the

17th century; for before that period the beds of the H&tel Dieu had no

testers. It was then in beds that the sick lay, or rather were heaped up.

In iji_5, there were only 303 beds at the H6tel Dieu, 'in each of which,

from want of space, are generally seen eight, ten, and twelve poor in one

bed, so crowded that it is a great pity to see them.' "—(Letters Patent of

Francis I., ijij.)

—

{Archives of the Assistance Pullique.)

" 100 beds were placed in the new ward built by Cardinal Duprat in

1530. The following is an extract of the bargain made for the construc-

tion of these beds.

" Jehan Morel, carpenter, living at Paris, has bargained with the

Governors to make proper beds to furnish the new ward which the

Legate is building to adjoin Lostel-Dieu, i.e., up to the number of 100

beds, made as follows :—Each bed 6 feet long by 4 feet wide, the back

4 feet high, the division (or partition) the same height, all in plain panel,

and all framed and open below ; in the front of which beds two hori-

.

zontal panels, on the pillow of which beds there shall be a board

6 inches in breadth or thereabouts, for the service of the poor ; under

each of which beds there shall be a little form (bench) of the length of

said beds, to be taken out to rest the said poor."

(Extract from the Registers, 1^33.) The sick, being too many to

lie all together in the sanie bed, necessarily relieved each other. And
this little bench was no doubt intended to serve as a seat for those who
were waiting their turn to lie down.

" In the 1 7th century, the beds of the H6tel Dieu were covered with

a tester standing upon four massive feet, with curtains which, when

drawn, completely shut in the bed.

"In 1781, Louis XVI. forbade more than two sick being placed in

the same bed, and these were to be separated by a compartment or
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division. This did not satisfy the physicians of the H6tel Dieu, and it

was decided,

" I. Tiiat all the beds, single and double, should be 6i feet high.

2. That all beds, single and double, should be 6 feet long over all.

' 3. That all single beds should be uniformly 3 feet wide over all.

" 4. That all double beds should be alike 5 feet 2 inches wide over

all.

" 5. That the testers of all the said beds should have a strong cross-

, beam, for a cord to be solidly fastened, by which the sick can raise them-

selves."

—

(Delilerations, etc., 1781.)
" In 1 79 1, the number of beds was still far from enough, as states a

Report of the Commission of Hospitals:—'In April, 1791, there were

only 1650 to 1700 beds, of which j8o to J90 were large bedsj counting

these for two, as well as those with divisions, the 1 700 beds gave about

room for 2300 sick; the sick who had a bed a-piece being only 1700 j

1 100 others lay 2, 3, and even more in the large beds.' " (Report of

the measures taken to accommodate at the H6tel Dieu, during the winter

of 179^3 2500 sick, of whom 2000 in little beds, one in each bed, and
ijoo in large beds, only two together.

—

-Archives of the Assistance Puhlique.)
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II.

DEFECTS IN EXISTING HOSPITAL PLANS

AND CONSTRUCTION.

Considering, then, that the conditions essential to the

health of hospitals are principally these

—

I. Fresh Air. 3. Light. 3. Ample Space. 4. Sub-

division of Sick into Separate Buildings or Pavilions—let us

examine the causes in the usual ward construction which

prevent us from obtaining these and other necessary condi-

tions. The principal causes are as follow, viz. :

—

1. Selection of Bad Sites and Bad Local Climates for

Hospitals.

2. Construction of Hospitals on such a plan as to pre-

vent Free Circulation of External Air,

3. Defects in Ward Construction injurious to Ventilation

including :—Defective Height of Wards ; excessive Width

of Wards between the Opposite Windows ; arranging the

Beds along the Dead Walls ; having more than two Rows

of Beds between the opposite Windows ; having Windows

only on one Side, or having a closed Corridor connecting the

Wards.

4

.

Defective Means of Natural Ventilation and Warming.

5. Defects of Drainage, Waterclosets, Sinks, &c.

6. Using Absorbent Materials for Walls and Ceilings,

and Washing Floors of Hospitals.

7. Defective Hospital Kitchens.
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8. Defective Hospital Laundries.

9. Defective Accommodation for Nursing and Discipline.

10. Defective Ward Furniture.

I. Selection of Bad Sites and Bad Local Climates for Hos-

pitals.—As the object to be attained in hospital construction

is to have pure dry air for the sick, it will be evident that this

condition cannot be fulfilled if a damp climate be selected. It

is a well-known fact, e.g., that in the more damp localities of

the south of England, certain classes of sick and of invalids

linger, and do not recover their health. Again, retentive clay-

subsoils keep the air over entire districts of the country always

more or less damp. And soils of this character should not

be selected as sites for hospitals. Self-draining, gravelly, or

sandy subsoils are best. River banks, estuary shores, valleys,

marshy or muddy ground, ought to be avoided. It may

seem superfluous to state that a hospital should not be built

over an old graveyard, or on other ground charged with

organic matter, and yet this has been recently done. Although

hospitals are intended for the recovery of health, people

are very apt to forget this, and to be guided in the selection

of sites by other considerations—such as cheapness, con-

venience, and the like ; whereas, the professed object in view

being to secure the recovery of the sick in the shortest time,

and to obtain the smallest mortality, that object should be

distinctly kept in view as one which must take precedence

of all others.

Similar remarks are applicable to the erection of hospitals

in large cities and towns. If the recovery of the sick simply

is to be the object of hospitals, they will not be built among
dense unhealthy populations. If medical schools are the

object, surely it is more instructive for students to watch
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the recovery fronij rather than the lingering in, sickness.

Twice the number of cases would be brought under their

notice in a hospital in which the sick recovered in half the

time necessary in another.

According to all analogy, the duration of cases, the chances

against complete recovery, and, as has been shown, the rate

of mortality, must be greater in town than in country

hospitals.

Land in towns is too expensive for hospitals to be so built

as to secure the conditions of ventilation and of light, and of

spreading the inmates over a large surface-area-r-conditions now

known to be essential to speedy recovery^nstead of piling

them up three or four stories high, in regions contaminated

with coal smoke and nuisances.

In country towns, and even in the larger manufacturing and

commercial towns, there is no great difficulty in building hos-

pitals in the purer atmosphere of the open country or suburbs.

The distance from any part of the town likely to send its sick

or maimed can never be very great ; and gratuitous medical

and surgical service can be rendered without much inconve-

nience by the officers of the hospital. The distance, also, to

be traversed by friends on visiting days is not so great as to

cause undue loss of time. No legitimate excuse can therefore

be urged for constructing hospitals amid the smoke, foul air,

and bustle of the densely-peopled seats of commerce and

manufactures. It is otherwise with such a place as London.

Here the distances are so great, and the outward spread of the

population so rapid, that the question of hospital position

assumes quite another aspect to what it does in provincial

towns. The problem has been, besides, complicated by the

nature of the hospital Foundations, which have been created at

different periods of time, and under very different conditions
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of population. The various metropolitan hospitals have been

erected, and their positions determined on no general system

of medical or surgical relief for the metropolis, and without

any foresight, had it even been possible to exercise such, as

to what would finally be the position of each hospital with

reference to the population whose sick it was intended to

receive.

The practical result has been, that several of the largest

and most important hospital establishments are concentrated

within a comparatively narrow area of the metropolitan district.

They receive their sick from a certain radius in every direction,

extending often into and even beyond the district which

would be allotted to other hospitals under a general system of

hospital relief. And they receive their patients from distances

of two, three, five, or more miles, or even from the country

round.

To illustrate this question as regards our metropolitan

hospitals, I give a sketch-plan of London, on which are

shown the distances of all the larger hospitals in direct lines

from one central point, St. Paul's. Four hospitals only out

of twenty-one are nearer than a mile. All the others are at

distances varying from a mile to nearly five miles. The map
shows that there are large areas of the metropolis which

have to send their sick even greater distances than the

average required by the French system, presently to be noticed

;

and that, practically, the question of distance has been

Tittle understood in controversies which have arisen on this

subject.

One result which follows from this arrangement of the Lon-
don hospitals is, that a considerable proportion of the sick has

been concentrated towards the heart of the metropolis, not un-

frequently among dense masses of population and in unhealthy
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localities. It may be safely stated that, if all the existing

general hospitals had been originally distributed at suitable

distances from the middle of the metropolis, they would all

have been placed as conveniently for the sick as they now are,

and in much purer air. The question of moving existing hos-

pitals has been mooted at different times, and has recently

assumed a practical shape as regards one ofthem, St. Thomas's.

A long and warm controversy has arisen on the subject, in

which nearly every element incident to such questions has

been discussed, with the ultimate probability that the future

site ofthe hospital will be determined by no element incident

to the question, but by circumstances only. It is worth

while to consider briefly the main points which have been

mooted in this important controversy.

The elements which ought to determine the position of a

hospital are the following :

—

First, and before all others, purity of the atmosphere.

Second, the possibility of conveying the sick and maimed

to it.

Third, accessibility for medical officers, and for the friends

of the sick.

Fourth, convenient position for a medical school, if there

be one.

All of these elements are of importance, every one in its place.

It is obviously of no use to build a hospital in the best air in

the world, if neither patients nor medical officers can get to

it. It is only in applying common sense to such a question,

and by always giving a preponderance to the condition of

highest importance—namely, pure air, when the other condi-

tions can be at the same time reasonably obtained, that the

best will be done for the sick.

There is no doubt that suburban sites, nearest to the popu-
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lation likely to apply for relief, afford the best solution the

case admits of with the ordinary means of corLveyance. This

is to a certain extent the system in Paris. Several of its best

hospitals are in or close to the suburbs, and the sick are ad-

mitted under a rule which requires all applicants to appear

before the medical officers at a central bureau, whence they

are sent to the hospitals where there are vacant beds. Acci-

dents and other cases of urgency may, however, be admitted

at once into any hospital on certificate of one of the hospital

physicians or surgeons. If will be seen that under this sys-

tem the patient has to leave his home and present himself at

the bureau, and from the bureau he has to go to the hospital.

Some of the establishments are at a considerable distance from

the bureau.

To illustrate the working of this system, I give a sketch-

plan of Paris, showing the position of the Bureau of Admis-

sion, close to the Hotel Dieu, the distance in yards (in a

direct line) from this Bureau to each of the civil hospitals,

and the number of beds they contain. It will be seen that

four hospitals only are within a mile of the Bureau, and that

the remaining twelve are at distances of from a mile and a

half to two miles and a half in straight lines, to which

probably a fourth should be added for bendings of streets,

and from a third to a half for the average distance between the

houses of the patients and the Bureau. There appears to be

no practical difficulty attending this, so far at least as the

distance is concerned ; but, as already stated, urgent cases are

admitted at any hospital at once on the certificate of a medical

officer.

Of course the distances are all much less in Paris than

they would be in London with a similar organization,

and yet there are several special hospitals in London-^i?.^.,
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those for consumption, small-pox, and fever—which are

at a far greater distance from some of the districts yielding

them cases., than are the distances in Paris.

All are agreed that fresh country air is better for the sick

than impure town air, and hence the whole question narrows

itself within the compass of one of the conditions enumerated

above—namely, accessibility. Any site which can be ob-

tained, with pure air and sufficiently convenient means of

access, will fulfil the required conditions. It has been pro-

posed to extend the distance by using railway conveyance.

To this there can be no possible objection, if it is necessary.

A few years ago no one could have predicated that a consider-

able portion of the metropolitan dead would be conveyed long

distances by railway for interment, without inconvenience to

friends, or injury to their feelings, and yet it has been done.

The truth is, however, that in regard to hospital sites, no

precise general rule can be laid down.

If a new hospital Is wanted, the true way to deal with the

question Is to determine whereabouts It must be ; next, to

seek out all the sites which there Is a possibility of obtaining

;

then to have each examined by competent persons with refe-

rence to the elements already laid down, and to select the

best.

This has been done in selecting recent hospital sites, and It

has answered well enough in practice. The evil arising out

of a contrary procedure is, that parties are apt to be formed,

especially among persons who are not sufficiently acquainted

with the subject : one party advocating one site, another party

another, and so the cause which all have at heart is injured.

If we could suppose such a thing as all the metropolitan

hospitals being removed to the furthest accessible healthy

points from their present positions, there cannot be a doubt
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that the sick would gain immensely by the change, except

accidents or cases of severe and sudden illness. For these

cases special wards would have to be provided at the points

where they wquld be most required. There is no reason why

all such cases should not be treated in this way, and sent to

the suburban hospitals as soon as they were able to bear

the journey. The hospital receiving-rooms and dis-

pensaries for out-patients might be attached to these accident

wards.

Patients from the country would, of all others, benefit

most by such a change, for they would be spared the addi-

tional risk of coming from the fresh air of their homes into

the foul air of the metropolis—a change attended with more

or less additional risk to them.

Even medical education would benefit by such a change.

The quiet and studious habits of a college would be substi-

tuted for the desultory lecture-hunting and hospital-walking

of London. Education might thus take the place of simple

instruction.

2. Construction of Hospitals on such a Plan as to prevent

Free Circulation of External Air.—To build a hospital with

one closed court with high walls, or what is worse, with two
closed courts, is to stagnate the air even before it reaches the

wards.

This defect is one of the most serious that can be com-
mitted in hospital architecture ; and it exists, nevertheless, in

some form or other in nearly all the older hospitals, and in

many even of recent construction*

The air outside the hospital cannot be maintained in a state

sufiiciently pure to be used for internal ventilation, unless

there be entire freedom of movement. Anything which in-

terferes with this is injurious. Neighbouring high walls.
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smoking chimneys, trees, high ground, are all. more or less

hurtful ; but worse than all is bad construction of the hospital

itself.

Examples of bad plan and construction are common
enough. One of these (Fig. i) is a block plan ofthe H6pital

Necker at Paris.

Fig. I.

Block Plan- oi ! I n Paris.

A. Wards.

B. Chapel.

c. Kitchen.

D. Pharmacy.

E. Offices and " Sisters.'

F. Dwellings.

G. Gallery.

In this case, it is true, the size of the inner court is so con-

siderable that, to a certain extent, it obviates the objection

But where this principle of construction is applied in smaller
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buildings, the evil of it becomes obvious. Fig. 2 represents

another form of the same defective plan. None of these

arrangements should ever be used for hospitals.

Fig. 2.

Block Plan of the Royal Free Hospital, London.

All closed corners stagnate the air, more or less, even

where the building forms but three sides of a square, as in

Fig. 3, unless the wings are so short that they can hardly be

called wings.

Fig. 3.

Block Plan of the London Hospital, London.

The only safe plan, with this form of construction, is to

leave the corners entirely open, as in Vincennes plan, where

they are connected only by an arcade on the ground

floor. (Plan No. 5.)

Even in the true separate pavilion structure, unless the

distance between the pavilions be double the height of the

walls, the ventilation and light are seriously interfered with.
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For this, among other reasons, two stories are better than

three ; and one is preferable to two, provided it be erected

upon an arched basement.

To build a hospital in the midst of a crowded neighbour-

hood of narrow streets and high houses, is to ensure a stag-

nation of the air without, which no ventilation within, no

cubic space, however ample, will be able to remedy.

I shall return to this subject in discussing the question of

what should be the relative position of different parts of a

hospital.

3. Defects in Ward Construction injurious to Ventilation.—
One of the most common causes of unhealthiness in hospitals

is defective construction and arrangement of the ward-space

of such a nature as to lead to difficulty of ventilation, or want

of light. The expression, " a good ward," comprehends some-

thing quite diiferent from mere appearance. No ward is in

any sense a good ward in which the sick are not at all times

supplied with pure air, light, and a due temperature. These

are the results to be obtained from hospital architecture, and

not external design or appearance. Again, no one of these ele-

ments need be sacrificed in seeking to obtain another. Any one

who feels himself in a difficulty in realizing all three may rest

satisfied that hospital architecture is not his vocation. A few

of the more common errors may be here introduced as illus-

trative of this part of the subject :

—

Defective Height of Wards.—It is not possible to ventilate

sufficiently a large ward of ten or twelve feet high. And

again, it is not possible to ventilate a ward where there is a

great height above the windows. A ward of thirty beds can

be well ventilated with a height of about fifteen or sixteen

feet, provided the windows reach to within one foot of the

ceiling. Otherwise, the top of the ward becomes a reservoir

D 2
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for foul air. But a ward may be too high to be ventilated

with sufficient ease. Good ventilation consists in emptying

the hospital of foul air as speedily as possible'. Why have a

greater height of ward than will allow the windows and ven-

tilating arrangements to be easily managed ? It is more than

probable that the decrease of facility for opening windows

would lead to negligence, and so to the fine lofty ward be-

coniing a reservoir of foul air.

Too Great Width of Wards between the Opposite Win-

dows.—It does not appear as if the air could be tho-

roughly changed, if a distance of more than thirty feet inter-

venes between the opposite windows : if, in other words, the

ward is more than thirty feet wide. This is the true starting-

point from which to determine the size of your ward, and the

number of beds you will have in it. If you make your

length too great in proportion to this width, your ward

becomes a tunnel—a form fatal to good ventilation. This

was the case with the great corridor wards. at Scutari.

If, on the other hand, you make your wards too short in

proportion to this width, you multiply corners in a greater

ratio than you multiply sick. And direct experiment has

shown that the movement of the air in the centre of a ward is

three or four times as great as it is at the corners. The
movement of the air in a hospital ward should always be

slightly perceptible over the face and hands, and yet there

should be no draughts.

Arranging the Beds along the Dead Walls.—This de-

prives the patient of the amount of light and air necessary to

his recovery, and has, besides, the disadvantage that when the

windows are opened the effluvia must blow over all the inter-

vening beds before escaping. This arrangement is to be seen

at Portsmouth Military Hospital (Fig. 4), Chatham Garrison
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Hospital, in the new part of the Edinburgh Infirmary, and

at Netley Hospital. (Plan 2.)

Fig. 4.

Ward Construction—Portsmouth Military Hospital.

Another striking example of the same defect Is given

in Fig. 5, which formerly existed in the Accouchement Hos-

pital at Paris.

Fig. 5.

Hfipital de la Clinique, Paris.

(Former arrangement of Lying-in Wards.)

Unfortunately, we have not to go abroad for existing ex-

amples of this construction. The following plan (fig. 6),

which represents the arrangement of a floor of Manchester

Royal Infirmary, will tell its own tale.

It will be seen that in all these examples free renewal of

the air is impossible, except for the beds close to the windows.

It is needless to point out that plans of this kind should be
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Fig. 6.

e • « o • •

Manchester Royal Infirmary.

1. Fever wards (female.)

2. Sm-gical do. do.

3. Medical do. (male.)

4. Medical wards (female.)

5. Nurses' rooms.

6. Do. kitchens.

abandoned in future. Another form of this arrangement

is shown in Fig. 7, part of the old Marine Hospital at

Woolwich. In this example there is no provision for

Fig. 7.

Wards of old Marine Hospital, Woolwich.

A A. Wards. b. Interior passage.
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ventilation worthy of the name, and the wards are so arranged

that the sick must of necessity be suppHed with common foul

air.

Having more than Two Rows of Beds between the

Windows.—In the double wards, or wards back to back, of

the new part of Guy's, of King's College, and of the Fever

Hospital, this arrangement is seen. It is objectionable on

every account. These double wards are from twelve to

nearly twenty feet wider than they ought to be between the

opposite windows for thorough ventilation. The partition

down the middle with apertures makes matters rather worse

;

complaint has been made that it beats down the draught on

the heads of the inner rows of patients. It also prevents the

head nurse from having that view of her whole ward at once,

which she ought to have for proper care of it. The fol-

lowing illustration. Fig. 8, from King's College Hospital,

will show how these defects are produced.

Fig. 8.

Ward plan of King's College Hospital, London.

Having Windows only on one Side, or having a closed

Corridor connecting the Wards.—As it is a necessity of hospital
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construction that every ward must have direct communi-

cation with the external air by means of a sufficient number of

windows on its opposite sides, and that every ward must have

its own ventilation distinct and separate from that of every

other ward ; it follows that to have a dead wall on one side,

or to cover one of the sides by a corridor, is directly to inter-

fere with the natural ventilation of the ward. To join all

the ward doors and windows on one side by means of a cor-

ridor is much more objectionable than even to have a dead

wall, because the foul air of all the wards must neces-

sarily pass into the corridor, and from the corridor into the

wards indiscriminately. The whole hospital becomes in this

way a complicated ward ; and hence, without extraordinary

precautions, such as are not usually nor likely to be bestowed

on such matters, these corridors are the certain means of en-

gendering a hospital atmosphere. A similar objection exists

against any form of hospital construction in which a door

connects any two wards. If any one had wished to see the

corridor plan in all its horrors, Scutari would have shown

them to him on a colossal scale. But the evils connected

with corridors may be seen on a smaller scale in some part of

almost every hospital in London. Netley also has its cor-

ridor. {Vide Plan No. 2.)

I give another illustration. Fig. 9, from the Hopital St.

Antoine, at Paris, in which it will be seen that the corridor,

as well as the wards, is occupied by sick.

This building was not, however, constructed for a hospital.

The arrangement is obviously a bad one.

Here is too another quite recent illustration. Fig. 10, of
a grave structural defect in the new part of Glasgow In-

firmary. The intention in this instance was evidently to
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adopt sound principles of construction, but it will be ob-

served that at one end of the ward there are three beds, and

at the other four beds between the opposite windows. The

small wards, intended for the most serious cases, are placed in

the vicinity of the sinks, baths, and water-closet, and have a

direct communication with the ventilation of the larger wards.

These arrangements are to be regretted, on account of the

example.

All of these defects in plan and construction of wards have

a very serious influence on the question ofdefective ventilation

and warming, which we will now discuss.

4. Defective Means of Ventilation and Warming.—When
the question of ventilation first assumed a practical shape in

this country, it was supposed that 600 cubic feet of air per

hour were sufficient for a healthy adult, in a room where a

number of people are congregated together. Subsequent ex-

perience, however, has shown that this is by no means enough.

As much as 1000 cubic feet have been found insufficient to

keep the air free from closeness and smell ; and it is highly

probable that the actual quantity required will ultimately be

found to be at least 1500 cubic feet per hour per man.

In sick wards we have more positive experience as to the

quantity of air required to keep them sweet and healthy.

It was found in a certain Parisian hospital, in which the

ventilating arrangements were deficient, that pysemia and

hospital gangrene had appeared among the patients. These

diseases are said to have disappeared, on the introduction of

ventilating arrangements, whereby 3500 cubic feet of air per

bed per hour were supplied to the wards. Notwithstanding

this large quantity, however, the ward-atmosphere was found

not to be sufficiently pure. In other wards the quantity of

air was increased to as much as 4000 or 5000 cubic feet
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per bed per hour. But again we say, do not trust to artificial

means ; without natural ventilation the air will never h^ fresh.

I have, in a preceding page, stated generally the importance,

of the method of ventilation and warming employed, to the

state of the ward-atmosphere. I will only repeat here, that if

our object be to obtain a wholesome state of the air round the

sick, we must have no air except what comes direct by win-

dows or ventilating openings from the outer atmosphere, and

we must have no other warming apparatus than the open

fireplace. It is the safest warmer and ventilator. Air

cooked by metal surfaces is especially to be avoided. It

seems likely that we shall soon be enabled to have open fire-

places in the middle of wards, the draught being carried

under the floor. It is obvious that fireplaces in the side walls

are in the wrong place. There is great loss and unequal dis-

tribution of heat in consequence. But in order to obtain

the benefit of a central fireplace, it is certainly not necessary

to carry the chimney stalks up in the wards as has been done

at Glasgow and in one Guards' hospital in London, making

it look more like an Egyptian temple than a hospital.

5. Defects in Drainage, Water Closets, Sinks, ^c

Hospital Sewers may become cesspools of the most dangerous

description, if improperly made and placed. In one hospital

I knew, if the wind changed so as to blow up the open mouths

of the sewers, such change was frequently marked by outbreaks

of fever among the patients, and by relapses among the con-

valescents from fever. Where there are no means for externally

ventilating the sewers, no traps, no sufficient water supply, no

means for cleansing or flushing them, and where the bottoms

are rough and uneven, such occurrences cannot fail to take

place. The emanations from the deposits in the sewers are in

such cases blown back through the pipe-drains into the water-
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closets and sinks, and thence into the wards. Where sewers

pass close to or under occupied rooms, the walls or covers

being defective, exhalations will infallibly escape into those

rooms. There are hospitals where such things exist at the

present time.

There can be no safety for the sick if any but water-

*closets of the best construction are used, as also if they are

not built externally to the main building, and cut off by a

lobby, separately lighted and ventilated by cross windows,

from the ward. The same thing may be said of sinks. I

have known outbreaks of fever even among the healthy

from an ill-constructed and ill-placed sink iti this country.

The smell of latrines, which are not waterclosets, as used

in French hospitals, is quite perceptible at the end of the

ward nearest to them, and becomes, indeed, a very serious

taint to the atmosphere, which might, with proper water-

closets, be secured so fresh by their admirable plan of building

in pavilions.

The whole drainage should be carefully studied and pro-

vided for, otherwise one may build a magnificent hospital,

with abundant ventilation, and yet be distilling foul air from

sewers into every ward of it.

Not very long ago five fatal cases of fever occurred in

rapid succession among the nurses in one of our civil hos-

pitals, which were traced to a defective drain.

6. Using Absorbent Materials for Floors, Walls, and

Ceilings of Hospitals, and Washing Floors.—The amount of

organic matter given off by respiration and in other ways
from the sick is such that the floors, walls, and ceilings of

hospital wards— if not of impervious materials—become
dangerous absorbents.

The boards are in time saturated with organic matter
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from this cause, as well as from accidental filth, and want of

due attention to cleansing, and only require moisture to give

off noxious effluvia. When the floors are being washed,

the smell of something quite other than soap and water is

perfectly perceptible, and there cannot be a doubt that

washing dirty floors is one cause of erysipelas, &c., in some

hospitals.

Common plaster is the material most usually employed

for ward walls and ceilings. The objection to it is its being

porous, and its faculty of absorbing emanations from the

sick. When the surface is recently finished, plaster thus

tends to purify the air of a sick ward. But, after a time,

it becomes saturated with impurity. Occasionally a minute

vegetation appears upon it, which can be scraped off and

examined by the microscope, and also chemically. When
ward walls and ceilings become fouled in this way, hospital

diseases are very apt to invade the wards. It has happened

that workmen employed in scraping and cleansing such

wards have themselves suffered from severe illness. The

usual remedy is frequent lime-washing with periodical

scraping. Caustic lime decomposes the organic matter

or covers it with a thin film for the time. The pro-

cess is objectionable, because to be of use it requires to be

frequently repeated, and the wards to be evacuated during

the cleansing and drying. The latter part of the process

requires to be very complete, before the ward is re-occupied,

to prevent accidents to the sick.

Plastered walls when not cleansed sufficiently, have led to

increased impurity of the ward-air, and to hospital diseases.

7. Defective Hospital Kitchens.—Two facts every careful

observer can establish from experience.

I. The necessity for variety in food, as an essential ele-
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ment of health, owing to the number of materials required to

restore and preserve the human frame. In sickness it is still

more important, because, the frame being in a morbid state,

it is scarcely possible to prescribe beforehand with certainty

what it will be able to digest and assimilate. The so-called

' fancies' of disease are in many cases valuable indications.

a. The importance of cooking so as to secure the greatest

digestibility and the greatest economy in nutritive value of

food.

Feeling the importance of this element in recovery, I have

often been surprised by the primitive kitchens of some of

our civil hospitals, with which little variety of cooking is

possible. It shows how little diet and cooking are yet

thought of as sanitary and curative agents. There still

exists a confusion of ideas about 'spoiling' the sick, about

' too much indulgence' of the patients, and even yet compara-

tively little is practically known as to what is, and what is

not, essential for restoration to health.

A hospital cook, instead of being the best obtainable

cook, is sometimes put to the work because she is fit for little

or nothing else, and her utensils are often as faulty as her

performances. I have often seen the sick unable to eat the

messes prepared for them in the name of diets, not so much
because they were bad in quality, as because the cook had
no clear idea of the class of stomachs for which he or she had
to provide. It is singular that, while so much care is taken

to provide good medicine properly made up, so little care is

bestowed on the cooking of that which is of more importance
than most medicines. The nurse or doctor only finds out
perhaps next day, that the patient has lost appetite, or been
sick, or has had a relapse, and nobody suspects that the men
or women in the kitchen had occasioned it.
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Steps have been taken to educate hospital cooks for the

army, so that in this department of the public service there

will be less chance of the sick suiFering, as I have seen them

suiFer, than there was formerly.

But the generality of civil hospital kitchens have little to

boast of; and defective hospital kitchens and bad cooking

may be classed as among the causes of hospital unhealthiness.

Besides this, the kitchen is not unfrequently situated in

objectionable proximity to the wards : at the foot of a stair-

case leading to them, if not under them. This should not

be. In all, except the smallest class of hospitals for a few

beds only, the kitchen should be detached, to keep the damp

and fumes of cooking away from the sick.

8. Defective Hospital Laundries.— Not very long ago

there was scarcely an army hospital which had such a thing

as a laundry. The bedding was washed by contract. And
the body linen in the smaller hospitals was generally washed,

if such a term ought to be used, in a small wash-house, or

lean-to shed, with or without a boiler, and without any means

for drying, getting-up, or airing linen. The linen was taken

out of the damp wash-house, possibly into the damp air, and

there hung up for a longer or a shorter time ; and if the

' orderly ' were careful of his patients, he would complete the

process by drying the linen, before it was put on, in front of

the ward fire. In provincial hospitals, even of our largest

cities, there is sometimes a too infrequent change of bed linen
;

and fresh patients have been put into the last patients'

sheets.

The Barrack and Hospital Improvement Commission

has led to great changes, still in progress, in this important

part of hospital administration, and some of the best laundries

in existence are now to be found attached to army hospitals
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of the larger class. The importance of a good laundry to a

hospital is by no means sufficiently appreciated. Neither are

its dangers, if improperly placed. It would not be difficult

to point to hospitals in which all the linen is washed within

the hospital boundary, close under the ward windows, or in

the basement of the hospital itself. I have even seen recent

hospital plans in which it was proposed to place the laundry

in this position, or even under the sick wards. A moment's

consideration of what is likely to be the result to the atmo-

sphere, and consequently to the sick of a hospital, by

impregnating it with the steam of linen, fouled by the excre-

tions of a number of sick people, would surely be sufficient

to put a stop to such errors in construction ! May not some

of the anomalous outbreaks of disease in hospitals be traced

to this among other causes ?

A great deal has been said about the communication of

' infectious' disease, both in civil and military hospitals, from

patients' linen to washerwomen. The usual conclusion arrived

at on such occasions, is that such and such a disease is ' very

infectious ;' e.g. I was lately told in a civil hospital that the

washerwomen became infected with fever from the patients'

linen. Have those who put forward this doctrine of in-

evitable * infection' among washerwomen ever examined the

process of washing, the appliances by which it is done, and the

place where the women wash ? If they will do so, they will

very generally find a small, dark, wet, unventilated, and over-

crowded little room or shed, in which there is hardly space to

turn about—so full of steam loaded with organic matter that

it is hardly possible to see across the room. Is it surprising

that the linen is badly washed, that it is imperfectly dried,

and that the washerwomen are poisoned by inhaling organic

matter and foul air ? An ordinary hospital wash-house is a
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very likely place indeed to contract disease in, but it supplies

equal reason for demurring in toto to the doctrine that the

occurrence is inevitable, or that the disease is to blame.'

Ignorance and mismanagement lie at the root of all such pre-

sumed cases of ' infection.' And it would better serve the

cause of humanity if, instead of citing such facts—if they be

facts—as illustrations that such and such a disease is infectious,

people would reform these washing establishments and convert

them into proper laundries, from which properly cleansed and

prepared linen could be supplied to the sick, and in which the

health of the servants could be preserved from injury.

Let hospital laundries be constructed in proper situations,

with sufficient area and cubic space for each washer, with

abundance of water, with proper means of drainage, and of

ventilation for removing the vapour, and with properly-

constructed drying and ironing rooms ; it will be all the better

for the sick, and we shall cease to hear of washerwomen

'catching' fever.

9. Defective Accommodation for Nursing and Discipline.

—^Want of simplicity of construction in -not a few hospitals

is destructive to discipline. Effectual and easy supervision

is essential to proper care and nursing. And as everybody

knows, a patient may often be saved by careful nursing when

everything else will fail. It is at this point that the hospital

architect may either facilitate or prevent recovery to the

extent to which his plan renders nursing easy, or the

reverse.

Every unneeded closet, scullery, sink, lobby, and staircase

represents both a place which must be cleaned, which must

take hands and time to clean, and a hiding or skulking place

for patients or servants disposed to do wrong. And of such

no hospital will ever be free. Every five minutes wasted

E
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upon cleaning what had better not have been there to be

cleaned, is something taken from and lost by the sick.

But, on the other hand, there must be conveniences.

From one of our most recently constructed hospitals, com-

plaints have been made that there were no sufficient nursing

conveniences, that nothing was at hand, that everything had

to be sought. Where this is the case, the hospital adminis-

tration must necessarily be both inefficient and costly.

There are four essential points of construction, as regards

nursing and discipline, in which hospitals are generally

deficient, from want of due consideration on the part of

hospital architects. They- are those points required to

ensure :— i. Economy of attendance. 2. Ease of supervision.

3. Convenience as to number of sick in the same ward and on

the same floor, so as to save extra attendants and unnecessary

waste of time and strength on the stairs. 4. Sufficient accom-

modation for nurses so as to overlook their wards.

First. Economy as to Attendance.—I would rather not

enumerate the instances where, often from the most various

causes, one result arises, viz., that more time and care

are given to passages, stairs, &c. &c., than to the

sick. Extreme simplicity of construction and of detail is

essential to obviate this. A convenient arrangement of lifts,

and the laying of hot and cold water all over the building,

economize attendance—certainly as much as one attendant to

every thirty sick.

Secondly. Ease of Supervision.—The system of scouts,

watch, alarm, is well understood in many wards where patients

would be puzzled to give the things names. Some patients

will know both things and names. Attendants require in-

spection as well as patients. "Whatever system of hospital

construction is adopted should provide for easy supervision at
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unexpected times. The Vincennes plan (No. 5) is better

adapted for this than the Lariboisiere plan (No. 4), inasmuch

as there is a greater number of patients on the same level, and

stairs are spared.

Third and Fourth. Distribution of Sick in convenient num-

bers for Attendance, andPosition ofNurses'Rooms.—Four wards

of ten patients each, taking the average of patients as in

London, cannot be efficiently overlooked by one head

nurse. Were it allowable to have forty patients in one

ward, this number could be fully overlooked by one head

nurse. She ought to have her room so placed that she can

command her whole ward, day and night, from a window

looking into the ward. This cannot be the case if she has

four wards. If she has two, they ought to be built end to

end, with her room placed between and looking into both

wards.

Four wards of ten patients each cannot be attended by

one night nurse, taking the average of London cases. Forty

patients in one ward can be fully attended by one night nurse.

Small wards are indeed objectionable in working a hos-

pital.

If we are to be guided, however, by the results of recent

experience in hospital building, we shall probably come to the

conclusion that, taking sanitary and administrative reasons

together, thirty-two patients is a good ward-unit.

Let us see what we have done in our older military hos-

pitals at home. The first thing that will strike any one in most

of our old regimental hospitals is the extraordinary number of

wards and of holes and corners, in comparison with the num-

ber of sick. In a hospital for a battalion 500 or 600 strong,

you find eight or ten little bed-rooms, miscalled wards, a

little kitchen—everything, in fact, on a little scale, like a col-

E 2
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lapsed hospital. How much more sensible would it be to

have one, or at most two large wards for twenty-eight or

thirty-two sick each, with a small ' casualty' ward ! How
much less the expense of erection and administration, how

much easier the discipline and oversight, how much better

the ventilation ! In the recently erected military hospitals

these errors have been avoided.

To return to large civil general hospitals. The ' casualty'

wards, as they are called, for noisy or offensive cases are much

better placed apart, with a completely appointed staff of their

own, than attached one small ward to each larger one.

Patients requiring much attention, whose condition fits them

the most for the small wards, cannot be put there, because

either they are more or less neglected or they unduly mono-

polize the service of the ward attendants. If convalescent

patients are put into them, they are comparatively removed

from inspection, and often play tricks there. If separate

' casualty' wards are provided as they ought to be, the small

ward (often seen in French hospitals), at the end of the larger

ward, is only an incubus.

lo. Defective (Vard Furniture. — Hospital bedsteads

should always be of iron, the rest of the furniture of oak.

Hair is the only material yet discovered fit for hospital mat-

tresses. It is not hard nor cold. It is easily washed. It

does not retain miasma. Straw has the advantage of being

easily renewed, but it is not desirable. It is too hard and
too cold not to render necessary the use of a blanket under the

patient, which use is likely to encourage bed-sores. I speak
from actual experience of the fatal effect of using the paillasse

with patients much reduced. It may lower their vital energy
beyond repair. Patients also say the straw feels to them
' like sticks,' and "^ put their hands under them to move It.'
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Among defective ward appurtenances, very liable to be

undervalued in the results, may be enumerated eating, drink-

ing, and washing vessels, of tin or any other metal, on

account of their greater difficulty in being kept clean. It

requires some care to ensure that any dark-coloured vessel is

clean, and any means, by which extra care of this kind can be

avoided in a hospital, are cheap and safe. Notwithstanding

the greater amount of breakage and of expense, glass or

earthenware is therefore best. Some kinds of tin vessels

cannot by any amount of cleaning be freed from an unclean

smell.

The more common and avoidable causes of hospital

unhealthiness having been here enumerated, we will now

discuss the principles on which hospitals should be con-

structed.

Note.—On the Proportion of Attendants to Sick in Different

Classes of Hospitals.

It is singular how little, even in civil hospitals, attention has been

directed to the comparative cost of nursing in larger and smaller wards.

In two civil hospitals in London, I found the annual cost of nursing each

bed about one-third more in the one than in the other. It is true that

the average number of constantly occupied beds was about one-third less

in the former than in the latter hospital. But the difference of cost seems

mainly attributable to the difference of the number of beds in each ward.

And the efficiency of the nursing was certainly not less in the latter than

in the former hospital.

In civil hospitals the proportion is i to every 7, generally of attendants

to patients, but is mainly determined by the size of the ward

:

In one of the hospitals alluded to, where there are quadruple wards

of 44 or 48 patients, 11 or la in each compartment, the number of

attendants is 7 to each quadruple ward. In exceptional cases extra night-

nurses, sometimes extra day-nurses serve particular patients. The labour,

both of cleaning and of night nursing, is much increased by the compart-

ments being four, and separated by a large lobby.

In the other hospital the proportion of attendants to sick in the diffe-

rent wards was as follows :

—
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Patients. Attendants.

^^1
there were to each ward { ^Nurses.

( I Sister.

30 „ \
^ Nurses.

I I Scrubber.

j I Sister.

34 »
1 3 Nurses.

{

3

I Sister.

40 „ is Nurses.

I Helper.

In the Lariboisi^re Hospital at Paris, where the wards hold 32 beds,

I sister, i nurse, and 2 orderlies on the men's side, i sister, 2 nurses, and

I orderly on the female side, serve the ward efficiently. In this hospital

there are no lifts.

In all naval hospitals the regulation number of attendants is i to

every 7 patients, or 2 attendants for each ward containing more than 7

patients and up to 14.

In military hospitals the regulation number of orderlies is i to every

10 patients, irrespective of the size of the wards.

The largest sized wards in the older class of military hospitals hold

no more than 20 patients. But a ward of 20 patients cannot be efficiently

served by two orderlies : nor (if the orderlies be men) with less than

^ Head Nurse—Female.

3 Orderlies.

And the other ward of this head nurse ought to be on the same floor.

The same number would quite as efficiently serve a ward of 3 a

patients, provided there be lifts and a supply of hot and cold water all

over the building.

The army system of i orderly to 10 patients, with a number not

exceeding 10 patients to a ward, is upset as immediately by one bad case

among the 10, as by 9 to the 10.

Lifts and a supply of "hot and cold water laid on all over the hospital,

make, on an average, the difference of i attendant to every ward of 32
patients. And, other things being equal, it is certain that a ward with the

appliances and without the extra attendant, will be better served than a

ward without the appliances and with the extra attendant.

Another thing is certain. A nurse must not be a scrubber. And a
scrubber cannot be a nurse.

Also, every night-nurse and every ward-attendant, scrubber included,
must sleep and live and be entirely attached to the hospital which she
serves. Otherwise it is obvious she will not serve it ; she will serve some
one else—probably her family at home. Also, every nurse on night
duty must have regular night refreshment supplied her by the hospital.
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One orderly should be trained to be the frotteur to each military

ward. He should also be the porter to fetch' and carry everything to

and from the ward.

The following is an illustratioaii of the cost of nursing in two military

hospitals, one with large, the other with small wards :

—

A ward of 9 sick would require i day and one night orderly, and a-

third of a nurse (that is, a nurse could superintend three such

wards).

A ward of 32 sick would require 2 day and i night orderlies

and I nurse = 4 persons in all.

Or if two such wards were on one floor, i nurse could serve both.

We cannot count the cost of orderlies and nurses, including lodging,

rations, wages, at less than 50Z. a year, which when capitalized

at 3 per cerit. {^^ years' purchase), would amount to i6_5o/.

for each.

A ward of 9 sick would cost in nursing i6<,ol. x 2^ = 38^0^. or

42 7 i. i^s. 6d. per bed.

A ward of 32 sick would cost for nursing, in perpetuity, i6^oL X 4
= 6600Z. = 220/. per bed.

[One nurse to each ward is here allowed.]

The cost of the two plans relatively for a hospital of 1000 sick would

stand thus :

—

Wards with 9 beds = ^42 7,7 7j

Wards with 30 beds = 220,000

Capitalized difference of cost in favour of
j

large wards ^^207,77^

Suppose there be 25 sick to a ward, the cost would stand thus :

—

For each ward of 25 sick, 3 orderlies, at 1650/. . . = ^49.5°

If two such are huilt in line close to each other, with

the nurse's room between them, one nurse could

superintend both wards, or half a nurse to a

ward. The cost would be for the ward . . . 825

5775 ^ '

Or cost for each bed = sS2^i

The comparative cost of wards with 9 beds and 25 beds would stand

thus for 1000 sick:

—

Wards with 9 beds £\'^7>775

Wards with 25 beds 231,000

^ ving ^196.77^
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III.

PRINCIPLES OF HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION.

The first principle of hospital construction is to divide the

sick among separate pavilions. By a hospital pavilion is meant

a detached block of building, capable of containing the largest

number of beds that can be placed safely in it, together with

suitable nurses' rooms, ward sculleries, lavatories, baths,

water-closets, all complete, proportioned to the number of

sick, and quite unconnected w.ith any other pavilions of which

the hospital may consist, or with the general administrative

offices, except by light airy passages or corridors. A pavilion

is indeed a separate detached hospital, which has, or ought to

have, as little connexion in its ventilation with any other part

of the hospital, as if it were really a separate establishment

miles away. The essential feature of the pavilion construc-

tion is that of breaking up hospitals of any size into a num-
ber of separate detached parts, having a common administra-

tion, but nothing else in common. And the object sought is

that the atmosphere of no one pavilion or ward should diffuse

itself to any.other pavilion or ward, but should escape into

the open air as speedily as possible, while its place is supplied

by the purest obtainable air from the outside.

The question of a general hospital plan resolves itself,

first of all, into obtaining the most healthy structure of the

pavilion; and second, into arranging all the pavilions in
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the way best suited to obtain free external ventilation,

plenty of light on all sides, and convenient means of

communication. To realize these advantages, pavilions may
be placed side by side, or in line.

The arrangement of pavilions side by side should be

adopted for hospitals of above 120 beds ; the arrangement in

line is most suitable for small hospitals with fewer than 120

beds. In the larger class of hospitals the arrangement of pavi-

lions side by side diminishes the distance to be traversed from

block, to block, and thus materially facilitates the administra-

tion.

Besides this, it allows covered communications to be kept

up between all parts of the hospital, without interfering with

the lighting or ventilation of the wards.

The distance between the blocks should not be less than

double the height of the blocks. This rule is specially appli-

cable to English climates, in which it is necessary to preserve

as much space as possible for sunshine. A greater distance

would be better ; but this would involve a greater cost

for land, and a greater distance to be traversed by the hos-

pital staiF. Generally the distance between the pavilions

should be greater than twice their height in low confined

localities, where there is not a free external movement of the

air. If the wards are raised on basements, the rule as to

distance should apply only to the height of the pavilion from

the floor of the ground-floor ward. In very close positions

it is difficult to say what distance will be found sufficient for

free ventilation. Such localities are precisely those where no

hospitals should be built.

The first thing, however, is to determine the best con-

struction for a pavilion, and in doing this, the following prin-

ciples require to be kept in view :

—
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I. Number of Floors in a Pavilion.

There should not be more than two floors of wards to

the block.

The most healthy hospitals have been those on one floor

only ; and this because they require less scientific knowledge

and practical care in ventilation. If another floor is added, a

community of ventilation exists between the ward below and

the ward above by the common staircase, and by filtration of

air upwards through the floor. The risk from this can be dimi-

nished by constant care in the use of doors and windows, and

by introducing impervious floors. But, unfortunately, sys-

tematic care in these matters is not to be looked for, especially

that constant supervision necessary to keep the ventilation of

three or more floors of wards quite independent of each other.

[Who ever sees this, even in a private house, where there is

an invalid ?] And hence there is a strong conviction in the

minds of careful hospital physicians, surgeons, and nurses, that

patients do not recover so well on upper floors. And there

are instances in which the mortality of patients on upper

floors has been higher than that of the floors below. More-

over, a sick population requires more surface for health than a

healthy population. And it is clear that, if patients are

placed on three floors instead of on two, the surface over-

crowding is increased by one-third, unless the distance between

the pavilions is increased in a corresponding ratio. But the

general administration of lofty hospitals is also far more diffi-

cult and fatiguing than of those of moderate height : any

increase of distance between the pavilions will add to the

difficulty, and both difficulty and fatigue are very important

considerations for efficiency and economy in this branch.

To sum up. Hospitals on one floor require least care
;
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hospitals on two floors can be kept healthy with moderate

average care and intelligence. Beyond this, care, intelligence,

and fatigue, such as are rarely likely to be bestowed, are

essentia] to maintain a moderate average amount of health,

among either wards or nurses. Nobody but those who have

had to do with running up and down lofty hospitals can have

any idea of the waste of time and strength it entails. The

objection usually urged is that hospitals in two floors cost

more than in three or more floors. But I submit that this is

not the question before us, which is how to construct a

hospital with the requisite facilities for ventilation, adminis-

tration, nursing, and health.

The mode of construction in hospitals is, it is presumed,

to be determined by that which is best for the recovery of

the sick. If any other consideration is taken, such or such a

per-centage of mortality is to be sacrificed to that other con-

sideration.

But it so happens that the safest for the sick is in reality

the most economical mode of construction,

3. Number of Wards to a Floor.

If the pavilions are single, i.e., if each staircase gives access

to the end of the pavilion, as in the Lariboisiere and Lisbon

plans, Nos. 4 and 11, there should be only one ward on

each floor. The pavilion should never be divided so that a

second ward or wards is placed beyond the first, to be reached

by passing through the first. The reason is that the floor,

however divided by cross-walls, can never be other than a

single ward. The cross-walls only obstruct the ventilation.

If the doors are accidentally left open, the foul air in one

ward passes into the next, and the greatest improvement in
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ventilation would be to pull down all the partitions and throw

the pavilion open .from end to end, so as to have only one

ward on the floor.

To illustrate the meaning of this, here is a plan (fig. 1
1

)

of one wing of the Hdpital Necker at Paris, in which it will

be seen that an excellently constructed ward, with windows on

dl sides, is cut up by partitions into four wards. If the par-

titions were removed, one cannot fail to see that the ventilation

would be better, but in this case the ward would be too large.

Fig. II.

Plan of a wing of the Hopital Necker, Paris.

If the pavilions are double, 2.^., if each staircase gives access

to a ward right and left off the staircase, as in the Herbert

Hospital No. 6 and in the Regimental Hospital plans, figs. 20,

ai, provided the staircase be of spacious size, and thoroughly

ventilated sides and top, two wards may be placed on each

floor with safety ; and with this great advantage, that admi-
nistration, nursing, and discipline are all facilitated, while

expense in construction is saved. One staircase does the
work of two for the same number of sick ; or rather, one
staircase answers for double the number of sick.
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3. Size of Wards, Pavilions, and Hospitals.

The question, what is the best number of beds in a ward ?

has been but little considered in England in regard either to

health, economy, or efficiency of service. The more beds in

one ward, the fewer the attendants necessary in proportion,

and, within a certain limit, the greater the facility of super-

vision. But the sanitary necessities of cubic space per bed,

&c., impose the limit. After we have attained a certain

number of beds per ward, the height of the ward becomes too

little for its other dimensions. The ventilation becomes im-

peded, a circumstance which can only be guarded against by

making the ward higher than necessary. Additional cubic

space has thus to be given ; and the construction ceases to be

economical. Without the most perfect ventilation, there is

always more danger of effluvia being driven by a draught till

it accumulates in one part of a very large ward, as was the

case in the long corridors of Scutari. Besides which, you

may make your ward too large for the" chief attendant to

overlook the whole at a glance, which he and still more she

ought to be able to do. And you would have to double

your supervision.*

Wards of a small size are decidedly objectionable,

because unfavourable to discipline, inasmuch as a small num-

ber, when placed together in the same ward, more readily

associate together for any breach of discipline than a larger

number.

It has been proved by experience that the presence of

head nurses, whether male or female, one to each ward, is

* See Note to Section II., on the relation which the size and arrangement ot

wards bears to the question of nursing and supervision.
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essential to discipline, and a sufficient number of such nurses

cannot be allotted in smaller wards. One head nurse can

easily overlook all the patients in one large ward. In four

small ones it is almost impossible.

The best size of wards for ensuring the two conditions of

health and facility of administration and discipline, is from ao

to 3a sick.

Wards smaller than of 20 beds multiply both the atten-

dance, unnecessarily, and the corners, unfavourably for venti-

lation, in proportion to the number of patients. Wards

larger than of 32 beds are undesirable, because they require a

greater height of ceiling, and are hence more costly in con-

struction and difficult to ventilate.

In the event of a death taking place in the ward, the sur-

vivors, when they are few in number, are far more likely to

be affected by it than a larger number.

Wards, again, much smaller than of 30 beds are more
difficult to ventilate by natural means alone. A certain

amount of space is requisite for diffusion, in order to secure

perfect natural ventilation.

Wards of a moderate size, like those indicated, are better

for the purposes of ventilation than wards half the size ; and
are less subject to a hospital atmosphere than wards of double
the size.

Where clinical instruction is intended, to admit even a

class of six students into a ward of 13 sick is increasing the

population in the cubic space by one-half. There is more
than twice the room proportionally for students, in a ward of
double the size. On the other hand, if the number of students

be very large, a ward of ao patients, it must be at once ad-
mitted, is too small. The size of the ward must be increased,

and with it its height and its cubic space ; for, be it remem-
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bered, the whole of the proportions of the ward, not only its

length, must increase with its number of beds ; for, if the

ward be very long, in proportion to its height and breadth, it

becomes not a ward but a corridor, and all corridors are ob-

jectionable for sick, because it is impossible to ventilate them

safely ; because, as already stated, in admitting air, the effluvia

may be driven from one end and be accumulated at the

opposite end faster than they can be taken out. The right

proportion is a fixed one.

As to the size of the pavilion. If the pavilion be

single and in two floors, it will of course contain under one

roof no more than the sick of the two wards, i.e., of 33 beds

each, or 64 in all. With double pavilions and intervening

staircases, the number would be double, i.e., 128 beds.

Where small wards for special cases are required, they can

always, as a point of construction in small hospitals, be

attached to the pavilion, which would add a few more beds

to the number which can be accommodated under a single

roof. In good existing examples small wards have been

thrown out separately from the staircase.

Guided by these considerations, a hospital, consisting of two

end to end pavilions, such as would be required for a county

establishment receiving a small number of sick, would contain,

say, 68 beds under one roof, i.e., 3a beds in each of the large,

wards, and two beds in each of the small wards. A double

pavilion hospital would contain double that number. It would

thus be safe, so far as plan is concerned, to construct a large

hospital of any administrable size of separate double pavi-

lions, each containing, say, 136 beds. But in large hospitals

the smaller class of special wards should always be grouped

together, and completely separated from the other wards,

because they are intended to contain either the most dangerous
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and important cases, or noisy cases, or cases with ofFensive dis-

charges, which it is always safest to remove from the general

wards ; besides, small wards require, if possible, purer air than

larger wards, and therefore more care in construction ; and in

order to insure those cases which really require most nursing

from neglect, they should always be placed under a completely

appointed staff of their own : and not attached, one to each

large ward, which renders, proper attendance extremely

difficult.

The next point is to determine what ought to be the size

of a hospital ; in other words, how many beds it can contain

with safety. But from what has been said, it will be observed

that this question resolves itself into the previous one, viz.,

what should be the size of each hospital pavilion? because,

if a pavilion of healthy construction is obtained, it is evident

that the only limit to the size of the hospital will be an

administrative one. A hospital may be constructed for any

number of sick, until a point is arrived at, when some portion

of the administrative arrangements, material or personal, has

to be provided in duplicate. Any further extension beyond

this ceases to be economical.

Considering each pavilion as a separate unit in the hos-

pital construction, any number of single or double pavilions

could be put together up to accommodation for, say, looo

beds, beyond which it would be difficult, if not impracticable,

to have good administration with one set of officers. It is to

be hoped, however, that few hospitals will ever be built for

such a number now-a-days. The fewer hospitals required,

and the smaller their number of sick, the better will it

be for civilization. All I submit is, that the pavilion

construction may, not should, be safely used up to this

extent.
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4. Space and Area to the Bed.

Having determined the number of beds per ward, the

next point is to ascertain what amount of cubic space should

be given to each patient. There is scarcely a point of

hospital construction in which there has been so much error

as in this. The chief element in the question, and that one

which has been very generally overlooked, is the superficial

area per bed. If it be—as it is—an essential condition to the

healthy state of a hospital that there should be ample facility

for the air moving around and in the immediate vicinity of

the sick, it is quite clear that, if the beds are placed as close

as they can stand, it matters very little whether you give your

patient icoo cubic feet or ao,ooo cubic feet. To show the

importance of this, it may be sufficient to state that, if a large

building, say a church, be selected for a war hospital, on

account of its spacious, light, cheerful aspect, if it be measured

to ascertain its cubic contents, its height being no more than

60 feet, in such a building the very liberal war hospital

allowance of 1 200 cubic feet per bed would render it necessary

to place the beds on the floor so close together that not even

a pathway would be left between them. Has not this, in

times past, been one cause of the frightful mortality in these

hospitals ? In some splendid new hospitals in India, where

they give above looo cuSic feet per bed, the superficial area

for each patient is only 34 square feet. But then the archi-

tect has made such a spacious ward, no less than 43 feet

high (!), that it is supposed to make amends.

Let us inquire what is the smallest amount ofsuperficial area

we can do with. Hospital beds are generally from 3 feet to 3 feet

6 inches wide, and 6 feet 3 inches long, the bed space being In-

creased to 7 feet by the bed being a little removed from the wall.
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The mere surface required tohold the bed is hencefrom a i square

feet to 34! square feet. It is quite clear that, whatever surface

area is required for ventilation, administration, or for clinical

instruction, must be in excess of this amount. There should

be space sufficient between the sides of adjacent beds to avoid

stagnation of air altogether. There should also be room for

Free movement of three or four persons, for the use of a

night-chair, without annoying the next patient, and also for a

portable bath, when required. The distance from foot to foot

of opposite beds should be sufficient to afford space for a mov-

able dresser or table, benches on either side, and easy passage-

way. In a well-constructed civil hospital in England, occupy-

ing a healthy airy position, it cannot be said that 80 square feet

besides the bed space, are too much. In round numbers, the

superficial area per bed should be not less than 100 square feet.

Wards for the numbers of beds already given need

not be higher than 15 feet, which would allow 1500 cubic feet

per bed. This ought to be quite sufficient in a well-con-

structed hospital in a healthy position, and for the average

class of cases received into civil hospitals. For small wards,

however, neither this superficial area nor cubic space would

be sufficient. In these wards the space per bed should be,

as near as may be, 2500 cubic feet ; and this partly from the

more severe nature of the cases, partly from the greater diffi-

culty of ventilating this class of war&s.

If, however, a hospital is built in the centre of a large city,

where pure air is not to be had, or in a locality where the

circulation of air outside is deficient, it is hard to say what

amount of space would make the building healthy. We
know of hospitals where aooo cubic feet per patient are not

sufficient to make the wards safe. But these hospitals should

not be there at all.
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A good proportion for a ward of 20 patients would be 80

feet long, 25 (or 26) feet wide, and i6'(or 15) feet high. This

would give 1600 (or 1560) cubic feet to each bed. It would

give II (or 12) feet between foot and foot, which is not too

much where there is a clinical school. It would give an

average of 16 feet to each 2 beds in width.

Half the sick are supposed to be on each side the ward.

5. Number of Beds to a Window.

One window at least should be allotted for every two

beds ; the window to be not less than 4 feet 8 inches wide,

the sill within 2 or 3 feet of the floor, so that the patient can

see out, and up to within a foot of the ceiling.

The pair of beds should have the width of the window

between them on one side, and in the wall space between the

windows the beds should be not less than 3 feet apart. With

a very bad fever case, I would leave one bed empty, for

the sake of isolating the patient. Miasma may be said,

roughly speaking, to diminish as the square of the distance.

With good ventilation, it is not found to extend much beyond

3 feet from the patient ; although miasma from the excre-

tions may extend a considerably greater distance.

Windows are to be placed opposite each other, and to be

either double or filled with plate glass ; the former would be

preferable, as affording the opportunity of indirect ventilation

in all weather. But attendants find them too difficult to

manage and to clean, so as to be cheerful.

Windows opening as at Middlesex and Guy's Hospitals,

in three or more parts, with an iron casting outside, to prevent

a delirious patient from throwing himself out, are the best

form of plate-glass window.

No part of the ward ought to be dark. This is of the

F 2
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Utmost importance, in many cases. The light can always be

modified for individual patients. But even for such patients

to have light in the ward is not the less important.

There are three reasons for this multiplicity ofwindows :

—

1. Light.

2. Ventilation.

3. To enable patients to read in bed.

The necessity of light for health is established by scientific

inquiry and experience. The proportion of window space

to cubic space in a room, but especially in a ward, is a

point of the first importance. It has been los't sight of in

English architecture, owing to the unfortunate window-tax,

which has left its legacy in giving us a far smaller proportion

of light than in French houses. In huts the proportion of

window space to cubic space is far greater than in buildings.

One main cause of the unhealthiness of large numbers of men

congregated in one large building, even with sufficient cubic

space, is the disproportionately small window space.

For the same purpose of ensuring a sufficiency of light,

the walls should always be light coloured, excepting perhaps

for some few cases of ophthalmia.

6. Material for Walls and Ceilings of Wards.

One of the most difficult points in ward construction is to

find a good material for walls and ceilings.

An impervious material capable of receiving a polish on a

white or tinted surface would make the best lining for a

hospital ward. What is wanted is such a surface as can be

washed frequently with soap and water, without its being

absorbed into the substance, and dried with towels, so as not

to interfere with the current use of the ward. Parian cement
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is the nearest approach to a good material for this purpose

hitherto discovered. But the polish is rather costly. And
what is of more consequence, the manufacture has not yet

reached such a point of perfection as to afford a surface of one

uniform colour. Even the best becomes blotchy after a short

time, and is liable to crack, especially when applied to ceilings.

If manufacturers wish to bring this substance into general use

for Hospitals, they must improve the material until the

cement can be applied over any required extent of wall, and

retain an uniform texture, colour, and polish. Various sili-

cated surfaces have recently been introduced for walls.

Some of these are worthy of trial—always bearing in mind

that a good colour, and not a dull dirty one;, is necessary

in all sick wards. It is possible that a sufficiently good sur-

face might be obtained by applying some of the better class

of light-coloured paints in repeated coats over unpolished

Parian, and then varnishing and polishing the surface.

All the woodwork should be painted and varnished in such

a way as to admit of ready washing and drying. But the

best material is polished or varnished wainscot oak. It is

the cleanest, most durable, and most satisfactory in usev

7. Ward Floors.

The materials used for floors may be oak wood, pine wood,

or tiles.

Oak wood, well seasoned, is the best. No sawdust or

other organic matter capable of rotting should be placed

underneath the floor. Concrete, or some similar indestruc-

tible substance, would be the best for the purpose. The floors

at the new Herbert Hospital, Woolwich, are formed of
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concrete, supported by wrought-iron joists, over which the

wood is laid. They are consequently fire-proof, as all hos-

pital floors ought to be.

The reason for using oak wood is, that it is capable of

absorbing but a very small quantity of water. And it is very

desirable to diminish even that capability, by saturating it with

'beeswax and turpentine. Beeswax is an inalterable substance.

This floor should be cleaned like the French parquet, by

frott'age.

A hospital floor should never be scoured. A very good

hospital floor is that used at Berlin, which is. oiled, lackered,

and polished so as to resemble PVench polish. It is wet-

rubbed and dry-rubbed every morning, which removes the

dust. Its only objection is want of durability.

Both processes render the floor non-absorbent—both pro-

cesses do away with the necessity of scouring altogether. The

French floor stands the most wear and tear, but must be

cteaned by a frotteur, which cleaning is more laborious than

scrubbing, and does not remove the dust. The Prussian

floor requires re-preparing every three years. But the wet

and dry rubbing, or process of cleaning, is far less laborious

than either frottage or scrubbing, and completely removes

the dust, and freshens the ward in the morning. By either

process the sick would gain much in England. The Berlin

flooring is by no means perfect, on account of this deficient

durability of surface, and might be improved. Practically,

with care, a well-laid oak floor, with a good bees-waxed sur-

face, can always be kept clean by rubbing ; but the means
of producing a really good impervious polished surface, with

little labour, have yet to be discovered.

The joints of the flooring must be fitted well together,

and cemented with any impervious substance. The object
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isj of course, to prevent any water from entering the

floor.

Impervious, non-absorbent cement or composition would

make a capital floor, used as it is in Italian houses. But, on

account of its great conducting power, it would be necessary

to furnish each patient with a pair of list shoes, and a small

bedside carpet. Flooring of this kind, or of tiles, is better

suited for a warm than for a cold climate.

The stairs and landings should be of stone. The corri-

dors should be floored with diamond-shaped flags or tiles,

which stand better than those laid in the usual manner. The

terraces over the corridors might be either covered with

asphalte or glazed tile, to admit of convalescents walking on

them, and of patients in bed being wheeled out on them.

8. Sisters' Rooms and Sculleries.

There should be a " sister's" room on one side of the

ward door. This room must have superficial area enough to

be the nurse's bed-room and living-room, being, as she is, the

head nurse or " sister" of her ward, and therefore in imme-

diate command of it, night and day. A scullery should be

attached to each ward, on the side of the passage opposite the

nurse's room. The scullery must be supplied with complete,

efiicient, simple apparatus for its various purposes, places for

washing up and cleaning, and for ward cookery, so that

the "sister" can warm the drinks, prepare fomentations, &c.,

without jostling the nurses or orderlies who are washing up.

The best sink for a scullery is the new white porcelain sink

recently introduced, with hot and cold water laid on. Care

must be taken that the waste-pipe has no direct communi-

cation with a closed drain, otherwise foul air is certain to find

its way into the hospital. The scullery should be large
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enough for the assistant nurses to sit in to have their meals

comfortably.

9. Bath Rooms and Lavatories.

Every hospital of any large size should have a separate

bathing establishment at a convenient distance from the pavi-

lions, but connected by the corridors.

The walls of the bath house should be of white tiles, or

cement, the floors of wood. The apartments should be

suitably ventilated and warmed. They should contain hot

and cold water baths, sulphureous water, hot air, medicated

and vapour baths, shower baths, and douche.

There should also be a small bath room with one fixed bath

of white glazed terra-cotta supplied with hot and cold water

adjoining each large ward. Terra-cotta has the advantage of

retaining the heat longer than almost any other material, and

of being always cleanly.

A lavatory table with a row of sunk white porcelain

basins, with outlet-tubes and plugs, each basin supplied with

hot and cold water, should be placed in the same compart-

ment as the bath, but separated from it by a partition and

door. It is a common mistake to place these lavatory basins

too near each other to be used conveniently by men-patients

standing abreast.

There should also be room for a portable bath to each

ward, with a hot and cold water supply at hand, and means
of running oiF the bath water after it has been used.

10. Water-closets and Sinks.

The water-closets should be placed at the end of the

ward opposite the entrance, and separated by a lighted and
ventilated lobby. They should never be against the inner

wall, but always against the outer wall of the compartment
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in which they are placed. They should be of the best con- ^
structlon. A syphon water-closet of a hemispherical shape,

never of a conical shape, and abundantly supplied with water

to flush it out with a large forcible stream, is by far the

best contrivance of the kind for a hospital. The cost of

water is a bagatelle in comparison with the advantages. The
sink for ward slops, bed-pans, expectoration cups, &c,, which

should have a compartment of its own, adjoining the water-

closet, should be a high, large, deep, round, pierced basin of

earthenware, above a large hole, with a cock extending far

enough over the sink for the stream of water to fall directly ,

into the vessel to be cleansed. This is far preferable to the

usual oblong sink. The scullery sink is, of course, to be

entirely separate, and for entirely different purposes from this.

The only way to ensure dryness and cleanliness in the com-

partments where the water-closets and lavatory accommoda-

tion are placed, is to cover the walls with white glazed tile,

enamelled slate, or cement.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to say that there must be

private water-closets for the hospital ofiicers, for the nurses,

who should not be compelled to use those of the patients,

(and, of course, never those in the men's wards), also water-

closets for the patients when not in their wards. Patients

should not be allowed to use the ward ones, except when

confined to their wards.

All these water-closets fall under the same rules of health

as those laid down.

As the arrangement of this part of a hospital— viz., lava-

tories, water-closets, &c.—is one of primary importance, a

measured plan of the most improved arrangement of ward

offices, such as has been introduced into recent military hos-

pitkls (fig. 1 2), is given next page.
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II. Ventilation of Wards.

The doors, windows, and fire-places should be the chief

means of ventilation for properly constructed wards. If a

hospital must be ventilated artificially, it betrays a defect of

original construction which no artificial ventilation can com-

pensate ; it is an expensive and inefficient means of doing

that which can be done cheaply and efficiently by construct-

ing your building so as to admit the open-air around.

In countries where fuel is dear and cold severe, the

problem complicates itself, because it is supposed to require

a smaller consumption of fuel to warm the fresh air as you

admit it.

Artificial ventilation means the use of some machine or

method whereby air is drawn from without-^—sometimes, it is

to be feared, without due care whence it comes—bringing the

air into forcible contact with heated surfaces, generally of hot

water vessels, and then introducing it into the ward for the

use of the sick. The foul air is either expelled or drawn

out of the ward by some mechanical means, and the fresh

(if it is ever fresh) warmed air takes its place. In certain

Parisian hospitals where this system is applied, the fresh

warmed air enters the ward by pedestals down the centre

;

and the foul air is extracted by openings close to the floor

between the beds—the presumption being that the foul air is

in this way taken off before mingling with the general air of

the ward.

It is a fact that one hospital at least in which this system

is in full operation yields, notwithstanding its otherwise ex-

cellent construction, a very high death-rate among its inmates.

English physicians and surgeons, who have examined this

hospital, concur in stating that the ward atmosphere is by no
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means so pure as it is in a London hospital. These facts

have led to considerable discussion, which it is necessary to

notice. Here we have one of the best constructed hospitals

in existence, professing to afford to each of its beds from

3500 to 5000 cubic feet of " fresh warmed air" per hour,

introduced, and the foul air removed, in accordance with

strictly correct scientific principle—and yet here is the result.

It strikes one, on examining this process, that it is not in

accordance with Nature's method of providing fresh air. She

affords air, both to sick and healthy, of varying temperature

at different hours of the day, night, and season—always ap-

portioning the quantity of moisture to the temperature, pro-

viding continuous free movement everywhere, and warming

not by warm water in iron pipes, but by radiant heat. We
all know how necessary the variations of weather, tempera-

ture, season, are for maintaining health in healthy people.

Have we any right to assume that the natural law is dif-

ferent in sickness ? In looking solely at combined warming

and ventilation, to ensure to the sick a certain amount of air

at 60°, paid for by contract, are we acting in accordance with

physiological law ? Is it a likely way to enable the constitu-

tion to rally under serious disease or injury, to under-cook •

all the patients, day and night, during all the time they are

in hospital, at one fixed temperature ? I believe not. On
the contrary, I am strongly of opinion, I would go farther

and say, I am certain that the atmospheric hygiene of the

sick room ought not to be very different from the atmo-

spheric hygiene of a healthy house. Continuous change of

the atmosphere of a sick ward to a far greater extent than

would pay a contractor to maintain, together with the usual

variations of temperature and moisture given by nature in

the external atmosphere, are elements as essential as any
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Other elements to the rapid recovery of the sick in most

cases.

The best way to cure these beautiful but unhealthy build-

ings would be to remove the warming and ventilating appa-

ratus, to put in chimneys, with good radiating open fire-places,

and to trust to their magnificent supply of windows for fresh

air.* [This is done in Russia, where it is far colder than at

Paris.] The administration would complain of the additional

cost of fuel. But I would reply, you must consider how

much you prolong the stay of sick in your hospital, and what

per-centage of recoveries you prevent or delay, by this com-

bined warming and ventilation. It does not matter what the

present saving may appear to be ; the object of your magnifi-

cent charities, perhaps the finest in the world, is to recover

the largest number of sick in the shortest possible time. It

is to be feared the statistics show that this end is not

obtained.

Natural ventilation and open radiating fire-places are the

only suitable means of renewing and warming the air in hos-

pitals. Whenever the weather permits of it, the windows of

every sick-ward should be more or less open. During cold,

boisterous weather, and at night, a sufficient renewal of the air

can always be obtained, even if the windows cannot be opened,

by the method recently introduced into English military

hospitals of carrying up a few air-shafts from the ceilings of

the wards to above the roof, and allowing fresh air to enter by

* Why do not all learn the lesson taught by the experience of the invasions of

France in 1814-15 ? At that date the hospital administration of Paris, not know-

ing where to receive the sick and wounded, fitted up three of the unfinished

" Abattoirs " for 6000 patients,—several of the buildings fortunately had neither

doors nor windows, and had the wind blowing through them. The mortality was

one-half among the patients in the " Abattoirs " of what it was in the ordinary

hospital establishments.^HKjjo«. Etude, p. 39.
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means of Sherringham's ventilators at the top of the ward

walls, close to the ceilings. No other system is required but

this, and it costs little or nothing ; besides which, it takes

advantage of the natural laws of varying temperature and

moisture.

Fig. 13 shows the ventilating arrangements for a ward in

plan. A foul-air shaft is carried up in each alternate wall-

space between the windows, and a Sherringham's ventilating,

inlet is placed close to the ceiling in each alternate wall-space

opposite the shaft.

Plan of Ward Ventilation, showing the position of Shafts and Inlets.

Fig. 14 gives a section of the shafts and inlets. The
shafts are louvred at the lower ends to prevent chance down-

draughts falling on the beds.

Fig. 15 is Sherringham's ventilator used as an inlet. It

can be opened or shut by a weighted cord to regulate the

amount of fresh air.

If with these simple means, including windows, attendants

cannot be trained to keep the rooms ventilated without

draughts, there is a defect of intelligence, and attendance on
the sick is not their calling.

There should be one or more open fire-places', according

to the size of the ward, but lofty, so that the throat of the

chimney shall be above the patient's head and bed.
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The chimney is indispensable as a ventilating shaft ; the

fire sets it acting ; it takes the air from the ward so success-

fully that, as has been proved by direct experiment, a single

chimney will, in certain states of the wind, remove 60,000

cubic feet of air in an hour, or as much as the French con-

tract system allows for 24 patients.

13. Ward Furniture.

White window-curtains are used in some French hospitals,

not to exclude the light, but to look cheerful. In most

French hospitals, and in some in this country, the beds have

curtains. They are not necessary. They interrupt ventila-

tion and entail additional cost in washing. Where seclusion

of a patient is required, a low moveable screen, not higher than

the patient's head when he is sitting up in bed, is far prefer-

able.

Oak furniture should be supplied for wards. There
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should be a light chair for each bed, two or three spare arm-

chairs for patients who get up for the first time to sit at the

ward fire ; there should be a small open bed-table for each bed

;

two or more tables or moveable dressers down the centre of

the ward, according to its dimensions ; one or two forms with

backs would be found very useful. In some hospitals the

allowance of furniture is more liberal, but the less ward fur-

niture, speaking generally, the better. The use of glass

or earthenware for all eating, drinking, and washing vessels is

recommended from its great superiority in cleanliness, and in

saving time and labour in cleaning. Tin vessels of certain

kinds cannot, by any amount of cleaning, be freed from

smell.

13. Bedding.

No bedding but the hair mattress has yet been discovered

that is fit for hospitals. Hair is indestructible. It does not

readily retain miasma. And, if it does, heat easily disinfects

it. It may be washed. It is not hard to the patient. It

saves the objectionable use of a blanket under the patient.

There have been repeated objections to the use of horsehair

on account of the current expense. But this, under careful

administration, is much less than is generally supposed. From
special inquiries, I find that, allowing 5 per cent, for deterio-

ration, the cost would stand as follows :

—

Cleaning and remaking.

Loss of hair

Interest at 5 per cent

Total ....
Straw paillasses, as already stated, are inadmissible. They

Per Bed
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are cold ; and, in some cases, the abstraction of heat from the

spine lowers the patient's vital energy to a degree which does

not leave him a chance of recovery. I am of opinion that the

loss of life must have been great during the war from laying

our patients on paillasses, which were either placed on
wooden divans, or on the flagged corridors, with only a mat
between.

All bedsteads for hospital use should be of wrought iron,

frequently painted of a light cheerful colour. This costs

little ; and yet it has a far greater influence on the

general appearance and comfort of a hospital ward than most

people are aware of. Just in proportion to the discrepancy

between the spacious, cheerful ward and its shabby dirty-

looking furnishing, is the air of general discomfort which

it presents. A head shelf to the bed is useful. The
French military hospital bedsteads have one at the feet

too.

Sacking bottoms are preferable to iron bottoms, which are

stated to harbour vermin between the interlacings, and it is

said that the edges of the iron bands cut the bed-ticks. The

Rheocline open iron springs, like snakes sitting on their

bottom ring, make the easiest, best ventilated, freshest bed I

know ; save your bed-ticks by sewing a sacking under

them. Some cases, like compound fractures, require a firm

bottom to the bed for the spHnts and apparatus to rest upon.

A wooden frame or such like may be made to fit the bedstead

for such cases.

Every hospital should have dropsy and surgical bedsteads

for raising a patient when he cannot be moved, for inclining

him at a certain angle, &c., also water and air beds. For

many purposes different forms of new spring bedsteads will be

found very useful.
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14. Water Supply.

One of the most essential sanitary provisions for a hos-

pital is an abundant supply of pure, soft water. The ob-

taining of such a supply pre-supposes a careful examination

of the sources, and a chemical analysis, both quantitative and

qualitative. It has frequently happened, especially in warm

climates, that waters of a most impure character, containing

poisonous amounts of dissolved organic matter, have been

used for sick, without suspicion that the diarrhoea or dysentery

of which they were dying was nothing more than a water

disease. Absence of colour, taste, and smell is no criterion

of sufficient purity ; for some of the most impure waters are

often the most agreeable ; as, e.g., the water drawn from

wells supplied by filtration through old grave- yards is

often clear, bright, and sparkling, from being charged with

carbonic acid derived from human remains in the soil ; and

during an epidemic, poisonous.

Hard water, containing sulphates or carbonates, is unfit

for most hospital purposes—especially so for dressing wounds.

Filtered rain water is generally the best for this purpose. In

small hospitals, either spring or well-water should be selected

after analysis, and if found to be hard, the roof water should

be stored for surgical purposes. In large hospitals, where no
other than a hard water supply can be obtained, it will be
possible to soften the water by the lime process. But in

large hospitals, where engine power is used, there is often

much waste steam which can be usefully condensed for soft

water. Of course, for all pharmaceutical purposes, the softer

the water the better
: and the same rule holds for the. cook-

ing, especially of vegetables.

Having obtained the best available water source, all the
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water required for ordinary ward purposes should be laid on
at pressure, hot and cold, all over the building, for sinks,

ablution basins and baths ; but never from a cistern within

the hospital. This would be to expose the water to impurity,

and the hospital to damp.

The consumption of water for an English hospital,

including, besides patients, all its officers and servants (who

may be roughly estimated as 150 for 500 patients), is on an

-average of 35 gallons for each person per day. This includes

baths, brewing, washing the pavements, but not laundry work,

farther than the necessary wringing out of soiled sheets, &c.,

before sending to the laundry. Of this amount two-thirds

at least should be soft water for personal use—one-third being

for domestic purposes may be hard. In the laboratory of a

hospital of this size, the steam boiler will supply 500 gallons

of condensed water per day, to be used for all mixtures, decoc-

tions, infusions, &c., and collected in iron or slate cisterns for

the purpose. One gallon of soft water per patient per day is

thus on an average required for the pharmacy. I may just

allude to the difficulty, if you have one tap of soft water and

one of hard, of making sure that the attendants never use

the hard for soft-water purposes.

There should be convenient means in or close to the wards

for obtaining pure filtered drinking-water for the sick.

15. Drainage and Sewerage.

No drain should ever pass under a hospital ; all sinks,

water-closets, lavatories, and baths, should be so placed that

the drainage should be conveyed directly away, without pass-

ing under any part of the hospital. And for this purpose all

drain pipes from them should be placed in the outer walls,

but never agaitist any inner wall of the building.

G 3
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All drains or pipes for the purpose of conveying away

water from any part of the hospital should be carefully

trapped between the outer wall of the building and the sewer

;

and all drains should be ventilated. An excellent arrange-

ment has been adopted at the Herbert Hospital, by which all

the ward drainage is discharged into vertical drain pipes in

the outer walls, which drain pipes are carried from a trap in

the main drain below, straight up above the roof of the build-

ing, where they are left open to the air. This ensures

thorough ventilation of the pipe, and prevents the possibility

of the regurgitation of foul air into the building. A per-

forated box of charcoal is placed over the upper opening of

the drain pipe to destroy any noxious gas that might other-

wise escape into the air above the building.

16. Kitchen.

The kitchen should be placed away from the wards. Its

walls and ceiling should be of light-coloured cement, for

plaster has a tendency to fall off, from the vapour and effluvia

of the kitchen.

Hospital cooking apparatus should be capable of doing

two sets of cooking :—1. All the ordinary " diets." 3. Casual

diets and " extras" for emergencies. It has been said that a

good cook can cook with anything ; but cooking in a hos-

pital is a very important part of the general administration,

and requires to be done with the utmost regularity, efficiency,

and economy. In providing apparatus, it is necesJsary to con-

sider how many " diets" of the same kind will be required

;

also what the nature of the cooking should be. Usually this

consists of soups, farinaceous preparations, including pud-
dings, stewed vegetables, roast joints, baked, meat, or meat
roasted in a roasting oven, broiled beef-steak o>jnutton-chop
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(there should be no frying in a hospital, except for fish,

and even fish, cooked after the French plan, in oil, is better

;

if a patient can digest a fried steak, it is the best pfoof that he

is fit to be discharged from hospital), tea and coffee. The
" extra" articles usually required are beef-tea or warmed beef-

juice, sago, &c. There should always be plenty of boiling

water.

The dimensions, as well as the number of parts of which

any hospital cooking apparatus should consist, will depend, of

course, on the size of the hospital. The cheapest fuel for

boiling liquids on a large scale is common coal. Where
stewing has to be done on a large scale, steam is the best

agent. For stewing on a small scale, and preparing extra

articles at irregular times, gas is by far the most convenient

fuel. But its use requires to be carefully restricted to such

purposes, otherwise it will be found too costly. Roasting is

now very well and economically done in ovens constructed for

the purpose, with ordinary fuel. Gas ovens are sometimes

convenient ; but they are more expensive. Lately, many im-

proved forms of hospital cooking apparatus, capable of per-

forming these various processes, have been introduced. For

small hospitals all the parts are generally combined in one

small apparatus, placed in an ordinary kitchen fire-place. For

large hospitals, the different parts are better separated. Of
course, the same cooking apparatus and kitchen which answer

for the patients are sufficient also for officers, nurses, and ser-

vants, although tea and breakfast will probably be made in

the respective quarters of each.

The cooking apparatus, boilers, ovens, &c., if placed

in the centre of the kitchen, after the French plan, instead

of against the walls, will afford twice the amount of fire

space.

^
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17. Wash-house.

How to dispose of the Foul Linen.—Of course it should

never be treasured up in any ward, scullery, or closet In the

hospital. The sooner it is sent away and in the wash-tub the

better. In hospitals of a kw beds it should be thrown into a

basket and carried straight away immediately ; but in large

hospitals, where changes are constantly going on, it is neces-

sary to have ready means of conveying it out of the building,

and for this purpose nothing answers so well as foul-linen

shoots. These should be built in the wall. The best mate-

rial for them is glazed earthenware piping, 15 to 18 inches in

diameter. They should have an open mouth, also of earthen-

ware ; with a door, opening not near a ward, but from a

staircase or well-ventilated passage. And they should end

below in a small closet, out of which the linen should be

taken as soon as the change is completed, and removed at

once to the wash-house. To be quite safe, the pipe should

be carried up to the roof of the building, though of a smaller

diameter, to secure that the shaft is well ventilated.

Hospital washing should never be done in or close to a

hospital. In a small hospital, the kitchen may be put In the

basement, provided it is not under a ward, and It is very well

ventilated ; but the wash-house never. It at least should be

always detached, and if within the hospital grounds at all, at the

farthest attainable point in them, and to leeward. The reason,

of course. Is, that pure air in a hospital is the sine qud non,

while the surest method of obtaining foul air Is to combine

the excretions of the patients with the steam of hot water, and

give access for this combined result to the sick by staircases

or open windows.

The excellent new washing, drying, and wringing
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machines lately invented are so numerous that it would take

too long to enumerate them. On the whole^ the laundry at

the Wellington Barracks, which also washes for all the Guards'

hospitals and barracks, and the new laundry at Haslar Naval

Hospital, are the best I have seen. But every day brings in

fresh inventions, and a reformer is always adopting the good

ones. Admirable ones are attached to the new Herbert

Hospital at Woolwich, and to Netley Hospital. The former

is intended to wash for all the troops in garrison, as well as for

the sick. I do not think that any reliable comparison has yet

been made between the French system adopted at the Sal-

p^triere and Lariboisiere hospitals and the English system.

The French consists in filtering hot ley through the clothes,

which are placed for that purpose in large tubs, with a com-

partment at the bottom, from which the ley is pumped up by

machinery, and allowed to flow over the top of the linen,

through which it filters into the compartment, to be again

raised by the machine.

This plan is stated to be the most economical which has

been tried in Paris.

The essential characteristic of the Haslar one is boiling by

steam, the.linen being afterwards placed in a rotating washing

machine.

The method in use in the Wellington Barracks consists

in passing the linen through slowly rotating washing tubs, in

which it undergoes a process of waulking by wooden rods.

This latter plan is both economical and effectual.

To ascertain which is the most really economical of the

French and English plans, it would, be necessary to inquire

not only into the relative cost of washing, but into the relative

wear and tear. The hardness or softness of the water rpust

also be taken into account. The softer water is the cheaper.
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both in the consumption of soap and the Tvear and tear.

Now the Paris water is in hardness to that of London as 30

to 16, and as ao to 3 to that of Glasgow. Probably the Paris

method is the only economical one with the Paris water.

All the water used at the new Herbert Hospital, including

that for the laundry, has a hardness of 13°, which will be

reduced to 5^° by Dr. Clarke's softening process. This will

effect' a large economy in soap and linen, in addition to the

advantage of having softer water for general hospital use.

Clean Linen Room.—After passing through the laundry,

the linen is returned to the hospital for use ; and any one who

wishes to see perfect arrangements for storing and issuing

clean linen must go to the Paris hospitals. Each hospital there

is provided with one or more large well-lighted rooms, con-

taining every arrangement for the mending, classification, and

issuing of ward linen. The linen is stacked in open frame-

work so as to admit currents of air through the piles—

a

thing of great importance.

This is a point of administrative detail in which all

English hospitals are wofuUy behindhand. Even in the

most recent plans I have seen, there has either been no

provision of the kind, or it has been a mere half-dark closet.

The mending room ought to be a separate room from the clean

linen store, and adjoining. There should be besides in each

ward a lock-up movable press, best placed under the sill of

the large end window, with a table-leaf on hinges for folding,

for such articles as may be stored in the ward.

18. Operating Theatres.

I need not say that surgical cases should never be placed

higher than the first floor. It is important that an operating

theatre should not only be on a level, but central between the
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men's and women's surgical wards. An operating theatre

in a third story is very objectionable, particularly if patients

have to be carried up a narrow flight of stairs and back after

the operation has been performed. The proper place for an

operating theatre is to be built out at the back of the centre

;

and the board-room may be under it. It is not uncommon,

in small country hospitals, to have a recess or small room

leading from the operating theatre, in which the patients re-

main until they have recovered, or at least recovered the imme-

diate effects of the operation. But it is more and more

becoming the practice of the best London hospitals to carry

such patients back to their own ward, where it is believed (a

belief in which I entirely concur) they have, if the ward is

what it should be, better advantages, better chances, better

care, nursing, and supervision. Of course there are excep-

tional cases, as in ovariotomy, trephining, &c., which may

require to be by themselves. But this is for the surgeon to

decide upon.

Operating theatres are best lighted by a good large sky-

light and a steady northern light from one large window, quite

up to the ceiling. There must be no conflicting lights from

different windows, and no southern aspect. Now, as the ope-

rating theatre is the only room in the hospital which ought to

have one sole north light, this is very convenient, because it

may occupy a situation which would not do for a ward.

We will next consider the application of these principles

to the improvement of hospital plans.
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IV.

IMPROVED HOSPITAL PLANS.

Within the last few years very considerable advances

have been made in hospital architecture in this country.

A number of hospitals have been improved and added to on

correct principles. Several new hospitals embodying these

principles have been built, and the plans of many more are at

present under discussion. The subject has also awakened

renewed attention abroad; and quite recently two works of

great importance have appeared on the subject in Paris. One of

these is the "Etude sur les Hopitaux," by M. Armand Husson,

Director of the General Administration of the Assistance

PubUque, the other the " Rapport sur les Hopitaux Civils

de la Ville de Londres," by MM, Blondel and Ser, of the

same bureau. These works afford information of great

interest on the whole question of Hospital administration,

and I am indebted to them for several illustrations intro-

duced into these pages. I have had the opportunity also of

examining a number of new hospital plans for buildings

which it is proposed to construct in different parts of the

country. They have all borne marks of careful study of the

subject ; but there are one or two points in which all of them

present certain defects in common. I shall merely allude to

these as points of experience, before proceeding to the

general subject of this section.

One of the most common mistakes in hospital plans, even

in some of the most recent of those I have seen, is mixing up
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together, in the same block, sick wards and administrative

offices of all kinds. It need hardly be pointed out that such

an attempt must necessarily lead to a very complicated struc-

ture, containing large wards and an indefinite number of

rooms of different sizes, all connected by passages and stairs

more or less dark, badly ventilated, and diffusing a common

atmosphere throughout the building. By this arrangement of

parts, all the old complications of badly constructed hospitals

are reproduced in another form. The usual excuse is that it

is cheaper than to separate the sick from the administration,

which is extremely doubtful. One thing is not at all

doubtful, that such an arrangement exposes both sick and ad-

ministrators to very unnecessary risks, and is one of the causes

of fever among the latter, already mentioned, a danger which

should never be incurred on any plea of economy.

It is possible, no doubt, to ventilate more or less effectually

a complicated building of this sort ; but practically it will

never be done.

Wherever any form of hospital construction requires much

thought to be applied to its ventilation and other sanitary ar-

rangements, it may be considered quite certain that the hos-

pital is not a safe one for sick. Practically it is impossible to

escape from this ; viz., that safe hospital construction must,

at whatever (apparent) cost, contain a maximum of facility

and a minimum of difficulty for keeping every part of the

building healthy.

It is a fundamental principle that the pavilions, whether

single or double, should contain nothing but the sick and the

offices immediately required for the ward. Everything else,

board-rooms, chapels, quarters for officers and servants, except

for the head nurse or nurses of each ward, stores, kitchens, laun-

dries, should be placed in a separate building or buildings. It
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would be better even that convalescent roomSj where it is

determined that there should be such rooms, should be out of

the main building, but accessible under cover ; for the obvious

reason that convalescents require change of air which cannot be

obtained under any circumstances in a hospital. The matron

should always have her rooms as near to the nursing staff as

possible. And as it is highly desirable that the day and night

nurses of each ward should be kept as a separate staiF, lodged

as near to the head nurse as possible, if room can be found

for these near their own pavilion, it is better.

Simplicity "of construction, involving, as it should always

do, a provision of abundant light and ventilation through

every part of the hospital in which sick are placed, can only

be secured in hospitals of any size by separating the adminis-

trative part from the sick part. The smallest country hos-

pital should consist of at least two blocks of building.

The utmost simplicity of plan is an essential of good

hospital construction. Complication of plan interferes with

light, ventilation, discipline, facility of supervision. Every hole

and corner, every passage, every small ward, which need not

have been there, interferes with these four vital conditions of

a good hospital. Every skulking place which can be spared

must be avoided. As an invariable hospital rule, rather more
than elsewhere in military hospitals, publicity may be con-

sidered as the best police and the best protection. It is far

better that 30 patients should see the nurse's door than one or

none. It is quite necessary that the chief ward attendant

should be able to see the whole of her or his patients at once.

When the architect has arrived at a clear idea of what a

hospital pavilion means—what it should contain and what it

should not contain—the next important matter is to deter-

mine how the pavilions are to be arranged so as to form a
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hospital. From what has been said, it will be obvious that

the arrangement of parts will depend on the number of beds

for which the hospital is to be built. The following principles

will enable a good block plan to be made.

1. Small Hospitals.

For hospitals intended to consist of two pavilions in line,

the arrangement shown in fig. 16 might be followed. It con-

sists of two wings, containing one ward on each floor of the

wing, and a centre block for the administration.

Fig. 16.

Two Pavilions in line.

A block plan of this kind, if erected in an airy position,

would possess every requisite for health. The size of the

administrative part of the building will depend upon the

nature of the hospital management, and upon whether or not

out-patients are to be received within the hospital.

When the administration is of very limited extent, the

arrangement in fig. 16 would be unobjectionable. But as a

general rule, and especially where out-patients have to be

received, as much of the administrative part of the building

as possible should be detached behind the main line of the

hospital, in the manner shown in the regimental hospital plans,

figs. 30, ai.

The plan and elevation of the New Bucks Infirmary

(No. 3), intended for 53 beds, with the offices on the ground

floor, and wards 16 feet high on the first floor, built by
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Mr. Brandotij is the most recently completed civil hospital

on the new plan, and has been found to answer very well.

When the number of beds for which the hospital is in-

tended exceeds what can be accommodated in a double pavi-

lion of this form, the plan shown in fig. 17 may be adopted.

This fig. shows a building consisting of two double pavilions

and a centre. Wherever this form is adopted, the pavilions

should be entirely cut off from the centre by spacious stair-

cases carried up where the centre joins the pavilions. In a

hospital of this form the centre should be one floor in height

;

the pavilions would be in two floors.

Fig. 17.

J
Hospital of two double Pavilions and Centre.

A similar arrangement of parts is shown in fig. 18. In

this case the administration is a separate block, two or three

floors in height, connected with the pavilions, two floors in

height, by a centre one floor in height.

Fig. 18.

Hospital of double Pavilion Wings with central administration.
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Fig. 19 is one half of fig. 17, and consists of three pavi-

lions, radiating from a common centre. If this plan is

adopted, there should be a large central staircase at the point

ofjunction.

Fig. 19.

Double Pavilion Hospital with projecting Centre.

Another application of the pavilion principle is shown in

figs. 30 and 3T, and is adapted for regimental hospitals, either

for cavalry or infantry. For a full cavalry regiment one floor

is sufficient. For an infantry regiment, double the accommoda-

tion is required ; and the building is then erected in two floors.

This is simply one of the double pavilions of the Herbert

Hospital, with so much of the administration as is absolutely

necessary arranged between the wards ; the remainder being

in a block behind.

Several cavalry hospitals on this plan have been constructed,

and they are found to answer admirably.

A pavilion hospital on the same plan is proposed for

Malta, to receive the sick from barracks on the Cotonera side

of the great harbour.

These examples of block plans are taken from existing

hospitals. The object, in buildings of this class, is to bring

all parts of the hospital under one roof, more with a view

to facility of communication throughout, than to securing the

sanitary state of the hospital. Such plans can only be used

within certdn limits. As a rule it is safer to consider every

pavilion, containing the largest number of sick a pavilion ought
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to contaiiij as a separate hospital, and to connect all the pa-

vilions together in such a way as to insure a separate venti-

lation for each block.

3. Large Hospitals.

I next ask, what should be the arrangement of parts in the

larger class of hospitals ?

Fortunately we have a number of examples in different

parts of Europe of excellent arrangement of parts in block

plans. No doubt all the older hospitals of this class admit of

considerable improvements in detail. But the block plan can

be studied by itself with great advantage. I shall choose a

few examples illustrative of existing hospitals—of hospitals in

the progress of construction and of plans completed but not

yet carried into execution.

Fig. 1% is the block plan of St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

Fig. 22.

r r

Block Plan of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

showing four pavilions arranged at right angles to each other,

with the corners open to admit of the circulation of air. In

such a hospital each block might be a double pavilion, each in

two floors, and each pavilion might contain two wards with their
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offices on each floor. The advantages of this plan are com-

pactness of structure, and a corresponding facility in adminis-

tration, together with open angles to allow of circulation

of air in the court. The disadvantages are that the

means of communication must either be in the open air in

all weathers, or under a verandah or corridor carried along

one side of the lower floor wards, partially obstructing

the light and ventilation. All the sides of the hospital

could not be thoroughly exposed to the sun's rays, summer

and winter, although this ground of objection would be

diminished by placing two of the open opposite angles north

and south.

Fig. 33 is an illustration of the same block plan as it exists

Fig. 23.

« in| tail

A Entrance Archway.

B Garden.

c Open-arched Corridor, one story-

high, surrounding the garden.

D Rooms for sick officers.

E Steward's stores.

F Chapel.

G First Floor, Operating Theati-e:

Ground Floor, Billiard Room.

Ground Plan of Naval Hospital, Yarmouth.

H Committee Room, Surgery, &c.
Ill Wards, 14 beds each.

K Padded Room.
L Bath Rooms, Wash-house, &c.

M M Sculleries.

N N Nurses' Rooms,
o o Water Closets.
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at Yarmouth Naval Hospital. This is a very good building,

one of the best, indeed, of the older hospitals in Great Britain.

The pavihons are on two floors only, they are wide enough

apart at the corners to admit the sea breeze into the court, and

every part of the building is connected by an arched corridor

along the ground floor. This corridor of course partially

Fig. 24.

Fondation iSrezin (riospice de la Keconnaissance) at Gaiches.

H 2
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obstructs the light of the wards. The ward details, as shown

in the plan, are not altogether in accordance with modern re-

quirements ; but they could easily be made so in any future

applications of the same principle. And the lower floor wards

should be raised on basements to such a height as to admit of

the connecting corridor being carried round the building below

the level of the ward windows.

An exceedingly simple arrangement of pavilions is shown

in fig. 24, which gives a ground plan of the " Fondation

Brezin," at Garches, All the administrative parts of the

building are in separate blocks. The pavilions and chapel are

also separate, and all are connected by a simple corridor car-

ried past the end of the blocks.

I do not propose this as a hospital plan. It will be seen

at once that it is deficient in proper hospital details. But it

contains the pavilion arrangement reduced to its utmost sim-

plicity for purposes of health and facility of administration.

(This building is in fact planned for infirm, and not for sick.)

It contains the germ of the hospital construction adopted for

Lariboisifere, of which here is a plan (No. 4).

The famous Lariboisiere Hospital consists of six detached

single pavilions for sick, two pavilions in the front for adminis-

tration, two behind for the sisters and nurses and for the washing

establishment, with chapel, operation-rooms, baths, &c., in

detached buildings, at the end furthest from the entrance.

Between the pavilions is a range of one-story rooms, used for

dining-rooms, &c. The pavilions contain 3 floors of wards,

one large ward for 3a beds, and one small ward for two beds at

the far end of it, on each floor. Each floor has a sister's room

and scuUery ; and a spacious staircase gives access to the wards.

All the pavilions are connected by an arched glazed corridor,

one floor in height, over which is an open terrace, used by con-
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valescentSj and also as a means of access between the first floors,

when the weather permits. The hospital contains 6ia beds,

divided amongst six separate pavilions, which are just as much
distinct hospitals as if they were miles from each other. The
block plan of this hospital is excellent, but the pavilions are

too close together for their height ; or, rather, there should

have been only two floors of wards instead of three. The
small wards are badly placed, away from the sister, and close

to the open privies of the ward. This hospital is warmed and

ventilated, unfortunately, by artificial means, and has presented

the anomaly, easily resolved by those acquainted with the

sanitary requirements for sick, of one of the best hospitals in

existence, so far as the block plan is concerned, yielding one of

the highest rates of mortality.

There is another hospital, the St. Jean, at Brussels,

built upon a similar plan; and also a hospital at Bor-

deaux.

The Vincennes Military Hospital, for 637 beds, of which

I give a ground plan (No. 5), shows another arrangement of

pavilions. In this example, the pavilions for sick are double, with

wards for non-commissioned officers, and rooms for sisters at

the two extreme ends, but cut off by separate staircases. These

pavilions form two sides of a square, the third side is formed

by a block containing the chapel and the administrative offices

and quarters. The fourth side of the square is open to the

country. Each pavilion consists of three floors and an attic,

and is connected with the administration by a glazed corridor

as far as the central staircases. It consists, in fact, of two

hospitals, one for 308, the other for 33 a sick, connected with

one administration common to both. The disadvantages of

the plan are that, if the whole building were used, there would

be three floors and an attic occupied by sick, instead of two
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floors only. The ward details are also objectionable in some

important points.

One advantage of the double pavilion adopted in this

plan must be mentioned ; and that is, the facility with

which a large number of sick can be superintended and nursed

on the same floor, instead of entailing on the attendants the

amount of running up and down stairs required in the Lari-

boisiere plan. The Vincennes wards, however, are buUt for

rather too many beds. But, on the other hand, the building

is in an open, elevated situation in the country ; and each

pavilion is divided from top to bottom by an unusually

spacious staircase up to the roof. It is ventilated and warmed

by the draught of a chimney and hot-water vessels.

All the advantages of the Vincennes and Lariboisiere

plans, without any of their disadvantages, and with greatly

improved sanitary arrangements, will be realized in the new

Herbert Hospital now under construction at Woolwich. (Plan

No. 6.)

This, when completed, will be by far the finest hospital

establishment in the united kingdom, or indeed in Europe. It

consists of four double and three single pavilions, with the ends

in the free air. All the wards are raised on basements, those

at the lower end of the ground are so lofty as to afford excel-

lent accommodation for the museum, library, medical ofiicers'

rooms, board-rooms, and stores. There are only two floors

of wards to each pavilion, and the distance between the pavi-

lions is double the height of the pavilion, measured from the

floor of the lowest ward. Every ward has a large end window,
commanding beautiful views; and the ablution and bath

accommodation, together with water-closets, is placed in the

free atmosphere at the end of the wards. Each large ward
contains from 28 to 32 beds, with windows along the opposite
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sides, one for every two beds ; and each ward has a nurse's

room and scullery. Unfortunately the army regulation num-

ber of cubic feet per bed has limited the height of the wards

to 14 feet. There is a convalescents' day-room in the central

pavilion. The kitchen is in a basement, also in the centre ; over

it there is a library, and over the library the chapel. All the

administrative offices and quarters are in a separate block in

front. The axis of the wards is a little to the E. of north ; and

each side will receive the sun's rays during some part of the day.

At one end of the hospital there are separate lunatic wards with

separate offices. At the other end is the operation theatre, with

a few small wards for special cases. The total accommodation

is for 650 beds, in 7 detached buildings, all connected together

through the centre by a corridor one floor in height, with a

basement corridor beneath, through which the whole of the

service of the hospital, so far as regards the conveyance of

diets, medicines, coals, and the removal of dust and foul linen,

will be carried out. This is effected by a system of lifts and

shoots. And the result will be, that the usual bustle observed

in hospital passages will be altogether avoided. This hospital

embodies the great administrative principle of an entire sepa-

ration between what is immediately necessary for the sick and

what is not so, and yet without interfering with the efficiency of

the administration. Over the corridor there is an open terrace,

to which convalescents in the first-floor wards will have easy

access in fine weather. And the covered corridor below will be

available for exercise in wet weather. Each ward is 36^ feet

wide and 14 feet high, and each bed has 93 to 97 superficial feet,

and, raoo to 1400 cubic feet. The walls will have a polished

light-coloured surface. It is intended to warm the wards

by two open fire-places along the centre of the wards, the flues

being carried under the floor, and used for warming the air
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admitted to the wards. The floors are of iron beams, filled

in with concrete, and covered with oak boarding. The

whole will be fire-proof, and the sick in the lower wards will

not suiFer from noise in the wards overhead. Hot and cold

water will be laid over the entire building ; and the supply,

which is taken from chalk, and hard, will be softened by the

lime process before being transmitted to the hospital.

In Malta it is proposed to erect a general military hospital

on the pavilion principle for 300 beds, with the pavilions differ-

ently arranged from any existing example. A ground plan

of this proposed hospital is given in Plan No. 7. The site,

chosen as the most healthy in the garrison, is limited, and

the arrangement of parts has to be conformed to the shape

of the ground. But so flexible is the pavilion construction

that it suits itself readily to this requirement. There will be

six pavilions arranged side by side, each containing two floors

of wards, and the whole connected by open arcades sufficient

to afford shelter for sun and rain, but to leave ventilation

perfectly free. The entire administration is detached and

placed in front of the hospital ; but all parts of it are con-

nected by convenient staircases with the corridors. The walls

on the sides towards the sun, and the roof will be double to

ensure coolness. The hospital will overlook the sea at a

height of 170 feet above its level.

Other two establishments are proposed to be erected by

the enlightened local government of Malta. One of these

is an asylum for 1000 aged and infirm persons, 500 of each

sex. A ground plan of this proposed establishment is given.

Plan No. 8. It consists of eight pavilions, each two floors

in height, arranged in two squares, containing in all 29 wards
for beds, with dining-rooms on the ground-floor. To each

square there is a day-room placed in the centre. The whole
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establishment is connected by open arcades, with terraces over.

Every block throughout the entire establishment is detached

from every other. And the latrines, lavatories, and baths, which

will be on the most improved English construction, are in de-

tached square blocks in the angles, and accessible from the wards

under open arcades. The administrative portion of the building

is very complete, and the whole exemplifies an arrangement

which, with some alterations in detail, might be adopted for a

hospital of the same number of sick," if it ever were considered

necessary to bring so many together.

Connected with this establishment, it is proposed to build

a hospital for 300 beds, on a plan shown in No. 9. This

consists of two long pavilions similar in construction to those

of the Herbert Hospital, and two smaller detached blocks for

the treatment of special or offensive cases. It will be observed

that each of the larger blocks has a dining-room and day-

room—a matter of necessity in this building, for a considerable

proportion of its inmates will be incurable, not acute cases.

The sanitary details of both plans contain everything

required for ensuring a healthy state of the buildings. They

were prepared at the instance of the government of Malta,

by Mr. T. H. Wyatt ; and when completed, they will place

this small island in the foremost rank as regards its charitable

institutions.

These illustrations of hospital construction, when compared

with what has been the past practice in this country, will

show at once what ought to be done, and what ought not to

be done, in planning buildings to be occupied by sick or

maimed.

Some recent plans, however, have, alas ! reproduced all the

old errors in a novel form. Sometimes the wards have been

improved in proportions, in light and facilities for ventilation.
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while the arrangements for baths, lavatories, and water-closets

have been most objectionable. In other instances, kitchens

and other offices have been placed under the sick wards, while

the wards themselves were good. Again, as already men-

tioned, the administrative parts of the building have been so

mixed up with the portions allotted for sick as to introduce all

the old objectionable dark corners and useless passages which

constitute so large a proportion of the worst class of hospital

buildings. Mistakes such as these can only be avoided by a

very careful study and application of the principles laid down.

It should never be forgotten that the first thing to be con-

sidered is what is best for the sick, not what may appear to be

cheapest—for the cheapness is only apparent—not what will

make a good architectural elevation, for this is a point quite

beside the question.

The very first condition to be sought in planning a

building is, that it shall be fit for its purpose. And the first

architectural law is, that fitness is the foundation of beauty.

The hospital architect may feel assured that, only when he has

planned a building which will afford the best chance of speedy

recovery to sick and maimed people, will his architecture and

the economy which he seeks, be realized.
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V.

CONVALESCENT HOSPITALS.

It is a rule without any exception, that no patient ought

ever to stay a day longer in hospital than is absolutely essential

for medical or surgical treatment. What, then, is to be done

with those who are not yet fit for work-a-day life ? Every

hospital should have its convalescent branch, and every county

its convalescent home.

The first necessity of a convalescent hospital is that it

should not be like a hospital at all : and the very best kind

of convalescent hospital would be a string of cottages. The

reason for this is fourfold :

—

J . To get rid of the idea of being in hospital altogether

from the minds of the inmates, and to substitute for it that

of home. As long as they are hospital inmates, they feel as

hospital inmates, they think as hospital inmates, they act as

hospital inmates, not as people recovering.

a. To secure a more free and bracing atmosphere than can

ever be secured in any building containing a large number of

inmates.

3. Because cottages may be more slightly built, and there-

fore are less expensive than large, complicated, solid buildings.

4. Because in the point of view of moral discipline it is

yet more important to separate men from women among con-

valescents than among the sick. And of course this can be

done much more easily and efficiently, and with far less trouble
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to the administratlorij in separate houses than in separate parts

of the same house.

It is almost needless to repeat the A B C of all sanitary-

lessons—that the best building, intended to hold a large

number of inmates, can never be made so healthy as a cottage

for a small number, if well constructed.

All rules against curtains, against washing in the dormitory,

&c., which must be maintained in hospitals, may be relaxed, at

all events on the feniale side, in a properly built Convalescent

Home. It should be a home. Each bed should be sepa-

rated by a rod and iron staple, and curtain, about 6 or 7 feet

high (to be pulled far back in the daytime) from the next

bed ; and a wash-hand-stand should be permitted within this

compartment.

The number of beds for which each ward, whether for

men or women, is constructed, should not exceed six, or be

less than three : almost every hospital condition, in fact, is

reversed.

The indispensable hospital rule, that no patient should be

sent to or admitted into the kitchen or ward scullery, is also

reversed in a convalescent home, where the more the patients

are occupied, the better. The men who are able for it

should be employed in the garden, which is better for them

than their in-door trades. The women who are able for it

should do nearly all the household work, at least on their

own side ; and a little sick cookery may well be taught them

in the kitchen, but on a hot-plate, as convalescents should

not be called upon to stand long at a hot kitchen fire.

That all this must be done with discretion, and in subor-

dination to the necessity of giving the convalescents constant

fresh air, .and as much as possible of it out of doors, it is

almost needless to say.
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Some convalescents will want entire rest ; and this, with

fresh air and good food, will be the main element of their

recovery. This will be the case with those forms of uterine

disease now sadly common among young female servants,

from the use of stiff stays, and form of petticoats hanging

from the waist. Others will be able to walk and yet not able

to use their arms to do household work. With all, much

care will be needed to prevent them damping their feet or

clothes.

The medical officer and head sisters will have to exercise

constant vigilance in this matter of occupation.

There are as yet few convalescent establishments. And as

it is most probable that this class of accommodation will be

extended, it is important to observe correct principles in future

plans.

Here are two or three illustrations of different kinds of

buildings.

Fig. 25 is a plan of the first floor of the Convalescent

Institution at Walton-on-Thames. On the left are 4 women's

wards, opening from a common inner passage. There is a

corresponding number of men's wards on the right hand side

of the plan. There is one ward for 9 beds, a wards for 11

beds each, one ward for la, one for 13, two for 14 and one

for 15. The projecting ward behind, called the EUesmere

Ward, is for 18 beds. The cubic feet per bed vary from 459

to 874, the average being about 628 cubic feet per bed. There

are 117 beds on a floor, all of which, except 18 (in the EUes-

mere Ward) are in rooms opening from inner passages, and

having windows on one side only. The EUesmere Ward has

windows on three sides. In general construction the building

can only be considered as an inferior model of a provincial

hospital. It is a praiseworthy attempt to meet a great want

;
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but its details should certainly not be followed in future insti-

tutions.

Fig. 2g.

WO ME N'S

f4 BEDSO BED's\

J.

First Floor Plan of the Convalescent Institution, Walton-on-Thames.

Fig. a6 is a sketch plan of the Male Convalescent Institu-

tion founded by the Emperor at Vincennes. It is constructed

on a totally different principle from the English one. It con-

sists of a long series of three-bedded rooms, bent on itself at

j-ight angles, so as to form partial courts, the whole being

connected by a corridor for communication. The arrange-

ment of parts is simple and ingenious, while it enables a large

number of rooms to obtain the benefit of direct light and

air through the outer wall. For an interesting account of

this establishment, vide Note, p. ii6, and the following

sketch plan (for it is only a sketch to show the general

arrangement), I am indebted to Colonel Clark Kennedy, who

was kind enough to go over the establishment for the purpose.

It will be see^i at once wherein this building differs in

design from the preceding. In the first place, it has no in-

ternal corridor. It has a corridor along one- end of all the

rooms ; but the arch of the corridor, the door of the room,

and the window at the opposite end of the room, are all in

one line, so that a thorough ventilation is easily effected.

Again, the rooms are intended each for three beds only—

a
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Fig. 26.

Sketch Plan of Male Convalescent Institution, Vincennes.

I
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The plan consists simply of a number of separate rooms

connected by a corridor, in which the convalescents sleep at

night, while during the day they are out in the air, or follow-

ing some occupation. The corridor construction, if properly

ventilated, or, what is much better, if wholly or partially

open, is not' objectionable as a means of communication in a

building of this kind Intended for convalescents, who spend

most of their time " out and about." For a hospital whose

inmates are always confined to their wards, the structure would

be objectionable.

This building, together with its economy. Is worthy of

careful examination by those engaged In planning convalescent

establishments. It is, I believe, the largest building of the

kind hitherto specially erected for the purpose. Of course,

were it possible, it would be better to have more than one

window for a bedroom to be occupied by three persons. And
it would be highly advantageous if windows could be placed

on two sides of the room.

The best arrangement of buildings for convalescents Is,

however, doubtless, that of a series of cottages ; and here Is

a sketch of such a building (Plan No. lo) made at the request

of the Committee for the Herbert memorial of the county of

Wilts. It consists of four detached cottages, intended for

twenty men and women. Two of the cottages are intended

one for men and one for women. The centre cottage con-

tains the sister's room, &c., together with two small wards for

sick, or relapses, one for men and one for women. The
fourth contains the kitchen and the men's and women's dining

and day rooms.

It Is intended to make the establishment as like a home
and as unlike a hospital as possible, and to provide, at the

same time, for strict discipline over the inmates.
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A plan such as this, while possessing all the advantages of
a home, would admit of extension, merely by the addition of

similar parts. The working plans were made by Mr. Thomas,
of the War Office.

It is scarcely necessary to say that convalescent establish-

ments should be placed in healthy, cheerful positions, varying

in local climate according to the class of cases for which they

are intended. The best climates can easily be determined by

the usual practice adopted by physicians with private con-

valescents. Certain irritable chest cases do best in the moist

relaxing sea-side climates of the S.W. of England. Diseases

requiring a medium character of climate are usually sent to

the southern districts, and to the Isle of Wight, If bracing

sea-side climates are required, the S.E., E. and N.E. coasts

and part of the N.W. coast are generally chosen. A large

class of convalescents suffering from general constitutional

debility are benefited by certain inland climates, such as Mal-

vern, Clifton, Derbyshire, &c. I merely allude to this sub-

ject of climates because it should not be overlooked in

providing for the relief of convalescents. There are many

places round London on dry, comparatively elevated, gra-

velly soils, which would afford excellent sites for convalescent

institutions.

If convalescent homes are necessary for adults, they are

doubly necessary for children ; the rule, never to keep a patient

a day longer in hospital than is absolutely essential, applies

rather more to children than to any others.

It is necessary to say a few words on another proposal for*

convalescents—namely, providing convalescent wards and day-

rooms in hospitals. In dealing with this proposal, it is right

to repeat :

—
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1. That no patient should be kept in hospital a day longer

than is absolutely essential—/,<?., for niedical or surgical treat-

ment.

a. That many, nay, most patients are quite unfit to return

to a work-a-day life, even when they would be much better

out of hospital. Where, then, should they go ?

3. Every county and every hospital should have its

convalescent branch, as unlike a hospital and as like a home

as possible—best a string of cottages—where such can be re-

ceived.

Do day-rooms in hospital answer this want ? No. It is

found practically impossible to keep such supervision over day-

rooms as will prevent patients in them from playing tricks

and from doing themselves more harm than good. Recovery

has been found to be actually retarded by days in the day-

rooms.

It has been suggested that a day-room should be attached

to each ward, in order that patients in the day-room might be

under the supervision of their own nurse. But the advantages

of this supervision are more imaginary than real : practically a

nurse can really supervise only as many persons as she can see

from one point. Even in two wards in one line, and where

everybody is in bed, an experienced nurse knows perfectly well

how much really escapes her supervision. It would be doubly

impossible for her to know what is going on in a day-room at

the same time as in her ward, especially as it is quite out of

the question that a day-room and ward should open out of one

another. There might be one men's and one women's day-

room for the whole hospital, with a head-nurse over each. But

it is very undesirable to mix the patients of the several wards

when they have to return to them. They meet only for gossip

;

they prefer this gossip to out-of-door exercise. And even if a
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head-nurse be spared—which she will not be—to manage
them, she will succeed but with difficulty.

Practice diiFers widely from theory in these things. Prac-

tically it will be found that all patients, as long as they need

to remain in hospital at all, had better be in their own wards,

under their own nurse, provided those who can go out have as

much out-of-door exercise as possible.

It has been objected that no ventilation can keep a sick

ward fresh enough for semi-convalescents. Then how can it

be fresh enough for sick ?

It has been objected that semi-convalescents disturb the

ward for serious cases. The serious cases, generally, think the

ward very *' dull" without them, and call a large, full ward
** so cheerful."

In military hospitals it is totally different. For, i. a sol-

dier must either be in hospital or in barracks ; a. in a general

hospital, a non-commissioned officer can always be placed over

the day-room.

Do convalescent wards in hospital answer the want of a

convalescent " home ?" Certainly better than day-rooms ; be-

cause convalescent wards are, or ought to be, always under a

regular nursing staff, the same as sick wards are. But they

would answer it much better still if they were totally out of

and away from the hospital, in an institution of their own.

Convalescent wards are absolutely essential to a military

hospital, especially in India ; because you cannot send the

semi-convalescent back to barracks, much less keep him in

the fever and dysentery wards. Day and dining-rooms are

also absolutely necessary for military convalescents, especially

in India, if it were only for the plague of flies.

But day and dining-rooms are objectionable in a civil hos-

pital. Taking the general run of cases, when patients can go

I a
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into day and dining-rooms, they had better go out of hospital,

not home, but into a convalescent institution. And even if

there be none such to go to, their recovery and discharge from

hospital is rather retarded than otherwise by day and dining-

rooms.

Note on the Male Convalescent Hospital at Vincennes,

By Colonel Clahk Kennedy, C.B.

1. Buildings.

2. The Convalescents, their Admission, Treatment, Diet, &c.

3. Administration.

4. General Remarks.

I. Buildings.—^The 'Hospice Imperial des Invalides Civils' consists of

a front of plain yet handsome elevation, with a central pavilion, forming

the principal side of the Cour d'Honneur. On either flank of this front

are three courts, two stories high, containing the wards for the conva-

lescents and the connecting corridors, leaving the fourth side of the Cour

d'Honneur open. The courts in a line with the central building, and

extending backward, are connected by covered passages with a range of

one-story offices placed in rear of the great central pavilion, thus forming

two other courts, making in all eight courts, exclusive of the Cour
d'Honneur. Continuations of the external lines of flank buildings give

an elongated open space in front of the Cour d'Honneur, the whole

laid out with turf plots, shrubs, &c., with a central basin and foun-

tain. Gravel roads and walks are made, and the entrance from the lodge

through the grounds is by what will be a handsome avenue. The
entire grounds are a parallelogram, with the buildings placed about

the centre, and comprise turfed recreation ground, gardens, large kitchen

garden, and a considerable piece of the ground is left in the same condi-

tion as when the site was enclosed, with the trees and copse-wood still

standing, so as to form a natural park, in which the convalescents are per-

mitted to walk, except upon the days when friends are allowed to visit the

inmates, when that part of the grounds is closed, in order to guard against

the occurrence of irregularities.

The wards placed in two stories form the six flank courts ; five wards
compose the side of a court, and are entered from an enclosed corridor

lighted by windows opposite to and corresponding to the door of each
ward, the window of which is also in the same line. This construction

allows a free current of air to be passed through each individual ward by
opening the door and the two corresponding windows. Each ward is
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occupied by three convalescents, and is 19 feet 8 inches long, 12 feet

4 inches broad, and 9 feet to inches in height
j
giving about 800 cubic

feet per man. The corridor is 5 feet 9 inches wide, and the same height.

The lower two-thirds of the walls are painted in oil, the upper one-third

in distemper. The flooring is of oak. There is neither stove nor fire-

place, but warmth and ventilation are provided for on the down-draft

system ; the opening in the floor being about a foot square, and covered

by a grating, that on the side of the wall being considerably smaller, and

placed two or three feet above the flooring. Three iron bedsteads, with

no curtains or hangings of any kind, with the usual circular springs in lieu

of a paillasse {these appear to answer admirably), and a kind of commode
cupboard with four partitions and a door to each, for the use of the inmates,

formed the sole furniture.

A glance at the plan will show the excellent division of the courts into

rows of wards and corridors, whereby the windows of one row of wards

are in no case immediately opposite those of another.

The ground-floor of the central pavilion is the chapel, with the usual

fitments, divided from the refectories on either side by moveable wooden
partitions and thick curtains, which are drawn back when service is per-

formed, and the congregation face inwards towards the altar.

Right and left of the chapel are the refectories—spacious, airy rooms,

furnished with fourteen polished stone tables on iron legs, each accommo-
dating sixteen people (seven on each side, and one at the two ends, if

necessary) ; chairs are provided, and all meals, both of convalescents and

the hospital servants, are taken in these rooms.

Behind the chapel, and communicating with both dining-rooms, are

the kitchens
J
beneath them the cellars. The cooking apparatus and

arrangements were good^ but call for no remark, thiere being no novelty

in them.

Directly in rear of the kitchens, and separated from them by the cor-

ridor connecting the two flank courts, was placed the laundry, the ironing-

room, and a bath-room. The two former were in excellent working

order, and fitted with the usual apparatus ; but the bath-room was very

small, and quite inadequate to the requirements of such an establishment

as that at Vincennes.

The lavatories, situated in the courts, and fitted with basins, were good

and sufficient, but they were only supplied with cold water.

The ground-floor of one side of No. 3 court is the pharmacy and

stores, and the linen store is contained in a side of the court marked No. 4.

This latter, in charge of the sisters, is beautifully kept ; and I was struck

with the great care taken in arranging the linen and clothing, so as to

admit currents of air percolating through the piles, somewhat upon the

principle of stacking deals for seasoning. This, although attended to
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in most stores, I had never seen carried to the same extent as it was

here.

The second story of the central pavilion is a lofty, -well-proportioned

room, very handsomely fitted up as a library, and contains a collection of

the best French works, presented to the institution by several of the lead-

ing booksellers in Paris. Newspapers are also taken in for use in the

hospital. It is open daily from 12 noon till 4 p.m., and is much resorted

to by the convalescents.

, On the right of the library is a large apartment, the size of the refectory

• beneath, called the ' Salle de Chant,' fitted with an orchestra, music-

stands, and benches for the audience, where vocal concerts are given every

evening at seven o'clock, by the musical portion of the inmates, which

not infrequently included singers of note in the musical world of Paris,

whose necessities had led them to take advantage of the institution.

These concerts were held most evenings, but no instrumental music ever

appeared to be introduced.

The corresponding room on the left of the library is called the ' Salle

de Jeu,' and is used as a day-room, fitted with tables, benches, and chairs.

Smoking is here permitted, and an ample supply of dominoes, cards,

chess, and draughts afforded objects of interest to all. Although the

weather was fine, many of the tables were well fiUed. Several were

walking up and down in conversation with each other ; and some were

seated at the windows, enjoying the bright and varied prospect of the

woods, the environs, and the city of Paris itself, which the upper story of

the building afforded.

In the second iloor of Court 3 the infirmary is situated, where the

convalescents who relapse, or who, as is sometimes the case, contract

fresh disease in the establishment, are treated. It consists of a single airy

ward of 18 beds, and is famished with screens to partition off cases if it

should be necessary.

In the third story, or rather attics of the main building, the workshops

of the establishment are placed, in which tools and materials are provided

for the use of any one willing and able to work. Nothing is made for

sale, but only to supply the wants of the hospital, not only with respect

to new work, but also with repairs. There is no compulsion ; each con-

valescent works or not, as it pleases him ; if he works he receives pay at

the uniform rate of 50 c. a-day, and the whole of the workshops are

under the superintendence of a skilled officer of the establishment. As
many as one-fourth of the number of inmates have occasionally availed

themselves of the workshops at the same time, and under no circum-

stances are they ever empty.

The staircases throughout the buildings were numerous and con-

venient.
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The latrines were not in any way remarkable j they were amply venti-

latedj but there being no general system of drainage, the ' tonneaux'

(barrels each with a small opening covered by a lid when removed) in

connexion with them were emptied whenever necessary. There was
nothing offensive about them, but the weather was cool with a fresh

breeze blowing.

Tlie director and other officials stated that the principle of small

wards for the convalescents, giving accommodation to three persons in

each, answered well ; they did not express any preference for a larger

number, and said that during the four years the hospital had been open,

it had worked satisfactorily, and not expensively in practice. It did not

appear to me that any administrative advantage would arise from placing

the convalescents in larger wards, such as arises from the large ward

system in hospitals fof disease.

2. The Convalescents, their Admission, Treatment, Diet, die. (Sec.—No
one is admitted to the hospital without a certificate of convalescence from

some constituted medical authority, and payments are made of jo c.

a-day by members of benefit societies
; 75 c. by those belonging to the

large workshops, who subscribe at a certain rate j and i franc by those

able to pay towards their own support. These three classes are not,

however, so numerous as the fourth class, who pay nothing, and are

admitted free upon certificates from the medical men of the Paris hos-

pitals in which they have been treated.

All religions and sects are alike allowed to participate in the benefits

of the hospital.

The stage of recovery which may be considered as convalescence can

hardly be defined, but as a general rule no one confined to bed, no one

requiring nursing, or unable to walk, or take his share in the usual duties

of keeping his ward in good order, would be eligible. No consumptive

patients are ever admitted in any stage of their complaints.

When a convalescent relapses, or falls ill, he is treated in the infirmary

as he would be in a hospital, either until his recovery, his death, or

arrival at such a state of health as to justify his return to a hospital, or

to being placed in a poor-house. The per-centage of deaths is very

trifling, but I am unable to state it.

The rate of payment in no way affects the treatment of the individual,

all fare alike.

The treatment appeared to be very simple ; few drugs, airy rooms,

good beds, sufficient clothing, a liberal and varied diet, rest for the

weary, and the means of occupation and amusement provided, but forced

upon no one ; thus gently stimulating both mind and body to enable

them to regain their tone.

The surveillance exercised over the inmates is only sufficient to pre-
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ierve order and regularity ; and as much individual freedom of action

(such as remaining in-doors, going into the grounds, reading, playing,

&c. &c.) was permitted as possible.

The rank in life of the convalescents appeared to inclnde all classes

between the lower grades of traders and shopkeepers, and the workman,

or labourer, who lives by weekly or daily wages. Struggling artists,

actors, and musicians, are not the least frequent inmates. I do not think

tliat the actual pauper is often admitted, and although not absolutely

excluded, appears to be virtually so—but upon this point I am not

certain.

There is no fixed time for the stay of convalescents in the establish-

ment J occasionally they have been discharged after three or four days, and

others have remained as many months j but the director states that from

twenty-one to twenty-three days may be considered as the average dura-

tion of stay. Any unusual case, or one where the medical officer is

of opinion that health will not be restored, is reported to the Minister

of the Interior, and the patient is either returned to his friends, a hos-

pital, or a hospice. Should, however, the convalescence be tedious and

lingering, the patient is never discharged, however long the period

may be.

Under peculiar circumstances the inmates are permitted to leave the

establishment for a few hours, but that is rare. Friends are admitted on

three days a week after 13 noon. Patients under ij years of age are

not professedly admitted, but the rule is not absolute, and lads of 1 1 and

12 are often received.

Each man upon admission gives his own clothing into store, and
receives a shirt, a pair of socks (either cotton or woollen according to the

season), towel, napkin, pocket-handkerchief, pair of sheets, pillow case,

dark blue loose coat and trousers of soft wooUen cloth ; in summer, blouse

and trousers of light material. Pair of boots for out-door wear, and
slippers with thick hemp soles, such as are worn in the Pyrenees, for use
in the house. . In winter, a cloth cap ; in summer, a straw hat. Should
it be wished to wear their own under-clothing it is allowed ; but the
wearing the cap, coat, and trousers is compulsory.

The sheets are changed once a month, and the personal linen weekly.
No article, however short a time in use, is ever re-issued without being
thoroughly cleansed, even the linen lining of the caps and straw hats is

unpicked and washed.

The clothing and bedding is suitable and sufficient.

The diet roll hangs up in the kitchen, and is so arranged that the
diet of no two consecutive days is exactly alike. The dietary not being
adapted to English habits of life, I did not take a copy ; but it consisted

of soups, meat, vegetables, eggs, cheese, and biscuits, together with the
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allowance of ^ litre of most excellent wine (Burgundy), and bread at

discretion.

The meal hours are 7^, io^ a.m., and 5 p.m. On any particular

day, such as the F6te Napoleon, coffee is given as a treat.

The director mentioned that when the establishment was first opened,

a very ample allowance of bread was made to each individual, but seeing

both dissatisfaction and waste, he made the allowance unlimited, and

the result has been a very large saving, so considerable as to amount to

an item of some importance. (I can verify this from my own expe-

rience with troops on board ship, and on service.)

In cases where any extra or peculiar diet is considered necessary, it

is given without hesitation.

Should any one wish to change his ward, or the table in the refec-

tory to which he had been told off, in order to be with a friend or

acquaintance, permission is at once granted.

3. The Administration.—The administration consists of 6i persons,

vide the annexed list procured in the hospital. I need not enlarge upon

(heir individual duties, as the names of the offices they hold will point

them out.

The physician does not reside in the establishment, but makes his

visits from Paris. The three ' internes ' are always on the spot. The
duties of the infirmary are kept distinct from those of the rest of the

establishment, and one sister, assisted by four ' infirmiers,' nurse the sick.

The whole of the linen and clothing is in charge of two other sisters
;

both that for the -convalescents, and for the employes of the hospital.

Eight women, hired by the day, perform the work of the laundry and of

the mending-room.

Service Administratif.

1 Directeur. 3 Employes de bureaux (ordinaires)

.

I Receveur-econome. I Architecte.

3 Employes de bureaux (superieurs) . i Inspecteur des travaux.
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Services Divers—continued.

I Concierge.
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am unable to speak as to how the ventilation would work with closed

doors and windows. There was no rain during my short visit to Paris.

The administration appeared to be conducted upon the common

-

sense principle, and after-reflection has only confirmed me in the opinion

I formed on the spot, that the success or failure of a convalescent hos-

pital would mainly depend upon the goodjudgment and moral influence

of the director or governor. Upon him the whole onus must rest whether

it becomes a prey to schemers and a receptacle of the dead weight of

other hospitals in the form of impracticable or incurable patients, or, as

great a benefit as can be conferred, restoring strength to the friendless

and needy newly risen from their sick beds.

Having seen Vincennes, I am satisfied that with care in the choice

of instruments, a convalescent hospital may be made an institution of

much value, and an excellent supplement to other existing hospitals.

April, 1861.
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VI.

CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS.

The first thing to decide is whether you will have a

children's hospital at all. On the one hand, none but the

hospital-experienced can possibly guess how important public

opinion is to keep a hospital in any way straight. Ay, even

with the best religious order for nurses. Now, among children,

there can be no public opinion. They cannot make their

complaints ; and even if they do, it is always unwise for

doctors or visitors to take part with the children against the

nurses, who are always with them, and ought to be in autho-

rity over them. And the nurses will take their revenge (and

cannot help doing so) upon the children. For certainly the

children are not in authority over them. Also, each sick child

may almost be said to require a nurse to itself. Where adults

are mixed with them, the woman in the next bed, if the

patients are judiciously distributed, often becomes the child's

best protector and nurse. And it does her as much good as it

does the child. It is a matter of universal hospital experience

that this intermingling of ages is essential. Let the age of

admission be, at all events, raised so as to include 15 years,

especially on the female side, if you decide on a children's

hospital. To have the best religious order as nurses.
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does not at all guarantee the child-patient from, at least,

indiiFerence, since there is a tacit idea among some "religious
"

that it is better for the children to die than to live. Indeed,

more tenderness has been shown to them sometimes among
the comn^onest hospital nurses. It is not enough to be

merely conscientious and patient with sick children. There

must be a real genuine vocation and love for the work ; a

feeling as if your own happiness were bound up in each parti-

cular child's recovery. Nothing else will carry you through

the perpetual wear and tear to the spirits, of the fretfulness,

the unreasonableness of sick children—not that I think it is

greater than that of many sick adults—but it is more wearing,

because the strain is never off you for a minute. This hearty

love of and companionship with sick children, such as the

Wilderspins felt for their well pupils, is essential for a nurse

in a children's hospital. It is to be found just as often and

just as seldom among mothers as among nuns. The true

maternal feeling may be in the girl and the old maid. But

wherever it is, there only must the good nurse for children

be looked for. Duty and conscience must come in too, of

course, because no natural feeling will stand the fatigue and

anxiety always.

These are the peculiarities of children's hospitals, to be

weighed before such are decided upon. Shall you find nurses

sufficient of this kind ?

The only idea of many (doctors and others) about

a child's hospital is that it is a place where children are to be

admitted and to be recovered, or dead and buried as soon

as possible. Such is not our idea.

But, whatever you do, do not have children's wards in a

general hospital. There at least mix up the children with

the adults. For a children's ward in a general hospital com-
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bines all the disadvantages with none of the advantages of a

children's hospital.*

On the other hand, the advantages of a children's hospital

are that there they do not see the things which they had much

better not see, and which it is impossible to prevent their

seeing in an adult hospital, and that children's hospitals require

and obtain far larger recreation and exercise grounds and more

appliances, than hospitals for adults.

Paris exhibits and London does not what is justly

thought necessary in this respect. Physical exercises in and

out of doors are a part of the treatment, in all but acute cases.

So is teaching, secular as well as religious. So is bathing.

It must never be forgotten that children can never be

left alone for a moment—and that a separate staff must be

provided for every room—I had almost said a nurse for every

child.

The bathing establishment forms a most important

branch of a children's hospital. In all children's hospitals

abroad, the classification is

I. Medical.

a. Surgical.

3. Cutaneous.

And in all continental hospitals the proportion of the

cutaneous is large.

I speak of the Continent, because England, indeed, affords

no large experience as to children's hospitals.

* There are, besides, certain children's habits, which I can do no more than

allude to here, perfectly well known to all who have had much to do with

children's wards, which render the strictest supervision necessary ; and this is much
more likely to be obtained in a special children's hospital, all under the same re-

sponsible management, and with every special means of treatment and exercise and
occupation, than in any children's wards in a general hospital, where sick children

are only received and dealt with as a portion of the hospital inmates, yet with-

out the protection and amusement of being with the " big " inmates.
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The bathing establishmeht must, therefore, consist of

four separate bathing places.

1 for boys

a „ cutaneous

3 for girls

4 „ cutaneous.

And neither sex should ever come on the side appropriated

to the other.

Each bathing-place must be under the charge of a sepa-

rate competent " sister," with o^e or more attendants under

her ; otherwise the lists of accidents, by drownings and scald-

ings alone, will be fearful.

Each bathing-place must have a number of small baths,

separable by a curtain or slight partition, with one or more

large baths, in which several children may be bathed at once.

The girls must bathe alone ; the infants together, unless

the disease is something special.

The medical officers must decide when the age comes

when boys should bathe alone.

Girls should always be bathed in frocks, unless the special

disease prevents it.

Out-door patients are always (to their own great advan-

tage and to the in-patients' great disadvantage) admitted to

baths and gymnastics in these institutions.

This must be taken into account.

In regard to the water-closets, as a general rule, there

should be no possibility for a child to fasten itself in, or to

communicate with another child when in. They should be

self-acting, and well lighted day and night.

It is almost needless to say that the lavatories for, chil-

dren must not be lavatories for adults, as to height, handi-

ness, or anything else, and that the children who will have to
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be washed in ward are much more numerous than adults in

hospital, consequently there must be a much greater pro-

vision of portable basins, &c. On this point foreign hos-

pitals are wofully deficient. To prevent a child's skin from

becoming chafed (in certain diseases) it has to be partially

sponged many times a day.

- The bath-room at the end of each large ward should contain

two small baths, for acute cases or infants. There should

adso be a portable bath.

A large garden-ground,, laid out in sward and grass

hillocks, and such ways as children like (not too pretty for the

children to be scolded for spoiling it) must be provided—or

rather four such grounds for

I. Boys

3. „ cutaneous

3. Girls

4. „ cutaneous.

These must be combined with gymnastic grounds and halls

in and out of doors.

A professor (a man) must be attached to superintend these

exercises ; otherwise the children, especially the girls, will

injure themselves.

I have already said that out-patients are always admitted

to these, which form a very important part of the treatment.

Singing in chorus should accompany some exercises.

A " sister " must superintend each of the play-grounds,

besides the professor for all.

The gymnastic covered place may also be used as a play

room and day-room, and as a school-room.

In foreign children's hospitals two school-rooms—one for

boys and one for girls—'are generally attached. And these

again are each under the charge of a " sister," who teaches

—
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besides the teaching in the wards and the teaching by the

chaplain.

The chapel should be contrived so that secular as well as

religious teaching may be conducted there by the chaplain.

Boys and girls may sit on opposite sides of .the chapel. This

is the only place where they should meet.

Special care should be taken to occupy the children

enough, and only enough, to conduce to their recovery.

Prizes and suchlike incentives may be given.

All experienced children's doctors lay immense stress upon

this :—viz., that every child's hospital ought to have a con-

valescent branch at a distance, in the most healthy spot that

can be found—^probably by the sea, or at a watering-place.

And this, however munificently the hospital itself may be

furnished with air and exercise.

In all hospitals (in a child's hospital much more than in

others) the patient must not stay a day longer than is abso-

lutely necessary.

Finally, I must remark that the perfection of all these

arrangements abroad, and the obstinate mortality of the chil-

dren, are equally remarkable. Sometimes an epidemic disease

will sweep a whole ward. One child out of five has actually

died (from 1804 to 1861 inclusive) at the " Enfans Malades "

at Paris, the greatest and oldest child's hospital in the world.

The only plan of a children's hospital which realizes

all the various conditions laid down, is that to be erected

at Lisbon, of which here is a sketch (No. 11). This plan

possesses peculiar interest, on account of its being the em-

bodiment of a desire of the late King of Portugal, to com-

memorate his lost queen.

Our own beloved Albert, who is always present in the

longing and grateful recollection of Her Majesty's faithful
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subjects, had every stage of the plan brought to him, and

made constant suggestions—it being his anxious wish to intro-

duce into Portugal in a model building all the recent improve-

ments in hospital construction made in this country. The

architect was Mr. Humbert, to whom the design was entrusted

by the Prince Consort.

The building is arranged along a parallelogram, 135 feet

long by 75 feet wide, surrounded by an open corridor and

terrace. It consists of two pavilions, similar in construction

to those of the Lariboisiere. These pavilions are two floors

in height, and the upper wards are reached by wide open

staircases. One peculiarity of the pavilion is, that the nursing

staff is all accommodated in the staircase end of it. This is

effected simply by putting an additional floor at the top of the

staircase. Each ward contains thirty-two beds. The water-

closets, bath, and lavatory, are at the farther end of the long

wards. They are specially planned for children's use. Each

closet is ventilated separately, and is also cut off from the

body of the compartment in which it is placed, so that all of

them are surrounded by a considerable mass of constantly

moving air passing through the compartment by windows on

three sides, in addition to a window for each separate closet.

If any foul air were by chance to escape from the closet, not-

withstanding its ventilation, into the compartment, the foul

air would at once be mingled with a large body of moving air,

and carried outside the building. Escape of foul air into the

ward is thus rendered impossible. Each large ward is pro-

vided with two small baths, children's size, having hot and

cold water laid on. Each ward is 138 feet long, by 30 feet

wide, and 18 feet high, and gives 2160 cubic feet per bed.

They will be the most magnificent wards in Europe. There

are nine windows and one fireplace on each side. Besides the
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wards in the pavilions, there are four small wards of eight

beds each, placed on the sides of the court. They are pro-

vided with nurses' rooms, scullery, water-closet, &c. The
front of the hospital contains the administrative offices, and

quarters for the director, medical officer, matron and sisters

not attached to the beds. This part is two floors in height.

The chapel is placed as in the Lariboisiere plan, and on each

side of it are the general baths of the establishment. In this

same part of the hospital are two day-rooms, also kitchen,

stores, and other offices.

It will be observed that the only buildings which exceed

one floor in height are the administration, the two pavilions,

and the chapel. And although there is a closed court, the

sides of the court consist essentially of one floor buildings.

The general bathing arrangements, day-rooms, and exercising

grounds, are all made in conformity with the principles

already stated. Taken as a whole, the building has been well

considered in its details, and will, no doubt, prove a healthy

structure.

If children's hospitals are to be built at all, this is the kind

of plan that should be adopted. But every variation from it

will require as much careful consideration as was bestowed on

the original plan.

Note on the Attendan^ce hesuired in Childhbn's Hospitals.

If the nurses' quarters ought to be separate in a military hospital, cer-

tainly the men's ought to be separate in a child's hospital.

Not one woman more than is absolutely essential ought to be in a

military hospital. Not one man more than is absolutely necessary ought

to be in a children's hospital.

The only men who ought to sleep in a child's hospital are—

1. Resident medical ofScer (supposed to be a man of weight and

experience).

2. Porter (who should be as far off the wards as possible).

K 3
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The director (or whatever he may be called) and the chaplain (if this

is conformable with the usage of the clergy) are the only other men who
may sleep in the building.

The cook and her assistants should be women.
Women must be in undisputed charge of a child's hospital, saving, of

course, as above said, the direction and the medical service.

On the Continent, where men do far more of household work than

with us, the necessity of having as few men as possible in children's

hospitals is fully recognised.

All cleaning, which miist be done by men, should be done by men
not attached to the hospital.

No male attendants must ever be attached to children's wards.

A children's hospital requires far more attendants than an adult hospital.

All must be women ; and all ought to sleep near their respective wards.

The two schoolmistresses are the only women who need not live in

the hospital.

Reverent decency in the dead-house, so much neglected in England,

is peculiarly desirable in children's hospitals. It should be a separate

building in a quiet corner, beyond the possibility of being overlooked,

with two separate entrances, one into the post mortem, room, the other

opening from the outer wall, for the relations to come in.
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VII.

INDIAN MILITARY HOSPITALS.

The Report, Evidencej and Stational Reports issued by

the Royal Commission on the sanitary state of the Indian army,

contain a large amount of exceedingly interesting information

as to the condition of military and female hospitals in that part

of the empire, the results of which I purpose to give, with the

view of deducing from the inquiry principles which might be

applied in future hospital buildings for Indian climates.

The Indian hospitals, though planned on simple principles,

admitting of admirable details, are, as a rule, exceedingly bad

as regards points considered essential to health and administra-

tion, even in this country. What would be, e.g., thought in

this country of a hospital without a water-closet, or bath, or

means of personal cleanliness ? Such a hospital would be con-

sidered as a mere makeshift, till accommodation fitter for reco-

very could be provided.

The " means of ablution" in Indian hospitals are often

" a'tin pot, with which the sick pour the water over them-

selves." Or, as at Bombay, they " take water to bathe them-

selves from a trough." Elsewhere, they have " one tub, one

basin, to loo men." The means of washing, as at Raman-

droog, a convalescent station, are " two shallow earthenware

pie-dishes'," " on a form in a room" (" very chilly in damp"

weather) " adjoining where the night-stools are."
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At Rangoon the " bathing accommodation" is " hitherto

nothing but a tub of water, widiout basin, soap, or towel."

There may be a bath-room. But " all apparatus is entirely-

wanting." The sick " can always, if they please, get a skin-

fiill of water thrown over them by the water-carriers," as at

Hazareebaugh.

'One may safely say that when the sick are able to bathe in

India, it is a sufficient test of their being able to leave hospital,

as has indeed been discovered to be the case at some home

stations.

At Nynee Tal the sick bathe in the lake. Darjeeling says,

" in fact, the inducements to remain dirty are, especially in the

case of sickly men. greater than those to be clean."

There does not appear to be a single well-placed orderlies'

or nurses' room in any of the hospitals, from which the sick

can be seen at all times, and where the nurses themselves can

be inspected. The surgeon's and " nurses' " quarters are some-

times three-quarters of a mile or a mile off, so that they (the

medical and* nursing attendants) are represented as spending

their whole day in going backwards and forwards on the road.

The hospital is generally surrounded by a " high prison-

like wall." At Ghazeepore it is said, " of course all tlie build-

ings generally are most unsuitable for hospital purposes."

Proper ventilation is represented, as at Baroda, as " next to

impossible." At Kolapore the rain beats in through the cowls,

and " makes the wards so damp that charcoal has to be used

to dry them." The water for drinking may be brought, as at

Bangalore, from a tank which receives the whole sewage of

the cantonment, and which "just now is not very clean,"

from which " hundreds of bullock loads of impure matter are

removed year after year when the tank is low and the smell

from it most offensive." Or the water may be brought
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(cholera also being brought with it) from wells into which the

said tank drains. The drainage may be by an open ditch into

the tank, whence the hospital derives its water. Or the water

supply may, perhaps, have to be carried from half a mile off,

or even from two miles ofF, as at Madras. But " no improve-

ment is required in this respect." (!) The privies are every-

where either " highly offensive" or " not more offensive than

the best of such places usually are in this country." Or the

privies are " without seats," and are " kept pure by burning

salt in them." " Arrangements admit of improvement."

Scarcely ever is there any provision of separate wards for

convalescents ; although, in a country whose scourge is

dysentery, to leave men convalescing from dysentery in the

same place and under the same circumstances as those suffer-

ing from dysentery, is just to ensure as far as possible their

not convalescing. The same may be said of fever and of bowel

diseases generally. Convalescents pass their whole 24 hours

in bed, except during their time of exercise {where they

have means of exercise) on elephants, in sick carts, or

doolies. They have not even a room to take their meals in, but

eat their food upon their knees, sitting on their beds, "possibly

with dying men around ;" or they are sent to barracks and put

on barrack rations, and " marched out under a non-commis-

sioned officer morning and evening for exercise."

Where there is no guard-house the " men on guard occupy

a corner of the hospital verandah, where they eat, drink, and

smoke at their discretion." No hospitals have dining-rooms,

although all ought to have them because of the pest of flies

in India. Not one has a day-room for men who can leave

their beds.

The " sanitary state " is generally represented as " good,"

although at the same time we are told as in certain cases that the
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hospital is " unfit for accommodation of European patients ;"

or that " epidemic disease has appeared in it ;" that " sores

become erysipelatous ;" that, as at Bangalore, " one of the

flags " in the floor being removed, " the smell from the open-

ing was so offensive that " the surgeon was " obliged to run ;"

that " gangrene and phagedaena have appeared, when the hos-

pital was crowded ;" that the " privy is a nuisance to one

ward ;" that the " cesspools are always more or less offen-

sive ;" or that the " outhouses are in a very dirty and un-

washed condition." At Muttra the contents of the latrines

are " carted away every morning for combustion in one of

the many brick-kilns which surround the station, and help

to poison the air." At Madras the " sanitary state

"

is called " good," and the commander-in-chief himself adds,

"if the vile, stinking river Kooum were not under the

very noses of the patients." Both cholera and gangrene have

appeared at times in the hospital. The latrines are placed to

windward " unfortunately ;" " tubs only are used." The
privy is washed daily, and charcoal " burned in it." It is

called " not offensive," the commander-in-chief again adding,

" a year ago it was odiously offensive."

No wonder it is stated, as at Bangalore, that '' sick men
are reluctant to come into hospital from barracks," and that

the medical officer does not want "convalescent wards," be-

cause he finds it better to send his convalescents to barracks,

where they recover faster.

From some hospitals the " impurities " are removed by

hand carriage to 30 yards from the hospital. In another, the

privy is said to be a "disgrace to the 19th century." One
wonders to what century it would be a credit.

At most hospitals the bedsteads are of wood instead of

iron, and the men break them to pieces in their " efforts to
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expel the vermin." As at Ramandroog, where men are sent

for their health, " the building swarms with bugs." And so

of every barrack and hospital where these wooden bedsteads

are used. One surgeon complains of the serious injury to, his

sick occasioned by want of sleep from vermin. The bedding

is of hemp or straw, instead of hair. Hair it ought always

to be in hospitals, and hair is now the regulation in

all Queen's hospitals. It appears from several reports that

sheets are not provided except for dysentery and fever : and

certainly in no hospital deserving the name should the In-

spector-general feel himself called on to recommend that " a

good mattress, a blanket, sheets^ and pillow-cases should be

provided for every bed," as does the excellent Inspector-

general of the Madras Presidency.

Figs. 27, 38, are illustrations of the smaller class of regi-

FiG. 27.

Plan and Elevation of Horse Artillery Hospital, Bangalore.

Section on A B.
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Horse Artillery Hospital, Bangalore.

mental (British) hospitals. Fig. 37 shows the simpler form of

construction, a single large ward, partially enclosed by other

rooms for sick, all communicating and having a common ven-

tilation, the arrangement good and simple up to a certain

point, and then marred in the details. There are privies in

place of water-closets, with covered passages, to conduct foul

air to the sick in certain states of the wind. Bangalore gives a

reason for " the covered way to the latrines," which we never

should have thought of. It is a " covered place for exercise."

It will be seen that the hospital is entirely destitute of

proper ward offices.

Fig. 28 shows a somewhat better construction of hospital,

but there is the same defect in detail.

Either plan might answer for temporary camp purposes, .

in default of better, but that is all.

Indian hospitals generally, so far as all conveniences and

comforts are concerned, appear to be simply camp hospitals
;

good, because the best possible for field service, but by no

means good or the best possible for permanent stations.

There is no instance, except at Wellington, where the

hospital, if on one floor, as is usual, is raised from the ground

with any current of air beneath. These hospitals are stated,

as at Bangalore, to be " always damp in wet weather." And
often the floor is merely the ground bricked over. Rangoon
and Tonghoo live like the beavers, and raise their barracks and

hospitals on piles, with free passage for air underneath. The
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Plan and Elevation of Artillery Hospital, Belgaum.

consequence is, that in those jungly swamps, they are more

heahhy than at most other Indian stations where the men

sleep close to the ground.

As at Allahabad, Barrackpore, Dinapore, Meerut, Kur-

rachee, and Secunderabad, vast wards of from 100 to ijo'

beds, and even up to more than aoo beds, exactly the sanie as

the barrack-rooms, are in use.
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Here is a plan and section of one ward at Dinapore, which

is nothing but a passage 633 feet long with 150 beds in it.

Fig. 29.

E*''^'\ ^„.t, r.«ii.r._&- _T-^"«C^-J«i^< ^fiSSfj ^ "'^ > —-^^
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Plan and Section of Hospital, Dinapore

m
The wards can never be said to be light or airy ;

*' as a

general rule, hospitals are badly lighted and gloomy ;" doors

are more common than windows. And these doors, when
closed, leave the ward, if not absolutely dark, yet absolutely

dismal and close. Indeed a dark ward must always be a close

ward. Or " light enters from a couple of panes in the doors

near the top, and when closed darkness is almost complete."

There is in Indian hospitals hardly a room light enough to

perform a surgical operation. And operations, it is stated,

have to be performed in verandahs.

The inner verandahs are generally used for sick wherever

more room is wanted : the outer ones sometimes cut up for

lavatories, destroying what ventilation there is.

The superficial area per bed is almost invariably too small,

and the wards almost as invariably too high ; the result to the

sick b?ing that, with an apparently sufficient cubic space, the

surface overcrowding is excessive. One of the worst examples
of this is the recently constructed hospital at Trimulgherry
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(Secunderabad), which consists of three wards, two of which

contain no fewer than 228 beds each ; the wards are 4a feet

high, and afford 100 1 cubic feet per bed, but the surface area

Fig. 30.

Plan of Hospital Ward, Trimulgherry (Secunderabad). 228 Beds.

per bed is only 34 square feet. This surface overcrowding is

greater than I have ever seen it in the smallest or the largest

temporary war hospitals. Such facts strike one very forcibly

in connexion with the high mortality among sick entering

these and similar hospitals.

This Trimulgherry hospital is an ipimense hall supported

on pillars and arches, and the surface crowded with beds.

The distance from outer air to outer air, free of the build-

ing, is about 80 feet.

The general hospital at Madras is constructed on a

different principle from any others, but on as bad an one.

It consists of a centre and two wings, and appears to be
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intended for four rows of beds between the opposite doors

and windows.

Fig. 31.

Plan and Section of General Hospital, Fort St. George, Madras.

Section on A B.

All the sanitary defects of barracks re-appear and with

worse consequences in the hospitals : viz., bad water-supply,

bad ventilation, no drainage, (Ferozepore says, " drainage not

necessary,") offensive latrines, so offensive indeed that the

patients have sometimes to leave a particular ward, no means

of bathing, and hardly any of cleanliness.

There are besides, however, two grave defects not felt in

barracks, but peculiar and fatal to hospitals.
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These are the cooking and the attendance. It is in several

reports complained that under the present system the cooks

(natives or Portuguese), are nothing but " miserable pre-

tenders," because the pay is so small ; that the kitchens are

no, better than, but just the same as the barrack kitchens.

They are often small open sheds, without chimneys, the

smoke finding its way out as it can, and with but few utensils

;

sometimes the food is prepared on the ground. " But we

are accustomed to this in India." It is added, that though

common food is tolerably well prepared, there is nothing

whatever that can be called sick cookery, nothing whatever

to tempt the appetite or spare the digestion of the sick man,

whom the hospital is for.

In hospitals at home, trained cooks of the army hospital

corps are now in charge of the cooking, under the direction of

the purveyor, who is responsible that the diets are properly

cooked. In India the chief quality in native cooks appears to

be the " pursuit of cooking under difficulties ;" their ingenuity

in bringing about an apparently good result, in a rude and

often bad way, is frequently admired by the reporters, as if

the end of cooking were " to make a pair of old boots look

like a beefsteak."

In England where the grass-fed meat is so much better

than in India, it is found necessary to put the purveying of

meat for hospitals . under the charge of the purveyor, for the

sake of always obtaining the best quality.

There does not appear to be any provision of this kind in

India, where all is under the commissariat.

As tO' the attendants, they are just the same as would be

supplied to idle healthy men. Quantity, it would seem, is

supposed to supply quality. In serious cases a " waiting

man" is supplied " from the battalion, who is relieved daily."
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That is, he goes on guard for 24 hours, as in the guard-room,

so in the sick-room. It appears that mounting guard in the

sick-room is disliked, and the guard sometimes neglects his

patient.

As to supposing that any nursing is required, the thing is

totally out of the question. There are neither trained order-

lies nor female nurses.

A matron is sometimes " sanctioned," but " only for a

complete battalion." If there are fewer sick they must do

without. Every severe case, as has been stated, is allowed to

have its comrade to itself in from the ranks, i.e., the case

which requires the best nursing is to have the worst nurse.

Something more is needed to make a nurse, as well as a sur-

geon, than mere kindness. Wherever the above comrade-

practice is found, we know beforehand that there can be no

nursing, no discipline in that hospital, and any amount of

drink.

There is generally one hospital sergeant and a " plentiful

supply of ward coolies." The hospital sergeant is for disci-

pline, and under him are 79 coolies and bheesties in cold

weather, 240 in hot weather. This for an European corps.

The general impression, as regards the native attendants,* is

that they are in some sense kind, but " as a rule, very inat-

tentive," and when there is any pressure of sick they are

" lazy," and " apathetic," and the sick, it need hardly be said,

neglected, and " averse to be waited on by them." When at

* And here comes in again the difficulty of difference in language. Our men
dislike and despise the natives, and are regarded by them in return more as wild
beasts than fellow-creatures. The native, however, makes much more effort to

learn the Briton's language than does the Briton to learn the native's. It is difficult

to give an idea of the evil effects of the gross ignorance of all that relates to the

country in the ranks of our army in India. The commonest attempt at conver-

sation gives rise to feelings of hnpatience and irritation, too often followed by
personal ill-treatment. Where the Briton is sick, it is of course worse.
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a hill Station, as Landour, the hospital sergeant is taken at

random from the sick men themselves, sent up for conva-

lescence ; it is needless to point out the consequences. This

grievance has been repeatedly represented, but in vain.

Nynee Tal has one hospital sergeant, one barber, one

orderly, for its attendance.

Lady Canning introduced female nurses at Allahabad, who

are mentioned (in the Stational Return of Allahabad) as being

a great comfort to the sick. Wherever there are general

hospitals there should be female nurses, but only under the

organization laid down by the Medical Regulations of October

1 859. It is a great mistake to put down a few women among

a parcel of men (orderlies and patients) without exactly defining

the women's duties and place.

Lastly, there appears nowhere in India to be provided any

means of drying hospital linen, even during the rains. It Is

often complained that the washing is very bad and that the

native washermen tear the linen, and at one cavalry hospital

this keeps two tailors constantly employed in repairing the

rents and injuries ; for native washing is done by beating the

linen against large flat stones or wooden boards.

If the British military hospitals are such, what must be

said of those for our native troops ? Here the patients " diet

themselves."

Native Hospitals.—As regards construction, where native

hospitals have been specially built, they resemble the smaller

class of British hospital. One of the most complete of these

is shown in fig. 32. There are wards within wards, com-

pletely enclosed by other rooms, of which, although there are

plenty, not one is suited for ward offices.

But it must not be supposed that native hospitals are all

as good as this. They are generally nothing but a shed, per-
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Fig. 32.

Plans, Sections, and Elevation of Native Hospital, Kumool Fort.

Kumool Fort Hospital.

Section on A B.

PRIVY IS 'k9'

Section of Privy.

li|f I COOKROOM

Section of Cook-room.
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haps a " gun-shedj" or a " cattle-shed," as at Kolapore, con-

verted into a hospital, where the sick receive nothing but

medicine. The patients cook their own diets, eating and

drinking what they please. Or when too ill to cook for

themselves, an orderly friend is detailed for the purpose.

There are no conveniences ; sometimes the sick go home to

wash, or bathe themselves in a tank. Such are the " ward

offices usually provided for these establishments." In one

native infantry hospital at Secunderabad it is stated that hos-

pital gangrene frequently occurs from overcrowding, from the

cachectic state of the patients, owing to the unhealthy character

of their lines, and from a cesspool in the hospital enclosure,

which last is, however, being remedied.

At Rangoon, it is stated that the privies, for native regi-

ments, are built of matting, " which is most objectionable, as

allowing the escape of noxious effluvia." Is it then desired

to keep the " noxious effluvia" in ?

It is supposed that " caste" prejudices are such as to" pre-

vent native hospitals being properly built, and supplied with

requisites for sick. But this has to be proved by giving

natives a properly constructed and provided hospital. There

are plenty of " caste prejudices" in this country against good

hospital construction ; but good hospital construction advances

nevertheless.

At Loodiana, one native doctor, one cooly, one water-

carrier, one sweeper, are the attendants " sufficient for the

ordinary wants of the sick." The present arrangements for

the female hospital are said to be " sufficient," (which means

none.) (Loodiana is now a native station).

These native hospitals, again, combine all the disadvan-

tages of civilization without any of its advantages. In one

place the hospital was so overcrowded that for two years

L 2
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" gangrenous and spreading sores " were " frequent." Ill

another it was so much out of repair that " it would before

long be a ruin" (the best thing that could happen to it). If

there is a privy it is a " small room, with no place in which

the excrement can go to be cleared away." If there is a

lavatory or bath, it is " two tubs out of repair," (does that

mean that they cannot hold water ?) If there is a kitchen, as

at Mercara, it is under the same shed as a privy, and cannot

be used for the stench. Indeed the medical officer proposes

that it should be turned into a privy. The sick generally

cook under the nearest tree, and if unable to do so, a comrade

cooks for them under the tree. Linen is washed and dried

by caste comrades, or by the patients when not too ill. Each

patient brings in his own- bedding
;
generally his own bed-

stead. " Each patient defers bathing, according to custom,

till he is cured, when he retires to the nearest well, draws

water, and undergoes the bath of cure," i.e., when he no

longer wants it. Every report begs for a bath-room.

These are the facts with regard to the constructive arrange-

ments for sick and for administrative purposes in the various

classes of Indian hospitals.

Some of the recent military hospitals are superior to those

described. They are erected on what is called the standard

plan, supposed to contain every necessary requirement, and

issued for the guidance of local authorities.

Fig. 33 shows half of this plan. It consists of a large hut

with sloping roof, supported by longitudinal and transverse

arches, the latter of which divide it into six divisions, called

wards, each of which is 48 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 1 8 feet

high to the top of the wall. The building from end to end is

intended for 96 beds, virtually in one long ward, at 1 080 cubic
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feet, and 60 superficial feet per bed. The floor is raised 4 feet

above the level of the ground ; but there is no circulation of

air beneath the floor.

There are six open fire-places in the closed verandah, which

runs along one side of the -hospital. The verandah on the

other side is open. There is roof ventilation along the entire

length. There is a non-commissioned ofiicer's room at each

end, with a door opening into the ward.

Fio. 33-

Standard Plan and Section of Hospital, Hazareebaugh.

There are several favourable points in this construction,

but it cannot by any means be taken as representing good hos-

pital construction for a warm climate. There is no circulation

of air beneath the floor ; the hut forms, in reality, one long

ward with 96 beds in it—just four times too many ; and, as it

is, the ventilation is obstructed by the transverse arches. The

closed verandah along one side is inadmissible, if closed by
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anything else but jalousies,—except, indeed, in very exposed

situations, subject to high winds. But even in such positions

it is better to place the end of the building to the wind, and

to leave the sides without closed verandahs, than it is to turn

the side to the wind with closed verandahs.

The wall space per bed is smaller than I ever remember to

have seen in any European hospital
;

pairs of beds appear to

have only about 7 feet allotted to them. It is true there is a door

or window between every two pairs of beds ; but these, if used

for ventilation, will necessarily expose the sick in the beds

directly to draughts of air, which cannot fail to be injurious in

not a few diseases.

This plan exhibits no improvement in hospital lighting

;

for, although the ward is 18 feet high, exclusive of the open

roof, the openings in the verandahs and the arches in the longi-

tudinal Walls are only 9 feet high.

There are no ward offices ; and the building can only be

considered as an improved camp hospital.

It is very important to inquire on what general principles

hospitals for Indian climates should hereafter be constructed.

The defects in the present plans, taken in connexion with the

local conditions described in the Reports, appear to indi-

cate what these principles should be

—

e.g., malaria is a con-

stant product of the Indian soil. It rarely rises more than a

few feet above the surface of the ground ; but all who sleep

within its sphere suffer more or less.

I . Out of this fact comes one great general principle—^viz.,

that sick men in India should always sleep as high above the

ground as the circumstances of the case admit of; the height

will vary with locality. In high, well-drained positions, 4 or

5 feet will be enough ; but in low, malarial districts, the sick

should always be placed on upper floors. In every instance
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there should be a free current of air between the ward floor

and the ground.

3. In a warm climate it cannot be safe to agglomerate a

large number of sick in one yard. It is unsafe in Europe.

It cannot be less unsafe in India, What is wanted in a warm
climate is a very free movement of the air around the sick,

without exposing them -to blasts or great variations of tempe-

rature. And all emanations from the sick should be dis-

charged at once into the open air. To realize these advan-

tages, the best method obviously is to subdivide the sick in

separate detached buildings, containing, say, 24 beds each, or

thereabouts, so arranged as to obtain the full benefit of pre-

vailing healthy winds,

3. In all hospitals, but especially in hospitals in warm

climates, the question as regards space is not simply one of

cubic feet per bed ; but it is mainly one of superficial area.

What is wanted is .a large body of comparatively pure air

around each bed. The extent of area and space will of course

differ according to the healthiness of the position. In high

airy districts the surface area might approach to that of a

cooler latitude, viz., 100 square feet, with 1500 cubic feet,

which is now the regulation in Her Majesty's service for warm

climate hospitals. In low, hot, moist, malarial localities, it

would be better to have no hospitals. But as there must be

sick, the space and area per bed should be increased in a cor-

responding degree, from 100 up to, say, 120 or 130 square

feet, with from 1500 up to, say, 2000 cubic feet.

4. In a sick ward, simplicity of construction is essential to

good ventilation. There should be no transverse arches

or thick pillars, no double verandahs nor corridors. The

ward should be perfectly open from end to end, and from

side to side. The window space and door space should be
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sufficient for light and ventilation. Dark hospitals are unfit

for sick. It is not necessary for light and heat to go

together.

The doors and windows should be on opposite sides.

Verandahs are required for shelter from the sun. They should

always be single and open, and of sufficient width to affiard

the,requisite shade. Verandahs should never be constructed

or used to supplement the sick accommodation, or for dining-

rooms, or for convalescent day-rooms. All such accommoda-

tion should be provided at the end of the block and not along

its sides.

5. In permanent hospitals the wards should be ceiled.

They are more comfortable, cooler, and they look cleaner.

The space between the ceiling and the roof should be freely

ventilated to allow the hot air to escape. Double walls, where

practicable, having a ventilating space between the outer and

the inner wall, with openings above and below to allow a cur-

rent of air to pass up, will always be cooler than any other

construction, except the walls be very thick.

6. The question ofwall space for beds is of great importance

in hot climates. It is inadmissible to place a bed close beside

an open door. Any arrangement of doors and windows which

allows the wind to blow directly upon the sick should be

avoided in future. There should be a space of at least three

and a half feet between every two adjoining beds, if the beds

are arranged in pairs. But it would be much better to con-

struct wards which would allow the beds to'stand at equal

distances from each other. If each bed is allowed as a

minimum 100 square feet of surface, and 1500 cubic feet, the

bed might have from 8 to ] o linear feet of wall space. With
wards 15 feet high, which is quite enough, an 8 feet wall space

would enable the ward to be about 35 feet wide. A 10 feet
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wall space would reduce the width to lo feet, which is rather

narrow for comfort.

When the larger amounts of cubic space and superficial

area are given, the wall space per bed need not exceed lo feet,

and the additional surface should be thrown into the width of

the ward, the height (15 feet) being retained.

As, in hot climates, all convalescents musi be removed to

convalescent wards, and as thus only serious cases, generally

of fever or dysentery, will remain, the conclusion is, how

doubly important a sufficient space and area

!

7. Each ward should have its own ward offices. Or if

two wards are placed in line, end to end, certain of the ward

offices might be placed in the space between them outside the

verandahs. These might be the ablution and bath-rooms, and

scullery. The hospital sergeant's room must always be attached

to and overlook one ward, if not both, and if not both, the

orderly's room must overlook the other. Each ward should

have a separate water-closet accessible from the verandah, but

so arranged as to prevent the patient going out or holding

communication with persons outside ; and yet with a perfectly

free cross ventilation between the closet and the ward.

8. Each ward, in such a climate as India, should have a

bath with hot and cold water laid on. There should be a

basin-stand with sunk basins and water laid on.

9. Were it not that there is not a hospital in India which

Is drained, it might appear quite superfluous to have to state

that no building is fit for sick that is not thoroughly drained

to an outlet.

10. Every hospital should have an abundant supply of

pure water laid on, for all purposes. The present supply by

water-carriers and bullocks is perfectly absurd.

n. Ventilation should always be ensured by a sufficient
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number of louvred ventilating turrets carried straight from the

ceiling of the ward through the roof. They should be so

louvred as to prevent rain beating in, and they should be pro-

tected at the ceiling in such way as to prevent casual blasts of

air in high winds from, blowing upon the sick. Fresh air

should always be admitted abundantly at the eaves. The

fresh-air ventilator should be carried all the way round the

hospital ; there should be louvres to throw air-currents up to-

wards the ceiling ; the ventilation should be sufficient at ordi-

nary times without doors or windows, but the doors and

windows should be jalousied to be used for increasing the ven-

tilation in still weather. The windows should always be glazed,

which they are not at all invariably in India.

I a. Each hospital kitchen should be supplied with Improved

cooking apparatus.

13. All the administrative offices should be in one block

by themselves ; the wards should only be for sick. If the

hospital were on an upper floor, the administrative offices and

stores might occupy the ground floor.

14. The medical and nursing attendants should never have

to pass all their day upon the road, in going backwards and

forwards, as is not at all unfrequently the case in India. Con-

venient quarters should be provided, and the regimental

orderlies' rooms should be attached to their respective wards.

15. Each hospital should be provided with a covered

ambulatory for convalescents.

16. Convalescent wards, and especially convalescent day

and dining-rooms, are a necessity of all hot-climate military

hospitals, more particularly during epidemics. Because a

soldier must be in hospital or in barracks. To leave him,

when recovering from fever or dysentery, among the fever and

dysentery cases, or to make him return from a day-room to
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sleep among them, is to consign him to an almost certain

relapse. He should sleep in a convalescent ward, and eat and

live in a convalescent day-room. But these convalescent

wards must have a completely appointed nursing staff of their

own, the same as sick wards have. Otherwise the convales-

cents will play tricks, and make themselves worse instead of

better. And the day-roorri must be included in the super-

vision.

Convalescent accommodation will enable the hospital to be

cleared much sooner than if convalescents are left to sleep,

eat, and pass their time among men in all stages of the same

epidemic malady from which they themselves may be re-

covering.
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VIII.

HOSPITALS FOR SOLDIERS' WIVES AND
CHILDREN.

Of late years a small number of hospitals for sick wives

and children of soldiers have been erected in this country,

on account of the very defective accommodation in married

soldiers' quarters rendering due care of the sick, espe-

cially of cases of confinements, all but impossible. These

new hospitals are constructed on the same plan as that adopted

for regimental hospitals, figs. 21, 2a. One half of the building

is set apart for general cases, and the other for confinements.

A small delivery ward is provided at one end of the long ward

instead of the bath-iroom, which is not required ; but in every

other respect the plans are similar. Each hospital has a

matron and such additional attendants as she may require.

Wherever these hospitals have been provided, they have been

of the greatest use.

There are female hospitals also in India, but they

are constructed on a totally different plan. Some of them,

as at Kurrachee and Deesa, Lucknow, Raneegunge and

Ferozepore, appear to be very complete, with female at-

tendants. In the Madras Presidency, they are too often, as at

Bangalore, Trichinopoly, and Kamptee, merely men's wards

appropriated to women, and justly stated to be " objectionable

in every way." Elsewhere they are rather bare. Indeed, as

at Baroda, Kirkee, Poena, Darjeeling, the sick women and
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children " have to be attended at their own quarters," either

because " there is no matron," or because the " ward is too

small," or, &c. &c. Curiously enough, it is generally stated

that the " present arrangement is conducive to comfort." What

arrangement ? Of having no matron ? While it is added,

that a lying-in ward and a matron are " much wanted." At

Darjeeling the women and children are treated in their own

quarters, which *.' would be satisfactory enough if the married

quarters were not so dark and damp as they are." Some-

times it Is said that " the arrangements are quite equal to those

for the men."

The construction of these hospitals appears to be the same

as that of small regimental hospitals.

The following plan and section of a female hospital at

Meean Meer (one of the most recently built in India) shows

that they require quite as much structural improvement. It is

a nest of rooms within rooms ; and the same may be said of it

Fig. 34.

Plan and Section of Female Hospital, Meean Meer.
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that one of our engineers said of the Pacha's new fort on

the Dardanelles, that " he would be much safer outside of it,"

'^•^.vi.* X.V A*>

Section on C D.
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IX.

HOSPITAL STATISTICS.

In the first edition of my Notes on Hospitals the defects of

existing systems of hospital statistics were pointed out, and

it was proposed to collect and tabulate certain elements for

each hospital on one uniform plan. This plan was laid

before the London meeting of the International Statistical

Congress, and was adopted by the Congress with a few ad-

ditions. The special question of statistics of surgical opera-

tions had subsequently to be considered. In the present

section will be given the substance of my former communica-

tions, as well as the new proposal for tabulating all opera-

tions on one uniform plan.

These methods, if generally used, would enable us to

ascertain the mortality in different hospitals, as well as from

different diseases and injuries at the same and at different ages,

the relative frequency of different diseases and injuries among

the classes which enter hospitals in different countries, and in

different districts of the same country. They would enable

us to ascertain how much of each year of life is wasted by ill-

ness,—what diseases and ages press most heavily on the re-

sources of particular hospitals. For example, it was found

that a very large proportion of the limited finances of one hos-

pital was swallowed up by one preventible disease,—Rheu-

matism,—to the exclusion of many important cases or other

diseases from the benefits of the hospital treatment.
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The relation of the duration of cases to the general utility of

a hospital requires also to be shown, because it must be obvious

that if, by any sanitary means or improved treatment, the

duration of cases could be reduced to one-half, the utility

of the hospital would be doubled, so far as its funds are con-

cerned.

This section is divided into two heads, the first referring

to the general method laid before the Congress ; the second, to

an additional proposal for a uniform method of recording the

results of surgical operations.

A. General Statistics of Hospitals.

In the appended Table for registering Hospital Statistics,

the nomenclature agreed to at the Paris meeting of the Statis-

tical Congress has been adopted, with two or three slight

modifications, referring chiefly to rare diseases ; and the pro-

posed classification is essentially the same as that used by the

Registrars-General of the United Kingdom.

The form itself has been in use for many years in the Re-

gistrar-General's ofiice, for the registration of deaths ; and has

hence the advantage of having been fully tried by experience.

Each Table is divided vertically into columns containing the

ages in monthly and yearly periods from under i year to 5,

Above 5 the ages are given quinquennially.

The disease list is divided into two sections, one printed on

the left hand, the other on the right of the sheet. The left-

hand division contains the diseases more frequently admitted

into hospital ; the right-hand the rarer forms of disease.

This arrangement is necessary for the purpose of limiting

the size of the Tables.



HOSPITAL GENERAI> STATISTICAL FORM.
This Sheet will serve for the Chissitieatioii of Cases hi Hospitals under the following headings:—"Remaining, ist January "-

"Admitted"—"Cured (or Relieved)"—"Dead"—"Discharged ineurable, for Irregularities, or at their own Request "-

" Remaining, 31st Deeember "—" Duration of Cases in Days."

irrite the N'nmc of Hosjutal, the Sex, the required Heading, and Date, irith the Pen.

Ages

Months.

CLASS I.—OuDEit I.

(ZvMOTio Diseases.)

J. Small IVix

Mt'JlslfS

\Vlinoiiiii^ CVmgli ....
Oioiip
Wciirlatina

tjuiiisy

DilTlitlu'i-iii

t'uryzLL, (.'atarrli, luliiu'uzii

(.^phtluiliiiiH ipurulfut) . .

Ervsipolus
Metriii (imerpoml Fever) .

Pj'iuinia

Huspital gaiigivno . . .

Ciirliuiule, JBi'il ....
llysi'iittTV

Dianha'a
CliMlria
Typhoid Fuvor ttyphia) . .

Tyuhus .

Kelap»iujj Fovt-r (typhiuia)
Asii» . . ,

lU'iiiittent I'ovlt . . . .

Klaniinatisiu
UTUi^Iiti

OUDEH II.

GiHutrrlioia
Primary Sypliilia ....
Set-i'iiilary Sypliilia . . .

Tt-rtiary Syvihilis . , . .

OTJlEli^

OuDElt III.
Scurvy
Purpura

I

a. Delirium tre-

Aleolu>l

}

mens . . .

( b. Iutoiui)erauoo
OTillSli.'S

OUDEII IV.
Thrush .

Worms . .

CLA.SS II.—OuDKU I.

(OONdTlTUTIONAL
Diseases.

)

Gout
Dropsy
Gaui-'.er

CankiT ^utima)

JVlurtitieatiuu

OTJIEUS

OitUEU II.

Scrofula
Tabrreulosia iVIeseiiterica .

Pbtliisis
Hiemitptysia ......
I'neumotlHUax
Hvtln.etipliahia (with tu-

bercular (ioposit) . . .

OTJJEHS

CLASS III.—OiiuEH I

^LOOAL DlSliASES.)

A. Brain, spinal marrow,
uud nerves.

JMeningitia •

Ceplialitia tiufUnliug acute

hyitroeepliahmj . . . •

Taralvsis
Cliniea
Mama
KviUv^y
Hysteria .......
Totiinus ^idiopathic) . . .

CouvulaiiuiB
OTilEiiS

3 ; 6

n. Scnsu uigiuis.

OphthiilinitiB (iio{ pui-iileut

UiitiiniL-t

Amina'osis ...•
GliiiicMUKi Mill iitlier ilia-

oiises uf tlio eyo ....
Otorrhoea
Otitis ,; •

DiafnosB null other diswisus

of tlui e;ir

OrilKliS

Obdbr II.

Cnrditia
rericarilitia

ElidoiiiuiUtia V ,*

Disoase of Heart Valves .

Heart HyiJortropby . . .

,, AUopliy ....••
,

, Fatty ilegeueratiou

Aueuriam of heart . . .

Aii"'ui"i8ia of aorta, &e.

Angina l^eotovjs . . . .

Fainting
I'hleliltis

Vaiix
OTHERS

nnnpn TTT_

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 65 60 65 70 75 80 85 90
95
and

upwards. Most of the diseases in
the fullowinff marginal list

are of less Frequeut occur-

rence in hospitals | and all,

with some exceptions, are
r/tiMVf/ us "Others in

tiieir respective oi-ders in the
left-hand column. They will

bedistinRuiahed in abatract-

ing the diaensea by writing
the itiji-s uf the persona at-

tacked, cuied, ur dead, Aic,

against the particular dis-

ease in the nmigin below.
Tliua, a pel-sou a^ed IK

would, if admitted for
" iiiumps," be indicated in

the body of this sheet by
a tick against " Others" of
Class I. Order I. ; and his

ago (1(>) would be written
against "mumps" in tlie

innrgin. And so of other
diaeases. The diseases not
found printed in the mar-
gin must bo written in

tlieir proper eom^iartments.
A Bumniary of the facta in

the margin should be given
in an appendix to the gene-
ral Table.

CLASS I.

OllDER I.

varioloid
varicella
niilinria

mumps
erythema
dysentery with abscess

.,f liver (phiced tu

yellow fever

Ordeu II.

leprosy (Greek elephnn-
tiasis)

yaws
fflaiidera

nydroiihobia
iualiy;iiant pustule
necusia'

• luffffiiiii h}/ ptmc-
tiirr in ilissn-titm

or h;/ haiiiitiiuj the

purls of thud .mi-
ma Is.

Order III.

rickets
bronehocelo
cretinism
ergotism

Order IV.
phthiriasis

II !/iiii tills, tape ii-inm,

<uiil otlnr cutnzoa should
hi- ,lisliii<iiiishf(l lirrr. In
the i',!,,ilul table Ihtf vili
br </./</,(/ to the

'

hea<l
*' Worms."

CLASS II.

Order I.

nna-niia
lupus
dry gangrene
bed sore
melanosis

The sereral forms of can-
cer eomprised in the capi-
tal table iiiuler the head
" Ciuieer" shotitil be distin-
{/iiisheil as Knilrr; the ages,
and parts ajt'evted, should
also In' specifU'd;

Soft
Colloid
Osteoid
t<eirrhns
Epithelial

Order II.

psoas ftbacosB

scrofulous abscfiss of
joints (placed to
terofula)

tubercular peritonitis

GLASS III.

Order I.

myelitis
shaking palsy (placed to

panilysis]
The },arts a^fl'ected in alt

ffi.v,-,v^ referreil to para-
h/sis" in the cafiital tahU,
should he dlstiiiiiuished herCf
und, the apes stjtcd.

monomania (placed to
niuuiu)

laryiigismua stridulus
The dijferent i^arts of the

em- .ttt.t.'t.,;! l,„ iulh,j„,»^.



, a. Dolivi\mi tro-

Alcoliul
I

mt«iis , . .

{ h. lutcmiionmco
OTHERS

OUDER IV.
Thrush
PoiTlgO
Sciibies . .

Woruis
OTHERS

CLASS 11.—Ordkr I.

(CoNrfTiTUTlONAL

Diseases.)
Gout
Dropsy
Ciiiicor . , .

Caukor vuonia)
Moititicatiuu
OTHERS . .

Oruer II.

Scvofula .

TuVn.'iculosis Mosouti'iioa .

PLtliisis
Hiuiiuiptysia
I'ncuuuttiuirax
liydn'i-i'pliiLlius (witli tu-

ln'iviilar ilupositj . . .

OTHERS

CLASS III.—OuDEK I.

(^LOOAL DlSliAtSKS.)

A. Brain, spinal marrow,
ami ucrvus.

filoniiigitia

Cephalitis liucUnliug acuto
hy'liiKfphahiai ....

Paralysis

Mama .

Epik'psy
Hystr
Totaima ^idiopathic)

Otiuvulaioiis . . . ,

OTHERS
B. Senau organs.

Ophthahiiitis \not purulent'

(Jataract
Amaurosis
(jrhiuctiuiii ami utlier dia-

eiiscs iif th(j fyo ....
(Hnvrha-a
Otitis

itiMt'iit'sa and otUor diseases

of tho oar
OTHERS

Ordeu II.

Carditis
Poricarditis
Endooiuditis
Disease of Huart Valves .

Ueai-t Hypertrophy . . ,

,, Atrophy . . . . .

,, Fatty dogeuoratiuu
Aneurism of heart . .

Aneniiflm *if aurta, Xc.

Angina I'ee.torjs ...
Fainting
Phlebitis
Viuix
OTHERS

OUDER III.

Epiataxis •

Laryiigitia (,(Edoma of tho

gl(.tiis)

BroiK-liitis

i'leiuisy

Pneumonia
Asthma
OTHERS

Okder IV.

Gastritis
Enteritis
Peiit-.nitis

Coustiiiatiou ....
Ileus (Obstiiiction of bowels}

Intussusception ....
Hernia
Strieture of ccaoi»hagufl

Strii.-turo of intestinal tube

Uleeration of intestinal

tube .

Dyspepsia
Pyrosis
tiastralgia
HiDniatemesis
Apoplexy
Mehena
Hiumorrboids
Fistula
Pancreatic disease . . .

Spleen djseaso
Hepatitis
Jaundice
Gall Stones
Cirrlu)si8
Ascites
OTHERS

Order V.
Nephritis
Ischuria
Nei)hria (Bright's diaease,

Albuminui'ia) ....
Diabetes
Stone (uric Acid, &c.) . .

Gravel (uric Acid, &c. . .

Hajmaturia
Cystitis
Disease of Prostate Gland
OTHERS

Order VI.

Varicocele . .

Hydrocele . .

Ovarian Dropsy
OTHERS . . .

Order VII.

tltixi-ntt'rij]

yellow fever

Order II.

loitrosy tOreek elephan-
tiasis)

yawn
fflanderB

hydrophobia
maliKinuit pustule
necuftia'

• ln/i'ciion hji pimc-
hnr in tlissn-tian

iir hi/ /mmUinii the
p'trls iij' th(tti tiiii'

111(1 Is.

Order III.

rickets
bronehocele
cretinism
ergotism

Order IV.
phthiriasia

IIyi htf itl.i, tape ti'orm,

ami other nitozoa shoula
l>i- (iisfinoni.sf,ai hnr. In
the n,,.it'.,/ tutilv t/in/ vill
/.< ,i,lil,<l to the head

CLASS II.

Order I.

antvmia
hi))us

drv gauffreno
b.4i s..re

nu'laiutsis

The sererul forms of can-
eer comprised in the ccpi-
till tidJe under the head
" Cnneer" shoii/d be distin-
i/tiisheil as under; the ai/en,

and parts all'eeted, should
tilso tie sperifud

:

Soft
Colloid
Osteoid
Srirrhiis
Epithelial

Order II.

psoas abscess
scrofuUaia abscesB of
joints (placed to
iTro/iifa)

tubercular jieritonitiB

CLASS III.

Order I.

myelitis
ahakiui' palsy (placed to

parntiisis)

The j.arts ajfeetedj in alt
eases re/erreil to )>nra-
/•/sis" in the eapital ttibte,

should he distinuaished here,
and the ,ii,es slj/ed.

inononiaiiia \placcd to
niiiniii^

larynj^iHunis stridulus
The dip-rent purls of the

ei/e iitliiehed hi/ injiamma-
tioti should be distintjuished
here.

neuralgia (tic doulou-
reux'

neuroma

Order IT.

arteritis
atlieroma (of arteriofl)

Order III.

hydrothorax
empyema
pleuripnoumonia

(placed to pneumonia)
coiiL'isticin of lungt

.placed to pneumonia]
enipliysenui (of hmga)
svairious melauosia

Order IV.
glossitis

stoinatitia
pharyngitia
lesopliagitia

Histini/iiish here the fol-
lowioii rariifie.1 of /u'liiia,

((// of which are classed in
the capiUil table under
hernia :

contH'nital

femoral or crural
imjuinal
scrotal
umbilical
ventral

Order V.
diuresis
stricture of urethra

(not a conaequonce of
gonorrhoea)

In cases of stone and
gra cc/, the composition of
substances should be speci-
fied here.

Order VI,
orchitis
liysteritia

ovarian tumour
uterine tumour
polypus of uterus

Order VII.
fragilitoa ossium
inoTlities oaaium

Order VIII.



i!ipi8taxi8

Laryugitia ((Edema of the
glottis)

Bronchitis
Pleurisy
l^eumonia
Asthma
OTIJEiiS
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In allotting the diseases between these two columns, ad-

vantage has been taken of the experience gained in filling up

the forms by diiFerent hospitals.

The facts In regard to the diseases In the left-hand column,

being those of most frequent occurrence in hospitals, are to be

entered directly in the columns of the Table. The name of

any disease not found in the left-hand column Is to be looked

. for in the right-hand one, and the ages of the persons affected

are to be placed after the name. The class and order in which

the case stands is then to be sought for In the left-hand column,

and a mark or marks, as the case may be, are to be placed in

the " age" column in the line " others." Should any yery

rare case present itself, not Included in the right-hand column,

it should be written-ln under its proper class and order, and

entered in the left-hand column under the head " others" as

before.

These exceptional cases will only afford statistical results

of value after periods of years ; and they should be extracted

separately.

It Is proposed that one and the same form should be used

for each statistical element. Seven elements are required to

enable us to tabulate the results of hospital experience ; they

are as follow :

—

I. Remaining in hospital on the first day of the year,

a. Admitted during the year.

3. Recovered or relieved during the year.

4. Discharged Incurable, unrelieved, for Irregularities, or

at their own request.

5. Died during the year.

6. Remaining in hospital on the last day of the year.

7. Mean duration of cases In days and fractions of a day.

These seven elements printed as separate headings and

M
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attached to copies of the same form, or written-in, would fur-

nish us with the means of tabulating every fact we require.

Provision can be made for different sexes in one of two ways.:

the column for each age may be subdivided for males and

females ; or it might be more convenient to have two sets of

forms, one for each sex.

' Again, surgical cases and injuries may be included in the

same form with medical cases ; or, in large hospitals, a sepa-

rate set of forms might be devoted to surgical cases.

For small hospitals, one set of seven forms might easily be

made to contain the annual statistics of ages, sexes, and dis-

eases (medical and surgical) ; but for very large hospitals, pos-

sibly four sets might be required.

The primary object of these Tables is to obtain an uniform

record of facts from which to deduce statistical results, among

which the following may be mentioned :

—

I. The total sick population—i.e., the number of beds con-

stantly occupied during the year by each disease for

each age and sex.

a. The number of cases of each age, sex, and disease sub-

mitted to (medical or surgical) treatment during the

year.

3. The average duration in days and parts of a day of each

disease for each sex and age.

4. The mortality from each disease for each sex and age.

5. The annual proportion of recoveries to beds occupied

and to cases treated for each age, sex, and disease.

In reducing the data to give the annual results, either per-

centages or per-thousands may be used.

The number of beds constantly occupied may be obtained

by taking the mean of the numbers remaining at the beginning

and end of the year, if the hospital has been fully occupied ; or
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the mean of the numbers remaining at the beginning and end

of each quarter ; or oftener, if the hospital be irregularly occu-

pied ; or, the total number of days spent in hospital by all the

cases during the year might be obtained ; and by dividing the

sum by ^6^y the mean daily sick would be arrived at. [The

total daily " diets" issued during the year divided by 365 would

give the same result.]

The " sick treated" during the year may be obtained by

taking the mean of the admissions, and of the discharges from

all causes, including deaths.

With fixed data, arrived at on these principles, we can

readily obtain the proportionate mortality, not only of the

whole hospital, but of every ward of it, and also the propor-

tionate mortality and duration of cases for each age, sex, and

disease.

It need hardly be pointed out of what great practical value

these and similar results would become, if obtained over a large

number of hospitals.

The laws which regulate diseased action would become

better known, the results of particular methods of treatment,

as well as of special operations, would be better ascertained

than they are at present. As regards their sanitary condition,

hospitals might be compared with hospitals and wards with

wards.

The whole question of hospital economics as influenced by

diets, medicines, comforts, could be brought under examination

and discussion.

The liability of particular ages, sexes, occupations, and

classes of the community to particular forms of disease might

be ascertained ; other data, such as " married" or " single,"

previous attacks of illness of the same or of different kinds,

birthplace, &c., might be added for comparison, and hospital

M %
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experience might thus be made to subserve sanitary improve-

ment.

The data for these latter comparisons would have to be

kept separately, as indeed they generally are in all well-regu-

lated hospitals.

The present proposal for improved hospital statistics is

confined to those points bearing directly on the welfare of sick

admitted to the wards.

The work has been materially assisted by the kindness of

the authorities of St. Thomas's, University College, and St.

Mary's Hospitals, who have been at great pains in having

the experimental sheets (sent to them) accurately filled

up, and to whom grateful acknowledgments are here

expressed.

These forms are now in use in St. Bartholomew's Hospital

and In London Hospital ; and the recommendations of the

Statistical Congress have led to a greater uniformity in keeping

the records of several other large hospitals.

The forms are intended solely for the tabulation of cases,

whether of in-patients or out-patients, but the Congress con-

sidered it to be advisable that certain other data should be

recorded; and it made the following recommendations, in

which I cordially agree.

I. The publication in the Annual Report of a tabular

STATEMENT, not only of the total number of patients,

but also of the total number of cases of disease,

under the various heads, distinguishing the diseases

which have supervened in the hospital.

«. That in the registration of cases, not only the disease

for which the patient is admitted, but also those by

which he is subsequently aflFected, be separately

recorded.
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3. That not only the date of admission into hospital, but

the date of attack be recorded.

4. That the date of admission be noted, so as to be com-

pared with the disease, occupation, and age of the

patients.

5. That in transferring patients from medical to surgical

wards, or vice versa, an uniform method of record

be adopted.

6. That the exact locality in which the disease originated

should, as far as possible, be recorded.

7. That a system of registration of oa/-patients at hos-

pitals and dispensaries be adopted on a similar classi-

fication (as far as practicable) to that of the

in-patients.

8. That in hospital statistics the average proportion of

empty beds be noted, both for the whole year, and

also for the different seasons.

9. That the average cost of each in- and uaZ-patient be

noted under the different heads of {a) food, &c.,

(3) officers and nurses, (c) drugs, &c., (d) sundries.

1 o. . That in all hospitals supported by private subscrip-

tions, both the number of in- and oa/-patients be

noted, and also the number of letters of recommen-

dation given.

1 1

.

That previous diseases of patients, and diseases and

habits of parents, be (as far as possible) noted.

12. That in hospitals there be tabulated :

—

The number of beds.

The number of storeys.

The number of wards.

The length, breadth, and height of wards.

The number of beds per ward.
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The cubic feet per bed.

The superficial area per bed.

Number of windows, with their dimensions.

Means of ventilation.

Drainage.

Water-closets or latrines.

Water supply.
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B. Proposal for Improved Statistics of Surgical

Operations.

, Some time ago the attention of the medical profession was

occupied with an important discussion on the mortality from

surgical operations, resulting in certain conclusions as to the

causes of this mortality in different hospitals and in different

countries.

Having been engaged some time previously in endea-

vouring to further a more uniform system of hospital sta-

tistics generally than had previously existed, I was naturally

interested in the discussions alluded to, and a very cursory

examination of the statistical data adduced was sufficient to

satisfy any one that the real morta;lity due to operations

had not as yet been ascertained with sufficient accuracy to

enable a just comparison to be made. The data employed

may be described as follows :

—

So many operations of such and such a nature, without

reference to age, sex, or cause of the operation, followed by

so many deaths, without reference to age, sex, or complications.

Given these elements, divide the one by the other, and you

get the mortality.

A statistical proceeding such as this can at best lead to

very loose approximations. It can convey but a very im-

perfect idea of the real state of the case. And one thing is

quite certain, that it can lead to no practical result whatever,

either as regards the true causes of the mortality, or how these

may be mitigated.

The first step in the way of Improvement is to obtain a

terse and accurate registration of the elements of the problem.

Every well-kept hospital record ought to contain these. But

for the sake of uniformity, I enumerate them as follows :

—
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1. Age.

3. Sex.

3. Occupation.

4. Accident or disease leading to operation,

5. Date of accident and of operation, or date of operation

if from disease.

6. Nature of operation.

7. Constitution of patient.

8. Complications occurring after operation.

9. Date of recovery or of death.

10. Fatal complication, a. Resulting directly from the

accident, b. Occurring after the operation.

These elements are of so much importance, that it would

be well to enter them in a separate operation-book.

Having obtained them, the next step is to tabulate them

for use ; and to do this properly two forms are required.

1

.

Including all the operations, with their results.

2. For registering fatal cases.

Copies of these fqrms are appended.

Table I. is for tabulating the surgical operations performed.

In this table, the ordinary English nomenclature of operations

is adopted (with its numerous Anglicized Latin and Greek

words) as the one most generally in use. The great opera-

tions are classed under two separate heads—those resulting from

injury ; those rendered necessary by disease. By so doing,

we are able to eliminate the eiFect of shock, and also of the

state of health of the patient ; the former consequent on

the accident, the latter as influencing the result of the

operation.

After several trials, the sexes and the ages have been given

for quinquennial periods up to 20 years, thence to 60 by

decennial periods, and from 60 onwards again, by quin-



Name of Hospital

Period included in this Table—from

{The Period should he the same as in Table II.)

to.

TABLE I.—SURGICAL OP

OPERATIONS.

Amputations* (For Injury.)

Primary

:

—

Hip Joint

Thiffh

Leg

AGE and sex.

Under
5 Years.

13

Foot

Toes

Shoulder Joint

Arm

5—

Fore-arm

,

&C., &C.J &c.

10—

Ph

15— 20- 30— 40-

B

50-

-a

60- 65- 70-

S

* Under amputations through any part of the limb should be included amputations through the joi.it next above, e.g., under amputations of the leg those through Icnee-joint, unless where the amputation at the
joint is expressly named.



ERATIONS PERFORMED.

75
and above.

Total.

-a
a

RESULTS.

Eecovered.

7.

•3

a

Died. DISEASES OE INJURIES REQUIRING

OPERATION.

COMPLICATIONS OCCURRING AFTER

OPERATION.

[After each complication, give the age of the patient.]

Avei-age
Duration
in Days
from

Operation
to Result.t

Remarks on Constitution

of Patient, &c.

t As a general rule, the result should be considered as attained at the date of the healing of the operation wound.

ITofact p.l7i].



Name of Hospital

Period included in this Table—from

(The Period should le' the same as in Talk I.)

to.

TABLE II.—MORTALITY I

OPERATIONS.

Amputations.* (Foe Injury.)

Primary

:

Hip Joint

Thigh

Leff,

Foot

Toes

Shoulder Joint

Arm

Fore-arm

Hand

Finscers

Secondary

:

—
Hip Joint

Thiffh

AGE AND SEX.

Under
5 years,

5— 10-

;s

15 — 20- 30 —

S

40 — 60

s

60 65 — 70-

Under amputations through any part of the limb should be included amputations through the joint next above, c.^



FROM SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

75 —
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iquennial periods. This enables the influence of each (sex and

age) on the result of operations to be ascertained. For the

purposes of abstracting, the disease or injury requiring opera-

tion should in every instance be tabulated in a word or two.

A column has therefore been provided for this purpose.

The most important perhaps of all the elements are the

complications occurring after operation. It is these which

mainly determine the result of the case, while they at the

same time afford the most insight into preventlble causes of

mortality. As it is a matter of primary importance to adopt

a common nomenclature of complications, one has been pre-

pared, which is printed on each form for reference.

In filling up the column of complications, this nomenclature

should be as far as possible adopted. It has been tried on an

experience of upwards of 800 operations, in 141 of which there

were distinct complications. The first result of the tabulation

was to show that 66 of these complications were referable to

pyaemia, cellular inflammation, erysipelas, sloughing, suppura-

tion, gangrene, diarrhoea, and bedsore, diseases notoriously

connected with defective sanitary conditions in wards, or with

constitutions in patients so bad as to render doubtful the pro-

priety of operating at all.

Table No. II. is intended to tabulate the fatal complica-

tions and causes of death. It is constructed to correspond

with Table No. I., in order that, by simple arithmetical pro-

cesses, the mortality from each operation for each sex and

age, and also for each complication, may be readily ascertained.

The same nomenclature, both of operations and of complica-

tions, is adopted in this as in the other Table ; and two columns

are added in which to enter the average duration of the cases

(in days) from the date of the operation to that of the death.

The causes of death In 48a fatal operations have been
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compared in this way : and one result has been to discover

that 190 deaths (or nearly 40 per cent, of the total mor-

tality) were occasioned by pyaemia, phlebitis, cellular inflam-

mation, erysipelas, sloughing, suppuration, gangrene, diph-

theria, pneumonia, and fevers, typhoid and hectic. No less

than 50 deaths occurred from these two last diseases. Another

result has been to ascertain the great difference in relative

frequency of complications in different hospitals.

Thus out of three large hospitals, one returns 25 per cent,

of its mortality after operations as being due to the fevers

mentioned above ; while the other two hospitals return not a

single death from fever. In one of the hospitals, 27 per cent,

of the deaths are returned as due to shock ; in another 2^ per

cent. ; in another less than i per cent, are attributed to this

cause. In one hospital 33 per cent, of the deaths are attributed

to peritonitis ; in another 3J per cent., and in the third 22 per

cent. The deaths from pyaemia are returned from one hos-

pital as amounting to 12 per cent, of the total mortality ; from

another at 4^ per cent., and from a third at 14 per cent.

Cellular inflammation, erysipelas, sloughing, suppuration, and

gangrene, together yield in one hospital a proportion of 2 per

cent. ; in another 6 per cent. ; in another 15 per cent, of the

total mortality.

The comparative frequency of complications, not attended

by fatal results, varies in an equal degree. The facts already

ascertained, imperfect as they are, point to the following con-

sequences :—First : That the sanitary condition of the hospi-

tals has a much greater effect on the result of operations

than could have been anticipated. Second : That in describ-

ing the complications, the same name is not always used to

signify the same thing. The data at my disposal are too

limited to allow of the comparative effect of age and sex on
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mortality being discovered ; but, incomplete as they are, they all

go to prove the necessity for adopting a uniform nomenclature

of complications, and a uniform method of tabulation.

The one drawn up will, I believe, be found suitable for

every purpose
: it has been tried on a somewhat large scale

and has been found to answer.

Every annual hospital report should contain a digest of
the previous and past years' statistics, including those of its

operations, on a uniform plan. For the general registration of

cases, the forms and method given above, which were sub-

mitted to the Statistical Congress, and laid before the meet-

ing of the Social Science Association at Dublin, will be found

to answer the purpose ; and the forms for registering opera-

tions I now submit, complete the work I took in hand.

It will not, of course, be necessary to print the entire

forms- in each annual report. In most hospitals not above a

dozen or fifteen lines will be required every year. In the

trials I have made, I find that the complications following on

811 operations can all be included in thirty-four lines, and this

is a much larger number of operations than is ever likely to

be registered in any one year in any hospital. In the smaller

class of country hospitals the annual Table would rarely exceed

half-a-dozen lines, so that no one need be alarmed at the appa-

rent magnitude of the Tables,

I am fain to sum up with an urgent appeal for adopting

this or some uniform system of publishing the statistical

records of hospitals. There is a growing conviction that in all

hospitals, even in those which are best conducted, there is a

great and unnecessary waste of life ; and that, as a general rule,

the poor would recover better in their own miserable dwell-

ings if they had proper medical and surgical aid, and efficient

nursing, than they do under more refined treatment in hos-
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pitals. But few have had so sad or so large an experience as

I have had to lead them to this conviction. It is imperative

that this impression should be either dissipated or confirmed.

In attempting to arrive at the truth, I have applied every-

where for information, but in scarcely a.n instance have I been

able to obtain hospital records fit for any purposes of compa-

rison. If they could be obtained, they would enable us to

.

decide many other questions besides the one alluded to. They

would show subscribers how their money was being spent,

what amount of good was really being done with it, or whe-

ther the money was not doing mischief rather than good

:

they would tell us the exact sanitary state of every hospital

and of every ward in it, where to seek for causes of insa-

lubrity and their nature ; and, if wisely used, these improved

statistics would tell us more of the relative value of particular

operations and modes of treatment than we have any means of

ascertaining at present. They would enable us, besides, to

ascertain the influence of the hospital with its numerous diseased

inmates, its overcrowded and possibly ill-ventilated wards, its

bad site, bad drainage, impure water, and want of cleanliness

—

or the reverse of all these—upon the general course of opera-

tions and diseases passing through its wards ; and the truth

thus ascertained would enable us to save life and suffering,

and to improve the treatment and management of the sick

and maimed poor.
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NOMENCLATURE OF OPERATIONS INTENDED TO
USED IN FILLING UP TABLES I. AND II.

BE

(The operations should, for the sake of uniformity , be inserted in the Table

in the order in which they stand in this list.)

Amputations (for Injury) :

—
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Uterine.

Others.

(State nature.)

Excision (including Trephining)

OF Bones and Joints.

For Disease

:

—
Humerus.

Ditto, Head of.

Clavicle.

Scapula.

Elbow joint.

Ulna.

Radius.

Carpus.

Metacarpn?,

Fingers.

Hip joint.

Pelvis.

Femur.

Knee joint.

Tibia.

Fibula.

Ankle joint.

Tarsus.

Metatarsus.

Toes.

Cranium.

Jaw, upper.

Ditto, lower

Vertebra.

For Injury:—
Humerus.

Ditto, Head of.

Clavicle.

Scapula.

Elbow joint.

Ulna.

Radius.

Carpus.

Metacarpus.

Fingers.

Hip joint.

Pelvis.

Femur.

Knee joint.

Tibia.

Fibula.

Ankle joint.

Tarsus.

Metatarsus.

Toes.

Cranium.

Jaw, upper.

Ditto, lower.

Vertebra.

Removal of Sequestra :— From
Head.

From Trunk.

„ Upper Extremities.

„ Lower Extremities.

Tracheotomy.
Laryngotomy.
cesophagotomy.

Abdominal Section : — Ovari-

otomy.
' Gastrotomy.

Opening of Colon.

Caesarean Section.

Reparatory Operations.

Cicatrices and Contractions

(from Burns and other In-

juries.)

Deformities from Disease.

„ „ Injuries.

Deformities Congenital:—Hare
Lip.

Others.

Cleft or Defective Palate.

Paracentesis.

Abdominal.

Hydrocele.

Ovarian.

Thoracic.

Vesical.

Cephalic.

Spinal.
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EvAcuATioK OP Cysts and Tu-
mours.

Sections of Soft Parts.

Perineal Section,

Fistula.

Anal and Rectal Ulcers.

Haemorrhoids.

Partial Excision of Organs.

Extraction of Loose Cartilages.

„ Balls and other Foreign

Bodies.

Internal Division of Stricture

:

—
Urethra.

Of Rectum.

Others.

Tenotomy.
Myotomy.

Removal of Parts by Ligature.

Naevi.

Haemorrhoids.

Tongue.

Others.

Removal of Parts by Ecraseur.
Ligature of Arteries.

For Aneurism.
(State nature.)

For Haemorrhage.

For other Diseases and Injuries.

(State nature.)

Obliteration of Veins.

Ophthalmic Operations.

Extraction.

Dislocation.

Keratonyxis.

Artificial Pupil.

Strabismus.

Excision of Eye.

NOMENCLATURE OF COMPLICATIONS OCCURRING
AFTER OPERATIONS.

The same nomenclature is to be used infilling up the column

0/" FATAL complications in Table II.

[In filling up the column of complications in Tables I. and II., it is

proposed, for the sake of uniformity, that the following nomen-

clature of the more common complications be adopted] :

—

Shock. ' Acute inflammation, in or near the

Accidents from chloroform or other seat of operation, such as

—

anaesthetics.

Exhaustion, from accident.

„ „ operation.

Delirium tremens.

„ traumatic

:

Tetanus.

Coma.
Haemorrhage, continuous.

„ recurring.

„ secondary (state in a

note the times of

its recurrence).

Peritonitis.

„ hernial.

Pleuritis.

Pyelitis.

Cystitis.

Pneumonia.

Of Brain or Membranes.

(Distinguishing such as are

the direct result of the

wound in operation by

adding the word " trau-

matic")
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Necrosis.

Fistula..

Pyaemia, acute.

„ chronic.

(Including

Purulent infection.

Purulent diathesis.

Putrid infection.)

Pyaemial pneumonia.

Gangrene :

—

Primary.

Secondary.

Hospital.

Diphtheria of wounds.

Phagedaena.

S'ou^hing.

„ of intestine (hernial).

Erj'sipelas, simple.

„ phlegmonous.

Cellular inflammation (including

purulent oedema, sloughing, and

suppuration of cellular tissue).

Extravasation of urine.

Phlebitis.

Inflamed lymphatics.

Fevers, typhus.

„ „ hospital.

„ typhoid.

„ hectic.

„ scarlet.

Measles.

Diarrhoea.

Tuberculosis, phthisis, Sec.

Scurvy.

Diphtheria.

Bed-sore.

Vomiting.

Cancerous cachexia.

Continuance of disease.

Recurrence of „

Croup.

„ (after tracheotomy).

Internal strangulation (hernial).

Secondary diseases of liver,

heart.

„ „ kidney, &c.

[Any other complication, not included in this list, may be inserted under

its usual name.]
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APPENDIX.

ON DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF HOSPITAL NURSING.

In the important question of accommodation for nurses, so much de-

pends upon the method of nursing chosen, that an Appendix is devoted

to this.

The methods of nursing the sick adopted in the public hospitals oi

Europe may be distinguished under five classes :

—

1. Where the nurses belong to a religious order, and are under their

own spiritual head j the hospital being administered by a separate and

secular governing body.

Examples.—The hospitals of Paris, of King'sCoUege Hospital, London.

2. Where the nurses are of a religious order, the head of which

administers both order and hospital.

Exa^nples.—The Protestant institutions of Bethanien at Berlin,

Kaiserswerth on the Rhine, many Roman Catholic institutions at Rome
and all over Europe, also Anglican sisterhoods at home.

3. Where the nurses are secular under their own headj the hospital

having its own separate and secular government.

Example.—^The hospitals of London.

4. Where the nurses are secular 5 and under the same secular autno-

rity as that by which the hospital where they nurse is governed.

Examples.—The great general hospital at Vienna, the Charite at

Berlin.

5. Where the nurses are all men and seculars, and under the same

secular male authority as the hospital.

Example.—^The military hospitals of Germany, and till a recent

period of England,* France, and Russia.

* With regard to English army hospitals, this odious system of autocracy is done away

with In a two-fblJ sense, both in regimental hospitals where female nursing is not (and cannot
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Of these systems of nursing

—

No. I, where the nurses belong to a religious order, and are under

their own spiritual head—the hospital being administered by a separate and

secular governing body—is, on the whole, best calculated to secure good

nursing for the sick, and the general well-being of both patientls and

nurses.

Of the great hospitals of Paris, four. Hotel Dieu, St. Louis, Lari-

boisiere, and La Charite, are nursed by the Augustinians ; four. La Pitie,

JBeaujon, St. Antoine, and Cochin, by the Sceurs de Ste. Marthe ;
one,

Necker, by the Sceurs de St. Vincent de Paul ; two for children are

nursed, one, Les Enfans, by the Sceurs de St. Thomas de Villeneuve

;

one, Ste. Eug6nie, by the Soeurs de St. Vincent de Paul. The adminis-

tration of all these, it is needless to say, is in the hands of secular men,

the Assistance Publique. Great have been the ' scrimmages' from time

to time between the administration and the orders; and great have

been the benefits accruing to the sick from such 'scrimmages.' A
testimony which will probably be considered fairer than mine, and

which certainly would err on the side of the orders, if at all, has spoken

out so much more strongly than I could venture to do, that I cannot for-

bear quoting him. La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt says, in his seventh

Report, p. 3, "We cannot but believe that it is principally to the power

^

exercised by the nuns in the Hotel Dieu, and to their resistance to all

authority, that the perpetuity of many abuses must be attributed, and of

very great evils, of which we do not hesitate to denounce here the grievous

eifects." This was in 1790. Now the balance is most happily esta-

bc) introduced, and in general hospitals where it is. Thus :—In regimental hospitals, the

hospital buildings, furniture, diets, and all supplies required for the sick, except medicines,

together with the washing, are in the hands of the purveyor, who is responsible to the War
Office. The regiment stands in the relation of temporary tenant of the hospital. It brirtgs

with it its specially trained hospital sergeant and its specially trained orderlies, who, as long as

they are competent, are attached solely to the service of the sick, and cannot be called on
for any regimental duty. The nursing must be done to the satis&ction of the medical officer,

who again is responsible to his commanding officer and to the Director-general of the Army
Medical Department. For everything, then, connected with the building, lodging, and dieting

of the sick, the purveyor is directly responsible—he being responsible, as above said, not to

the commanding or medical officer, but to the Secretary of State for War, through the pwr-

veyor-in-chief. The purveyor supplies everything according to a fixed scale to prevent disputes,

which scale, fixed after much consideration, is most liberal. And the regiment is responsible

for the loss or breakage of all articles thus issued by the purveyor for its use.

In general hospitals, the governor, who is specially commissioned by the War Office, is

responsible for everything, except for female nursing and medical treatment. All officers of
the hospital are his officers, and are under him, not only as regards military discipline, 'but as

regards the due performance of their special duties. The governor has, by regulation, power
to provide all manner of supplies and furniture through the proper officer, who is his pur-
veyor or steward. He has jurisdiction over all orderlies through the captain of orderlies, and
is responsible for their discipline and their care in nursing the sick. He can suspend medical
officers or female nurses. But the medical officer is responsible for the performance of his

duties solely to the director-general ; as are the nurses to the superintendent-general of nurses.

No extraneous military authority has any jurisdiction within the walls ofthe hospital.
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blished. The administration complains of the sisters, and the doctors

wish the sisters " were completely under them." The sisters complain

of the administration, and wish that the order " had it completely under

itself." And all are the best possible friends, and the collision and com-

petition does the greatest possible good. And all work much better for

it, and none know how much evil it prevents, how much good it secures.

But in giving this unqualified opinion in favour of nursing by sister-

hoods, provided the administration be secular, .1 must add a caution

against two mistakes, whether committed in France or in England, in

Roman Catholic or in Protestant institutions, viz. (i.) the female head

of the sisters must reside in the institution nursed by them, and neither

in a " nurses' home," or " Maison Mfire," not the hospital, nor in a " home"
where other works of charity, not hospital ones, are carried on. If she has

other works of charity which appear to her more important, then she

had better not undertake hospital ones. Hospital nursing is jealous, and

demands her whole heart. It will not have a divided allegiance. It will

not be too much of her whole life to gather experience and learn to

govern such institutions. If she has several hospitals, as the Augus-

tinians of Paris, the female head must live where the novices, or pro-

bationers, or whatever they are called, are trained. She must be at once

matron of the hospital, which means of the nursing in it, and super-

intendent of the nurses. It will not do for her to head the nurses or

probationers in their " home," and to leave the heading of them in the

hospital to a matron, or other superior.

(2.) The sisters must not be the heads of wards merely in order to

use ' moral influence,' as the inexperienced sometimes fancy will be

sufficient. If a lady has, in addition, the same knowledge and experience

as an old-fashioned hospital head nurse, which indeed many nuns, but

only in secularly governed hospitals, have, good j she is fit to be sister or

head nurse ; if not, not.

No. 3, where the nurses are secular under their own secular female

head, the hospital having its own separate and secular government

—

is, unquestionably, the system which secures the best nursing, after

No. I.

Out of the other systems of nursing, Nos. a, 4, and 5, in each of

which there is but one sole authority, although in No. a a religious one,

in Nos. 4 and j a secular one, over .both nurses and administration, are

equally to be deprecated

—

Nos. 4 and 5, because the nurses, whether male or female, are under

the sole command of the male hospital authorities j in this case the

arrangements as to hours, proprieties, and sanitary rules generally, would

strike any one as all but crazy. Such are the rules which give nurses

twenty-four hours " on duty " in a ward—or which put them to sleep
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with the sick, of which the extreme case is, where a female nurse is -

made to sleep in a man's ward, &c. &c. &c.

In No. 2, on the contrary, the nursing staff, whether Protestant or

Roman Catholic, whether its heads be male or female, or berth, is in

entire and sole command of the hospital ; in this case the arrangements

are generally nearly as crazy as in the former, although the objects and
results are widely different. Such are the letting a patient die of a bed-

sore, because the nurse may spread the dressing for it, but must not look

at it'; the leaving the wards at night, or at times when the "community"
assembles, in sole charge of subordinates, &c. &c. &c.

In Case No. 4 the nurses are destroyed bodily and morally, but the

patients are generally, not always, better nursed.

In Case No. a the patients are not always, but generally, worse

nursed ; the sick are less cared for, while the spiritual good of the nurses

is consulted. But the care of the sick is the object of hospitals.

The collision, often disagreeable, but generally salutary for the care

of the sick, between the secular administration and the nursing staff

(whether this consist of nuns, brothers, deaconesses, or nurses), as is the

case in the hospitals of London and Paris, keeps each belligerent party to

his duty, and reacts beneficially on the interests of the sick. Even the

mutual impertinence, just as often to be heard between nuns and doctors, as

between doctors and nurses, is far better for the management of a hospital,

and any neglect of the sick is far less likely to pass unnoticed, than

where the authority is solely invested in one of the two ways above men-
tioned ; i. e., either vested in the secular male authorities of the hospital,

as is the case in the great general hospitals of Germany, or in the

spiritual head of the nursing establishment, as is the case in German hos-

pitals, nursed by either Protestant or Roman Catholic orders. Take the

nuns, brothers, deaconesses out of the parent institution, and set them to

work in a great secular hospital, in daily contact with the (often vexa-

tious) exigencies of doctors and governors, and they will work admirably.

Take Case 2. Theory differs widely from practice in these things.

If we were perfect, no doubt an absolute hierarchy would be the best

kind of government for all institutions. But, in our imperfect state of

conscience and enlightenment, publicity, and the collision resulting

from publicity, are the best guardians of the interests of the sick. A
patient is much better cared for in an institution where there is the per-

petual rub between doctors and nurses or nuns, between students, matrons,

governors, treasurers, and casual visitors, between secular and spiritual

authorities (for this applies quite as much to Roman Catholic as to Pro-

testant institutions) than in a hospital under the best governed order in

existence, where the chief of that order, be it male or female, is also sole

chief of the hospital.
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Taking the imperfect general ran of human things, for we are con-
sidering men, and not angels, public opinion is a higher average standard

than individual opinion. For many years I have been trying to find out

how this could be, since public opinion is made up of individual opinions.

I think it is because A will be much more rigid in making B mind B's

business than in minding his own. Public opinion is good for this. The
remark is not a high-minded one, but it is true.

Orders, whether Roman Catholic or Protestant, unless held in check by
the rude curb of public opinion, or by the perpetual rub and collision with
the secular authority of the hospital, are inclined to make into a special

object the spiritual (often fancied) good of their members, and not the

general and real good of the inmates of the hospital (for whom, never-

theless, the hospital was intended, and not for working out the salvation

of the order).

It is bad for the activity of any one to have always his own way. And
if it were only for this, viz., that no great sanitary or administrative im-
provements have ever come out of orders, or out of seculars, whose autho-

rity is undivided, it would be enough to condemn them.

Nos. 2 and 4. Where the nurses, religious or secular, are governed by
the same authority, religious or secular, which governs the hospital, the

destruction of health of the members both of orders and secular institu-

tions often takes place in a period of about five years. This consumption

of human beings is the worst policy in every sense. Its operative causes

are—under-feeding, want of proper sleep, want of the most ordinary

sanitary precautions—the result of austerity in orders, of an ignorant eco-

nomy in secular institutions. In the latter, want of the most ordinary

means for propriety and morality is often a fourth cause.

No. 2. In some institutions nursed by brotherhoods, abroad, a good

Augustinian nun, or good hospital nurse from London, would turn every-

thing out of window (though the former could not do all she would wish),

and be as disgusted as we are with their pestilential filth. But, alas ! this

has been seen even in those nursing sisterhoods where the salutar}' check

of the secular administration was not.

No. 2. Where institution and sisterhood alike are under the same

authority. The following remark applies exclusively to orders, and to

orders where no secular authority is in play, but much more to Protestant

than to Roman Catholic orders, which latter have better sense :

—

There is a constant change of occupation of each member of the order,

for the sake of detaching said member from earthly things. To-day

he or she is in the kitchen, to-morrow in a surgical ward, next week in a

medical ward, the week after in the laundry. The perplexed medical

attendant, when giving his directions about the patients, sees a new face,

at least every fortnight, to give his directions to.
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In the best Roman Catholic orders, especially where, as in i, the

secular authority comes into action, there is far more latitude given to

individual character, and scope to individual capacity, than we are at all

aware of. Each member is much more independent in his or her own

occupation than is the case under arrangement No. 2.

Nos. a, 4, and 5. Where there is but one authority over both hospital

and nurseSj whether that authority be religious or secular. The following

remark applies alike to some institutions, both religious and secular, to all

military, and to some civil, to Protestant and Roman Catholic establish-

ments :

—

The want of one definite head in permanent charge of each ward,

or set of wards, invariably acts disastrously for the patients. There

should always be some one person in acknowledged responsibility for the

nursing, with servants—call them lay sisters or brothers, or assistant nurses,

or what you will—under the head.

Religious motives, in some orders, a want of any practical system of

nursing in many military and some civil hospitals, reproduce the above

defect, in the most varied forms, in institutions of the most opposite

character.

No. 4. Where nurses and institution are under the same secular autho-

rity. The following remark applies solely to institutions secularly nursed :

—

The practice of having man and wife in joint-charge of a ward or

wards has in it more evil than good for the patients. It is true that a

woman had better flirt with her husband than with a student or patient

;

it is true that the common phrase " settling" (which means marrying in

some classes) has its signification here—for some women never are

" settled" till they are married. But it is no less true that the interest of

the husband henceforth comes before that of the patients, in honest as in

dishonest ways. The woman is no longer attached to her ward, but to her

husband ; and the patients are, more or less, neglected. This is still

more eminently the case in regimental hospitals, where it is a common
practice to choose married hospital sergeants, as being more " respectable,"

and to have the wife to live in the hospital. As well might the hospital

head nurse have her husband to live with her in the room off her ward.

Nos. I. Where the sisters are of a religious order, but the nurses are

secular,—3 and 4. Where all the nurses are secular, whether governed by

a separate head from that which governs the hospital, or by the same head :

—The cardinal sin of paid nurses, of all classes, of all nations, is taking petty

bribes and making petty advantages (of many different sorts and sizes) out

of the patients. From this sin all orders, whether Roman Catholic or

Protestant, are exempt; but from it their servants are by no means
exempt.

The rules of hospital head-nurses in London, were they really reli -
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gious women, who would neither take any present themselves, nor be
guilty of any kind of impropriety, would enable them to exercise a far

more efficient surveillance over assistant-nurses, as to both these things,

than can be exercised by Roman Catholic or Protestant orders living in

community. All kinds of things between nurses and patients may and
do go on in the sisters' wards, when the sisters are out of the way. A
hospital head-nurse is (or ought to be) always in command of her ward.

To sum up.—Case i. There is a higher average care of the sick and a

higher universal sense of morality, among hospital sisters, Protestant and
Roman Catholic, provided the hospital authority be a secular one. Case 2.

There is a lower average care of the sick, although an equally high mo-
rality, among hospital nuns, Protestant and Roman Catholic, if the hos-

pital authority be not a secular one. Case 3. There is a far greater average

care of the sick, although a lower morality, among nurses under a secular

female head, the authority of the hospital being a secular and separate one,

than in Case 2 ; and there is a somewhat higher average care of the, sick in

Case 4 than in Case 2, and no morality at all, but an awfiil destruction of

both life and soul, among nurses, where both nurses and hospital are under

the same secular (male) authority. Case j. There is no care of the sick

and no morality, nor even discipline, in hospitals where the nurses are

men, and where both nurses and hospital are under the same secular (male)

authority. This is the worst state of things of all. Case 2 is perhaps the

second worst. For, take it which way you will, the idea of the " religious

order" is always, more or less, to prepare the sick for death; of the secu-

lar, to restore them for life. And their nursing will be accordingly. There

will be instances of physical neglect (though generally unintentional)

on the part of the former ; of moral neglect on that of the latter. Unite

the two, and there will be fewer of either.

Of course to all this there are exceptions. This Appendix is dealing

only with systems of nursing as systems.

Note. Two excessively foolish books by the same woman, calling herself an " English

Sister of Mercy," on this question of sisterhoods,—in which the difficulty is, not to find what is

false, but to find what is true, and which I should never have thought of referring to, but that

she has been quoted by grave divines in Consistory,—give every reason for the comparative use-

fiilness or uselessness of sisterhoods but the right one, viz., that if a sisterhood cordially and

frankly co-operates with and works in a secular institution, it is useful ; if not, not.
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